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EDITOR’S NOTE

KEITH WARD

F-Sharp Focus
F# is a growing and increasingly important programming language.
Many developers are using it every day; many more should be
using it on a regular basis.
Being busy types, though, it can be difficult to find time to learn a
new language—it’s hard enough getting the daily work done. That’s
why I’ve asked Don Syme, the creator of F#, and his crack team to
answer some common F# questions I hear folks asking.

Why was F# created? What need does it serve?
The modern enterprise has a range of software needs that don’t fit
the traditional “business apps” IT model. For example, financial
modeling involves quantitative finance domain experts (“quants”)
who need to write and deploy models that analyze the value and
risk of market positions. You can think of these people as one
example of a domain-oriented programmer.
There are many similar examples in modern enterprises and
start-ups, including machine-learning, statistical, parallel, scientific and algorithmic experts; these people are often at the core of
modern software teams.
Domain programmers are always on a search for tools that
improve productivity, performance and robustness in balance and
often utilize analytical scripting languages as part of their work.
Dynamically typed scripting languages are great in many ways, but
can lead to real problems. For example, they can lead to problems
as applications grow in size. Often, they don’t have good visual tooling—for instance, no IntelliSense—and may not be very performant
when fresh code is written in the language. Finally, components don’t
live in isolation, and ultimately need to be deployed as encapsulated
software components in the context of larger .NET systems.
When you look at examples across the industry, the common need
is for a simple, succinct, efficient and typed language that allows mathoriented and domain experts to work in their problem domain—rather
than get lost in a sea of object-oriented (OO) class-oriented code—while
still contributing professional software components that interoperate
well. That’s where F# fits in. Ultimately, this kind of tool makes domain
experts happier and more productive members of software teams.
The special thing about F# is that we manage to get most of the
benefits of dynamic language (rapid development and succinctness)

while also still retaining the benefits of strongly typed languages
(robustness, performance and visual tooling), all in the context of
a highly interoperable platform.

What are the most common scenarios for use of F#?
F# can be used for just about anything, but it excels at what we call
“analytical component development.” This includes financial- and
market-analysis engines (including event-driven ones), server-side
machine learning components and other data-rich analyses. There
are several good case study examples available on the Microsoft
Web sites.
Some interesting examples outside finance are the uses of F# in
energy trading, Bing advertising, Project Emporia (a personalized
news-selection service based on machine learning techniques) and
in the artificial intelligence engine of the “Path of Go” game. All of
these show where F# excels: analytical engines in the context of
professional .NET software delivery.

What are the main advantages
F# has over C# and C++?
F# differs in many important ways from C#. Technically speaking,
some of the things you’ll notice are the functional-first methodology
and language features (such as tuples, lists and pattern-matching); the
strong focus on immutable data; the inclusion of key typing features
relevant to scientific and numerical programming (including F# units
of measure); the increased use of expressions as a form of software
re-use (including language features such as object expressions); the
succinct representation of OO programming; the declarative and
compositional model of asynchronous programming (a version of
which is appearing in the next version of C#); and the inclusion of
a dynamic interactive compiler called F# Interactive for scripting.
F# can be surprisingly intuitive for C and C++ programmers.
Perhaps the thing they’ll notice most is the immediacy of programming with F# Interactive—some C++ people are surprised that it’s
so easy to get your hands on data and play with it in a strongly typed
language, while still getting great
performance. Software becomes
fun and explorative again.
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CUTTING EDGE

DINO ESPOSITO

Static Code Analysis and Code Contracts
For many, it’s hard to believe that there was ever a time when you
could print the entire source code of an application, read it from top
to bottom and catch bugs or possible misbehavior. The complexity of
modern software makes this approach impractical for humans—but
not for some types of smart software, such as static-analysis tools.
Static analysis of software consists of inferring the behavior of a
piece of code from its instructions. A static-analysis tool conducts
its examination of source code by progressively building a base of
knowledge that it uses to prove statements and their output right
or wrong. Static analysis doesn’t actually execute the code; it just
reads lines and figures things out. What kind of things?
In general, static analysis can identify possible bugs in code as
well as indicate how closely certain segments of code match expectations and specifications.
It has been known for some time—at least as far back as the great
work done by Alan Turing in the 1930s—that there’s no automatic
and completely reliable way to decide whether a given program will
terminate without errors. In any case, computer science is mostly
based on approximation, and being forewarned that you likely have
a bug around some lines is a valuable help. Scale this help to the size
of a modern project and you can see the real value. A static-analysis
tool probably won’t give you absolute certainties but, working
in real time as you write your classes, it can give you immediate
feedback about what may be wrong in your implementation.

Figure 1 Code Analysis Settings in a Visual Studio 2010 Project
6 msdn magazine

Static Analysis and Testing
There’s a fundamental difference between testing and static analysis. As
a developer, you actively write the test but passively endure the static
analysis. If your tests don’t actually cover significant conditions, or don’t
check them with significant values, the results won’t be meaningful.
A tool for static analysis gives you warnings about facts (as the tool
understands them) that violate some of the configured internal rules.
In general, getting nearly no warnings from static analysis is a good
indication of the quality of the software. On the other hand, getting
warnings doesn’t automatically mean your software is buggy and will
fail at first run. Static analysis will likely detect hard-to-catch, cornercase errors that have the potential to crash your application. As with
testing, static analysis can catch defects quite early in the development
phase, thus limiting the impact of software errors on the overall project.

Types of Static Analyzers
Static analysis has many facets and a variety of different levels of
implementation. A very basic type of static analyzer is the language
compiler. The compiler goes through your source code and matches
it to the syntax rules of the language. This is the first step of analysis.
Modern compilers, however, do a lot more.
The latest C# compiler, for example, detects violations of the
Liskov principle when you sum up Code Contracts in derived
classes. This compiler can often point out occurrences of unused
variables. However, what a compiler detects and
classifies as a warning doesn’t necessarily qualify as a
bug. Still, the compiler is a distinct step you have to
execute. And it may take a while, depending on the
project and the environment.
Tools like FxCop or, better yet, the Code Analysis
feature in Visual Studio 2010, perform a more specific
analysis of the code and can be configured to run either
on demand or in each build, as Figure 1 shows.
Moreover, you can declaratively set the rules you
want it to employ when processing your code. Figure
2 shows a sample of the long list of warnings you may
receive when you enable the All Rules option in the
Visual Studio 2010 Code Analysis. Note that some of
those warnings are very specific, and very useful for
making your code cleaner and more adherent to the
Microsoft .NET Framework guidelines.
The key point about static analysis is that automatic
tools are absolutely honest and give you warnings based
strictly on violations of rules. Detected rule violations
are not necessarily bugs; but if a violation is a bug, it
likely will show in edge cases, and in full accordance
with Murphy’s Law—just when it’ll do the most damage.
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Figure 2 Warnings Received When All Rules Are Enabled

Besides on-demand tools like compilers and FxCop-like facilities,
another category of tools can provide a lot of feedback for you—but
they work asynchronously. To this category belongs ReSharper, which
provides the same type of handy suggestions as Code Analysis, but
dynamically as you type. It also offers to edit the code for you at the
cost of a click or two. ReSharper detects, for example, unassigned
variables, unreachable code, possible null references and a variety
of code smells such as virtual calls in a constructor and access to
modified closures in LINQ expressions. More importantly, ReSharper
allows you to formalize your own code smells and automatically find
and replace them intelligently as you type them. For more information and a detailed step-by-step example of the ReSharper structural
search and replace, read the blog post at bit.ly/eCMvCL.
Finally, static analysis in the .NET Framework 4 and Visual
Studio 2010 also takes place using the Static Checker tool created
by the Code Contracts team.

Static Checker in Action

account some built-in Code Contracts and check whether array
indexes always stay within array
bounds, whether any null references are used or if any division by
zero will occur. You control implicit
Code Contracts through the checkboxes shown in Figure 3. Note that
enabling implicit Code Contracts
may flood your output window with
a ton of messages and warnings. You
might not want to do this all the time,
and probably not after the beginning. Here’s an example of code that will be caught as a potential error
when you have the Implicit Array Bounds Obligations contract on:
var numbers = new int[2];
numbers[3] = 0;

Most of the power of the Static Checker, though, results from using
it with explicit contracts, such as preconditions and postconditions.

Explicit Contracts
Suppose you have the following code in one of your methods:
var orderId = GetLatestOrderId();
ProcessOrder(orderId);

A variable is obtained from a function call and then passed on
to another method for further processing. There’s not much any
Static Checker can do to try to prove these statements right or
wrong without some explicit contract information. On the other
hand, if the GetLatestOrderId method exposes a meaningful
postcondition, as in the following code, the Checker might be able
to prove whether the successive call is valid:
public int GetLatestOrderId()
{
Contract.Ensures(Contract.Result<int>() >0);
...
return n;
}

Along with Code Contracts, Microsoft provides the Static Checker
tool, which can go through your code even without you compiling it
and highlight Code Contracts not being verified or just impossible to
The GetLatestOrderId method explicitly declares it will be returnprove right or wrong. You can get the Static Checker only if you have
Visual Studio 2010 Premium or Ultimate or Visual Studio Team System ing a value greater than zero. As the Checker makes its pass, it grabs
2008. These version requirements are in line with the requirements this piece of information and adds it to its knowledgebase. Later on,
for the Code Analysis feature—that is, none of these features are avail- when it finds that the return value from GetLatestOrderId method
able in Visual Studio Professional or Express editions.
Like the Intermediate Language rewriter, the Static
Checker is a separate download that enhances Visual
Studio 2010. You can get the latest Code Contracts
bits from bit.ly/fF3wzl. You’ll need to explicitly enable
Static Checking on a per-project configuration
basis, as shown in Figure 3.
The Static Checker can run in the background if
you like, and can explicitly show squiggles for each
warning. Background execution means that the Static
Checker is scheduled to run in parallel with the
compiler as a build happens and code is changed.
You can have the Static Checker look for implicit
as well as explicit contracts. An explicit contract is
any contract you declare in a class method, such
as a precondition, a postcondition or an invariant.
In addition, the Static Checker can also take into Figure 3 Enabling Static Checking of Code Contracts in Visual Studio 2010
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In this case, the tooltip comes
from ReSharper, whose analysis
engine correctly determines a possible null reference. Why don’t we
get an analogous message from the
Checker? That’s because of the first
line in Figure 5:
Contract.Assume(context != null);

Figure 4 Unproven Contracts

is being used as input to another method with an explicit precondition, the Checker can reasonably attempt to see if the operation is
consistent with declared contracts. Let’s consider the following precondition contract:
public void ProcessOrder(int orderId)
{
Contract.Requires<ArgumentException>(orderId >0);
...
}

These two explicit contracts provide enough information to the
Checker to prove the contract. In this case, you won’t be getting
any extra warning. But what if some of these contracts are missing? The Static Checker returns an output similar to what you see
in Figure 4. The Checker detects that, say, a method has a Requires
contract and receives data from another one that doesn’t say anything about its returned output.
It should be clear by now that, to get the most out of the Static
Checker, you must use Code Contracts all throughout your code.
The more explicit contracts you bring in, the more reliable the
Static Checker can be.

Assume and Assert
Sometimes, however, you have to integrate your new code with
legacy code that others have written and that can’t be updated.
If the legacy code doesn’t have any contracts, you’re going to get
annoying warnings from the Static Checker. The Code Contracts
API offers a workaround for this.
Essentially, unproven contract warnings originate from lack
of information—the Checker is unable to find the required
information. However, as the developer, you can provide more
details—specifically, assumptions. Have a look at Figure 5.
You see a tooltip that warns about a possible null reference.
Apparently, the variable context is being used without having been
assigned. Who’s actually responsible for the tooltip? Is it the Checker or is it something else?

With this instruction, you guarantee to the Checker that the variable
context is never null. The Checker just trusts you and adds that piece
of information to its knowledgebase. ReSharper doesn’t currently
provide full support for .NET Code Contracts, which explains why
it still gives you a warning. On the other hand, ReSharper does support its own set of annotations that you can use in much the same
way as with assumptions. See bit.ly/lVSnkj for more details.

Optimal Use of Static Analysis
Static analysis is difficult, and it’s probably not even an exact science.
It often happens that you fill your code with contract information
with the best intentions, just to find out that it significantly slows
the build process. There are a couple of approaches to consider to
optimize the use of contracts and subsequent analysis.
First, you might want to create a special build configuration and
enable static checking only on that. You switch to it periodically, grab
the feedback and apply it. When you’re done, you move back to build
your solution as usual without the additional burden of static analysis.
Second, you can try using contracts piecemeal. You apply
contracts extensively in the code, but then you disable contracts at
the assembly level. You can do this by simply adding the following
attribute to the properties of the assembly:
[assembly: ContractVerification(false)]

Next, you re-enable contract checking only where you’re
currently focusing: class, method or assembly. You use the same
attribute with a value of true.

Wrapping Up
Static analysis is a technique that aims to evaluate the correctness of
your source code without running it. There are a few tools that do
this to various extents. One is simply the compiler; another analysis
tool is the Static Checker—an executable that usually integrates with
the build process. In the .NET Framework, a special Static Checker
tool works by learning facts about your code from Code Contracts.
The Checker then evaluates these facts and highlights possible
errors and contract violations.
At a time when complexity increases continually and development teams always run short of time, integrated static analysis saves
a bit of time in builds and, more importantly, saves you from nasty
bugs that hit your software just in corner cases.

D INO E SPOSITO is the author of “Programming Microsoft ASP.NET MVC”
(Microsoft Press, 2010) and coauthor of “Microsoft .NET: Architecting Applications
for the Enterprise” (Microsoft Press, 2008). Based in Italy, Esposito is a frequent
speaker at industry events worldwide. Follow him on Twitter at twitter.com/despos.

Figure 5 A Warning from the Static Checker
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WINDOWS WITH C++

KENNY KERR

The Windows Thread Pool and Work
Concurrency means different things to different people. Some folks
think in terms of agents and messages—cooperating but asynchronous state machines. Others think in terms of tasks, usually in the
form of functions or expressions that may execute concurrently.
Still others think in terms of data parallelism, where the structure
of the data enables concurrency. You might even consider these
complementary or overlapping techniques. Regardless of how you
view the world of concurrency, at the heart of any contemporary
approach to concurrency is a thread pool of one form or another.
Threads are relatively expensive to create. An excessive number
of threads introduces scheduling overhead that affects cache locality
and overall performance. In most well-designed systems, the unit
of concurrency is relatively short-lived. Ideally, there’s a simple way
to create threads as needed, reuse them for additional work and
avoid creating too many threads in some intelligent way in order
to use the available computing power efficiently. Fortunately, that
ideal exists today, and not in some third-party library, but right in
the heart of the Windows API. Not only does the Windows thread
pool API meet these requirements, but it also integrates seamlessly
with many of the core building blocks of the Windows API. It takes
much of the complexity out of writing scalable and responsive applications. If you’re a longtime Windows developer, you’re undoubtedly
familiar with the cornerstone of Windows scalability that’s the I/O
completion port. Take comfort in the fact that an I/O completion
port sits at the heart of the Windows thread pool.

At the heart of any
contemporary approach to
concurrency is a thread pool of
one form or another.
Keep in mind that a thread pool shouldn’t be viewed simply as
a way to avoid calling CreateThread with all of its parameters and
the requisite call to CloseHandle on the resulting handle. Sure, this
may be convenient, but it can also be misleading. Most developers
have expectations about the priority-driven, preemptive scheduling model that Windows implements. Threads at the same priority
will typically share processor time. When a thread’s quantum—the
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amount of time it gets to run—comes to an end, Windows determines whether another thread with the same priority is ready to
execute. Naturally, many factors influence thread scheduling, but
given two threads that are created around the same time, with the
same priority, both performing some compute-bound operation,
one would expect them both to begin executing within a few
quantums of each other.
Not so with the thread pool. The thread pool—and really any
scheduling abstraction based on an I/O completion port—relies
on a work-queuing model. The thread pool guarantees full core
utilization but also prevents overscheduling. If two units of work
are submitted around the same time on a single-core machine, then
only the first is dispatched. The second will only start if the first
finishes or blocks. This model is optimal for throughput because
work will execute more efficiently with fewer interruptions, but it
also means that there are no latency guarantees.
The thread pool API is designed as a set of cooperating objects.
There are objects representing units of work, timers, asynchronous
I/O and more. There are even objects representing challenging
concepts such as cancellation and cleanup. Fortunately, the API
doesn’t force developers to deal with all of these objects and, much
like a buffet, you can consume as little or as much as needed.
Naturally, this freedom introduces the risk of using the API
inefficiently or in an inappropriate way. That’s why I’ll be spending
the next few months on it in this column. As you begin to grasp
the different roles that the various parts of the API play, you’ll
discover that the code you need to write gets simpler rather than
more complex.
In this first installment, I’m going to show you how to start
submitting work to the thread pool. Functions are exposed to
the thread pool as work objects. A work object consists of a function pointer as well as a void pointer, called a context, which the
thread pool passes to the function every time it’s executed. A
work object can be submitted multiple times for execution, but
the function and context can’t be changed without creating a new
work object.
The CreateThreadpoolWork function creates a work object. If
the function succeeds, it returns an opaque pointer representing
the work object. If it fails, it returns a null pointer value and provides more information via the GetLastError function. Given a
work object, the CloseThreadpoolWork function informs the
thread pool that the object may be released. This function doesn’t
return a value, and for efficiency assumes the work object is valid.
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Fortunately, the unique_handle class template I introduced in last
month’s column takes care of this. Here’s a traits class that can be
used with unique_handle, as well as a typedef for convenience:
struct work_traits
{
static PTP_WORK invalid() throw()
{
return nullptr;
}
static void close(PTP_WORK value) throw()
{
CloseThreadpoolWork(value);
}
};
typedef unique_handle<PTP_WORK, work_traits> work;

I can now create a work object and let the compiler take care of
its lifetime, whether the object resides on the stack or in a container.
Of course, before I can do so, I need a function for it to call, known
as a callback. The callback is declared as follows:
void CALLBACK hard_work(PTP_CALLBACK_INSTANCE, void * context, PTP_WORK);

The CALLBACK macro ensures that the function implements
the appropriate calling convention that the Windows API expects
for callbacks, depending on the target platform. Creating a work
object for this callback using the work typedef is straightforward
and continues the pattern I highlighted in last month’s column,
as shown here:
void * context = ...
work w(CreateThreadpoolWork(hard_work, context, nullptr));
check_bool(w);

At this point, all I have is an object that represents some work
to perform, but the thread pool itself isn’t yet involved, as the work
callback hasn’t been submitted for execution. The SubmitThreadpoolWork function submits the work callback to the thread pool.
It may be called multiple times with the same work object to allow
multiple callbacks to run concurrently. The function is shown here:
SubmitThreadpoolWork(w.get());

Of course, even submitting the work doesn’t guarantee its prompt
execution. The work callback is queued, but the thread pool may
limit the level of concurrency—the number of worker threads—to
improve efficiency. As this is all rather unpredictable, there needs
to be a way to wait for outstanding callbacks, both those that
may be currently executing as well as those that are still pending.
Ideally, it would also be possible to cancel those work callbacks
that have yet to be given an opportunity to execute. Usually any
sort of blocking “wait” operation is bad news for concurrency,
but it’s still necessary in order to perform predictable cancelation
and shutdown. That’s the topic of an upcoming column, so I won’t
spend much more time on it here. However, for now, the WaitForThreadpoolWorkCallbacks function meets the aforementioned
requirements. Here’s an example:
bool cancel = ...
WaitForThreadpoolWorkCallbacks(w.get(), cancel);

The value of the second parameter determines whether pending
callbacks will be canceled or whether the function waits for them
to complete even if they haven’t yet begun to execute. I now have
enough to build a basic functional pool, taking the thread pool API
and a sprinkling of C++ 2011 to build something that’s a lot more
enjoyable to use. Moreover, it provides a good example for using
all of the functions I’ve introduced thus far.
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A simple functional pool should allow me to submit a function
to execute asynchronously. I should be able to define this function
using a lambda expression, a named function or a function object,
as needed. One approach is to use a concurrent collection to store
a queue of functions, passing this queue to a work callback. Visual
C++ 2010 includes the concurrent_queue class template that will
do the trick. I’m assuming that you’re using the updated implementation from Service Pack 1, as the original had a bug that resulted
in an access violation if the queue wasn’t empty upon destruction.
I can go ahead and start defining the functional pool class
as follows:
class functional_pool
{
typedef concurrent_queue<function<void()>> queue;
queue m_queue;
work m_work;
static void CALLBACK callback(PTP_CALLBACK_INSTANCE, void * context, PTP_WORK)
{
auto q = static_cast<queue *>(context);
function<void()> function;
q->try_pop(function);
function();
}

As you can see, the functional_pool class manages a queue
of function objects as well as a single work object. The callback
assumes that the context is a pointer to the queue and further
assumes that at least one function is present in the queue. I can
now create the work object for this callback and set the context
appropriately, as shown here:
public:
functional_pool() :
m_work(CreateThreadpoolWork(callback, &m_queue, nullptr))
{
check_bool(m_work);
}

A simple functional pool should
allow me to submit a function to
execute asynchronously.
A function template is needed to cater to the various types of
functions that may be submitted. Its job is simply to queue the
function and call SubmitThreadpoolWork to instruct the thread
pool to submit the work callback for execution, as shown here:
template <typename Function>
void submit(Function const & function)
{
m_queue.push(function);
SubmitThreadpoolWork(m_work.get());
}

Finally, the functional_pool destructor needs to ensure that
no further callbacks will execute before allowing the queue to be
destroyed, otherwise horrible things will happen. Here’s an example:
~functional_pool()
{
WaitForThreadpoolWorkCallbacks(m_work.get(), true);
}

Windows with C++

I can now create a functional_pool object and submit work quite
simply using a lambda expression:
functional_pool pool;
pool.submit([]
{
// Do this asynchronously
});

There’s going to be some
performance penalty for explicitly
queuing functions and implicitly
queuing work callbacks.
Clearly, there’s going to be some performance penalty for
explicitly queuing functions and implicitly queuing work callbacks.
Using this approach in server applications, where the concurrency
is typically quite structured, would probably not be a good idea. If
you have only a handful of unique callbacks that handle the bulk of
your asynchronous workloads, you’re probably better off just using
function pointers. This approach may be useful in client applications, however. If there are many different short-lived operations
that you’d like to handle concurrently to improve responsiveness,
the convenience of using lambda expressions
tends to be more significant.
Anyway, this article isn’t about lambda
expressions but about submitting work to the
thread pool. A seemingly simpler approach
for achieving the same end is provided by
the TrySubmitThreadpoolCallback function, as shown here:

complete, let alone to cancel it. Trying to write the functional_pool
class in terms of TrySubmitThreadpoolCallback would be problematic and require additional synchronization. An upcoming
column addresses how this can be achieved using the thread pool
API. Even if you were able to solve these issues, a less obvious
problem exists that’s potentially far more devastating in practice.
Every call to TrySubmitThreadpoolCallback involves the creation
of a new work object with its associated resources. With heavy
workloads, this can quickly cause the thread pool to consume a
great deal of memory and result in further performance penalties.
Using a work object explicitly also provides other benefits. The
callback’s final parameter in its original form provides a pointer to
the same work object that submitted the running instance. You can
use it to queue up additional instances of the same callback. You can
even use it to release the work object. However, these sorts of tricks
can get you into trouble, as it becomes increasingly difficult to know
when it’s safe to submit work and when it’s safe to release application
resources. In next month’s column, I’ll examine the thread pool environment as I continue to explore the Windows thread pool API. 
KENNY KERR is a software craftsman with a passion for native Windows development. Reach him at kennykerr.ca.
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void * context = ...
check_bool(TrySubmitThreadpoolCallback(
simple_work, context, nullptr));

It’s almost as if the CreateThreadpoolWork
and SubmitThreadpoolWork functions have
been rolled into one, and that’s essentially
what’s happening. The TrySubmitThreadpoolCallback function causes the thread
pool to create a work object internally whose
callback is immediately submitted for execution. Because the thread pool owns the work
object, you don’t have to concern yourself
with releasing it. Indeed, you can’t, because
the work object is never exposed by the API.
The callback’s signature provides further
evidence, as shown here:
void CALLBACK simple_work(
PTP_CALLBACK_INSTANCE, void * context);

The callback looks much the same as
before except for the missing third parameter. At first, this seems ideal: a simpler API
and less to worry about. However, there’s
no obvious way to wait for the callback to
msdnmagazine.com
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Searching Windows Azure Storage
with Lucene.Net
You know what you need is buried in your data
Search Architecture
Web Role
somewhere in the cloud, but you don’t know
Using Lucene.Net
where. This happens so often to so many, and
I want a real search architecture and, thus,
typically the response is to implement search
need a real indexing and search engine. Forin one of two ways. The simplest is to put key
tunately, many others wanted the same thing
metadata into a SQL Azure database and then
and created a nice .NET version of the open
use a WHERE clause to find the Uri based on
source Lucene search and indexing library,
a LIKE query against the data. This has very
which you’ll find at incubator.apache.org/lucene.net.
obvious shortcomings, such as limitations in
Moreover, Tom Laird-McConnell created a
Worker Role
Web Role
matching based only on the key pieces of metafantastic library for using Windows Azure
data instead of the document content, potential
Storage with Lucene.Net; you’ll find it at
issues with database size for SQL Azure, added
code.msdn.microsoft.com/AzureDirectory. With these
premium costs to store metadata in SQL Azure,
two libraries I only need to write code to crawl
and the effort involved in building a specialand index the content and a search service to
ized indexing mechanism often implemented
find the content. The architecture will mimic
as part of the persistence layer. In addition to
Index Server
Search Service
typical search architecture, with index storage,
those shortcomings are more specialized search
an indexing service, a search service and some
capabilities that simply won’t be there, such as:
front-end Web servers to consume the search
• Relevance ranking
service (see Figure 1).
Windows Azure Storage
• Language tokenization
The Lucene.Net and AzureDirectory librar• Phrase matching and near matching
ies will run on a Worker Role that will serve
• Stemming and synonym matching
as the Indexing Service, but the front-end
Documents Container
Index Container
A second approach I’ve seen is to index the
Web Role only needs to consume the search
cloud content from the local search indexer, and
service and doesn’t need the search-specific
this has its own problems. Either the document Figure 1 Search Architecture
libraries. Configuring the storage and comis indexed locally and the Uri fixed up, which
pute instances in the same region should keep
leads to complexity in the persistence and indexing because the file bandwidth use—and costs—down during indexing and searching.
must be local and in the cloud; or the local indexing service reaches
out to the cloud, which decreases performance and increases band- Crawling and Indexing
width consumption and cost. Moreover, using your local search The Worker Role is responsible for crawling the documents in
engine could mean increased licensing costs, as well. I’ve seen a hybrid storage and indexing them. I’ve narrowed the scope to handle only
of the two approaches using a local SQL Server and full-text Indexing. Word .docx documents, using the OpenXML SDK 2.0, available at
Theoretically, when SQL Azure adds full-text indexing, you’ll msdn.microsoft.com/library/bb456488. I’ve chosen to actually insert the
be able to use the first method more satisfactorily, but it will still latest code release for both AzureDirectory and Lucene.Net in my
require a fair amount of database space to hold the indexed content. project, rather than just referencing the libraries.
I wanted to address the problem and meet the following criteria:
Within the Run method, I do a full index at the start and then fire
1. Keep costs relating to licensing, space and bandwidth low.
an incremental update within the sleep loop that’s set up, like so:
2. Have a real search (not baling wire and duct tape wrapped
Index(true);
around SQL Server).
while (true)
3. Design and implement an architecture analogous to what
{
I might implement in the corporate datacenter.
Thread.Sleep(18000);
Trace.WriteLine("Working", "Information");

Code download available at code.msdn.microsoft.com/mag201108Cloudy.
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Index(false);
}
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Figure 2 Pulling Out the Contents of the .docx File
switch(doc.Name.Substring(doc.Name.LastIndexOf(".")+1))
{
case "docx":
WordprocessingDocument wordprocessingDocument =
WordprocessingDocument.Open(localStream, false);
doc.Body = wordprocessingDocument.MainDocumentPart.Document.Body.InnerText;
wordprocessingDocument.Close();
break;
// TODO: Still incomplete
case "pptx":
// Probably want to create a generic for DocToIndex and use it
// to create a pptx-specific that allows slide-specific indexing.
PresentationDocument pptDoc = PresentationDocument.Open(localStream, false);
foreach (SlidePart slide in pptDoc.PresentationPart.SlideParts)
{
// Iterate through slides
}
break;
default:
break;
}

For my sample, I keep the loop going at a reasonable frequency
by sleeping for 18,000 ms. I haven’t created a method for triggering an index, but it would be easy enough to add a simple service
to trigger this same index method on demand to manually trigger
an index update from an admin console or call it from a process
that monitors updates and additions to the storage container. In
any case, I still want a scheduled crawl and this loop could serve
as a simple implementation of it.
Within the Index(bool) method I first check to see if the index
exists. If an index does exist, I won’t generate a new index because
it would obliterate the old one, which would mean doing a bunch
of unnecessary work because it would force a full indexing run:
DateTime LastModified = new DateTime(IndexReader.LastModified(azureDirec
tory),DateTimeKind.Utc);
bool GenerateIndex = !IndexReader.IndexExists(azureDirectory) ;
DoFull = GenerateIndex;

Once I determine the conditions of the index run, I have to open
the index and get a reference to the container that holds the documents being indexed. I’m dealing with a single container and no
folders, but in a production implementation I’d expect multiple
containers and subfolders. This would require a bit of looping and
recursion, but that code should be simple enough to add later:
// Open AzureDirectory, which contains the index
AzureDirectory azureDirectory = new AzureDirectory(storageAccount, "CloudIndex");
// Loop and fetch the information for each one.
// This needs to be managed for memory pressure,
// but for the sample I'll do all in one pass.
IndexWriter indexWriter = new IndexWriter(azureDirectory, new
StandardAnalyzer(Lucene.Net.Util.
Version.LUCENE_29), GenerateIndex, IndexWriter.MaxFieldLength.UNLIMITED);
// Get container to be indexed.
CloudBlobContainer Container = BlobClient.GetContainerReference("documents");
Container.CreateIfNotExist();

Using the AzureDirectory library allows me to use a Windows
Azure Storage container as the directory for the Lucene.Net index
without having to write any code of my own, so I can focus solely
on the code to crawl and index. For this article, the two most interesting parameters in the IndexWriter constructor are the Analyzer
and the GenerateIndex flag. The Analyzer is what’s responsible
for taking the data passed to the IndexWriter, tokenizing it and
creating the index. GenerateIndex is important because if it isn’t set
18 msdn magazine

properly the index will get overwritten each time and cause a lot of
churn. Before getting to the code that does the indexing, I define a
simple object to hold the content of the document:
public class DocumentToIndex
{
public string Body;
public string Name;
public string Uri;
public string Id;
}

As I loop through the container, I grab each blob reference and
create an analogous DocumentToIndex object for it. Before adding
the document to the index, I check to see if it has been modified
since the last indexing run by comparing its last-modified time to
that of of the LastModified time of the Index that I grabbed at the
start of the index run. I will also index it if the DoFull flag is true:
foreach (IListBlobItem currentBlob in Container.ListBlobs(options))
{
CloudBlob blobRef = Container.GetBlobReference(currentBlob.Uri.ToString());
blobRef.FetchAttributes(options);
// Add doc to index if it is newer than index or doing a full index
if (LastModified < blobRef.Properties.LastModifiedUtc || DoFull )
{
DocumentToIndex curBlob = GetDocumentData(currentBlob.Uri.ToString());
//docs.Add(curBlob);
AddToCatalog(indexWriter, curBlob);
}
}

For this simple example, I’m checking that the last modified
time of the index is less than that of the document and it works
well enough. However, there is room for error, because the index
could’ve been updated via optimization and then it would look
like the index was newer than a given document, but the document did not get indexed. I’m avoiding that possibility by simply
tying an optimization call with a full index run. Note that in a real
implementation you’d want to revisit this decision. Within the loop
I call GetDocumentData to fetch the blob and AddToCatalog to
add the data and fields I’m interested in to the Lucene.Net index.
Within GetDocumentData, I use fairly typical code to fetch the
blob and set a couple of properties for my representative object:
// Stream stream = File.Open(docUri, FileMode.Open);
var response = WebRequest.Create(docUri).GetResponse();
Stream stream = response.GetResponseStream();
// Can't open directly from URI, because it won't support seeking
// so move it to a "local" memory stream
Stream localStream= new MemoryStream();
stream.CopyTo(localStream);
// Parse doc name
doc.Name = docUri.Substring(docUri.LastIndexOf(@"/")+1);
doc.Uri = docUri;

Getting the body is a little bit more work. Here, I set up a switch
statement for the extension and then use OpenXml to pull the
contents of the .docx out (see Figure 2). OpenXml requires a stream
that can do seek operations, so I can’t use the response stream
directly. To make it work, I copy the response stream to a memory
stream and use the memory stream. Make a note of this operation,
because if the documents are exceptionally large, this could theoretically cause issues by putting memory pressure on the worker
and would require a little fancier handling of the blob.
My additional stub and comments show where to put the code
to handle other formats. In a production implementation, I’d pull
Forecast: Cloudy
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the code out for each document type and put it in a separate library
of document adapters, then use configuration and document
inspection to resolve the document type to the proper adapter
library. Here I’ve placed it right in the switch statement.
Now the populated DocumentToIndex object can be passed to
AddToCatalog to get it into the index (Figure 3).
I decided to index three fields: Title, Uri and Body (the actual content). Note that for Title and Body I use the ANALYZED flag. This
tells the Analyzer to tokenize the content and store the tokens. I want
to do this for the body, especially, or my index will grow to be larger
in size than all the documents combined. Take note that the Uri is set
to NOT_ANALYZED. I want this field stored in the index directly,
because it’s a unique value by which I can retrieve a specific document. In fact, I use it in this method to create a Term (a construct
used for finding documents) that’s passed to the UpdateDocument
method of the IndexWriter. Any other fields I might want to add to the
index, whether to support a document preview or to support faceted
searching (such as an author field), I’d add here and decide whether to
tokenize the text based on how I plan to use the field.

Implementing the Search Service
Once I had the indexing service going and could see the segment
files in the index container, I was anxious to see how well it worked.
I cracked open the IService1.cs file for the search service and made
some changes to the interfaces and data contracts. Because this file
generates SOAP services by default, I decided to stick with those for
the first pass. I needed a return type for the search results, but the
document title and Uri were enough for the time being, so I defined
a simple class to be used as the DataContract:
[DataContract]
public class SearchResult
{
[DataMember]
public string Title;
[DataMember]
public string Uri;
}

Figure 3 Passing DocumentToIndex to the AddToCatalog Method
public void AddToCatalog(IndexWriter indexWriter, DocumentToIndex currentDocument
)
{
Term deleteTerm = new Term("Uri", currentDocument.Uri);
LuceneDocs.Document doc = new LuceneDocs.Document();
doc.Add(new LuceneDocs.Field("Uri", currentDocument.Uri, LuceneDocs.
Field.Store.YES,
LuceneDocs.Field.Index.NOT_ANALYZED, LuceneDocs.Field.TermVector.NO));
doc.Add(new LuceneDocs.Field("Title", currentDocument.Name, LuceneDocs.
Field.Store.YES,
LuceneDocs.Field.Index.ANALYZED, LuceneDocs.Field.TermVector.NO));
doc.Add(new LuceneDocs.Field("Body", currentDocument.Body, LuceneDocs.
Field.Store.YES,
LuceneDocs.Field.Index.ANALYZED, LuceneDocs.Field.TermVector.NO));
indexWriter.UpdateDocument(deleteTerm, doc);
}

happen locally and writes are moved to storage upon being committed, using compression to reduce latency and cost. At this point
a number of Lucene.Net objects come into play. The IndexSearcher
will take a Query object and search the index. However, I only have
a set of terms passed in as a string. To get these terms into a Query
object I have to use a QueryParser. I need to tell the QueryParser
what fields the terms apply to, and provide the terms. In this
implementation I’m only searching the content of the document:
// Open index
AzureDirectory azureDirectory = new AzureDirectory(storageAccount, "cloudindex");
IndexSearcher searcher = new IndexSearcher(azureDirectory);
// For the sample I'm just searching the body.
QueryParser parser = new QueryParser("Body", new StandardAnalyzer());
Query query = parser.Parse("Body:(" + SearchTerms + ")");
Hits hits = searcher.Search(query);

If I wanted to provide a faceted search, I would need to implement a means to select the field and create the query for that field,
but I’d have to add it to the index in the previous code where Title,
Uri and Body were added. The only thing left to do in the service
now is to iterate over the hits and populate the return list:

Using the SearchResult type,
I defined a simple search method as part of the ISearchService
ServiceContract:
[ServiceContract]
public interface ISearchService
{
[OperationContract]
List<SearchResult> Search(
string SearchTerms);

Next, I opened SearchService.cs
and added an implementation for
the Search operation. Once again
AzureDirectory comes into play,
and I instantiated a new one from
the configuration to pass to the
IndexSearcher object. The AzureDirectory library not only provides
a directory interface for Lucene.Net,
it also adds an intelligent layer of
indirection that caches and compresses. AzureDirectory operations
20 msdn magazine
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Note that while I’m running the search
service and indexing roles from the
Windows Azure compute emulator, I’m
using actual Windows Azure Storage.

Search Page
Switching to my front-end Web role,
I make some quick modifications to
the default.aspx page, adding a text
box and some labels.
As Figure 5 shows, the most significant mark-up change is in the data grid
where I define databound columns for
Title and Uri that should be available
in the resultset.
I quickly add a reference to the search
service project, along with a bit of code
behind the Search button to call the
search service and bind the results to
the datagrid:
protected void btnSearch_Click(
object sender, EventArgs e)
{
refSearchService.SearchServiceClient
searchService = new
refSearchService.SearchServiceClient();
IList<SearchResult> results =
searchService.Search(
txtSearchTerms.Text);
gvResults.DataSource = results;
gvResults.DataBind();
}

Figure 5 Defining Databound Columns for the Data Grid
for (int idxResults = 0; idxResults < hits.Length(); idxResults++)
{
SearchResult newSearchResult = new SearchResult();
Document doc = hits.Doc(idxResults);
newSearchResult.Title = doc.GetField("Title").StringValue();
newSearchResult.Uri = doc.GetField("Uri").StringValue();
retval.Add(newSearchResult);
}

Because I’m a bit impatient, I don’t want to wait to finish the Web
front end to test it out, so I run the project, fire up WcfTestClient, add a
reference to the service and search for the term “cloud” (see Figure 4).
I’m quite happy to see it come back with the expected results.

Simple enough, so with a quick tap
of F5 I enter a search term to see what
I get. Figure 6 shows the results. As
expected, entering “neudesic” returned
two hits from various documents I had staged in the container.

Final Thoughts
I didn’t cover the kind of advanced topics you might decide to
implement if the catalog and related index grow large enough. With
Windows Azure, Lucene.Net and a sprinkle of OpenXML, just
about any searching requirements can be met. Because there isn’t a
lot of support for a cloud-deployed search solution yet, especially
one that could respect a custom security implementation on top
of Windows Azure Storage, Lucene.Net might be the best option
out there as it can be bent to fit the
requirements of the implementer. 
JOSEPH FULTZ is a software architect at AMD,
helping to define the overall architecture and
strategy for portal and services infrastructure
and implementations. Previously he was a software architect for Microsoft working with its
top-tier enterprise and ISV customers defining
architecture and designing solutions.
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Advanced Programming
Made Easy with
Visual Studio LightSwitch
Beth Massi
Visual Studio LightSwitch is a new product in the
Visual Studio family aimed at developers who want to quickly
create data-centric business applications for the desktop and the
cloud. LightSwitch is an extensible development environment that
simplifies the development process because it lets you concentrate
on the business logic while it takes care of a lot of the remaining
work. LightSwitch is perfect for small business or departmental
productivity applications that need to be done fast.
It’s easy to quickly get up and running in LightSwitch so you can
focus on features important to your business. You don’t necessarily
need to write code to get a LightSwitch application up and running,
but you’ll quickly realize that code is necessary for business rules,
screen workflows and other user productivity features specific to
your business requirements. Moreover, you can download and
install LightSwitch extensions from the Visual Studio Gallery that
add features to your application that aren’t available out of the
This article discusses:
• LightSwitch application architecture
• LightSwitch extensibility points
• Screen layout and templates
• Adding custom code to the client
• Working with the save pipeline
• Using and building extensions

Technologies discussed:
Visual Studio LightSwitch, Visual Studio, Silverlight,
Microsoft .NET Framework 4

Code download available at:
code.msdn.microsoft.com/Contoso-Construction-9f944948
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box. You can even create extensions yourself using Visual Studio
Professional or higher. It’s a good bet that the community will be
creating some interesting extensions for LightSwitch!
This article is aimed at the professional developer using
LightSwitch to speed up development of a typical data-centric
business application, or enhancing a LightSwitch application that
was initially built by someone else. I’m going to walk through some
of the more advanced development and customization techniques
available to LightSwitch developers. I’ll show you how to work
with LightSwitch APIs, create custom screen layouts, use advanced
query processing, write complex business rules, and use and create
LightSwitch extensions. You’ll see that programming even the
more advanced features of a LightSwitch business application
is simplified dramatically because LightSwitch handles all the
plumbing for you. You can download the sample application I’ll be
discussing at code.msdn.microsoft.com/Contoso-Construction-9f944948.
If you’re not familiar with creating a basic application using
LightSwitch, I encourage you to take a look at some of the resources
available on the LightSwitch Developer Center at msdn.com/lightswitch.

Architecture Overview
Before we dive into advanced LightSwitch development, it’s important to understand the architecture of a LightSwitch application.
LightSwitch applications are based on Silverlight and a solid .NET
application framework using well-known patterns and best practices, like n-tier application layering and Model-View-ViewModel
(MVVM), as well as technologies like the Entity Framework and WCF
RIA Services (see Figure 1). The LightSwitch team made sure not to
invent new core technologies, such as a new data-access or UI layer;
instead we created an application framework and development environment around these existing Microsoft .NET Framework-based
technologies that lots of developers are already building on today.

Client Tier
Screens

Methods

Middle Tier
Controls

Submit Pipeline

Queries

Data Access
SQL Server

Data Workspace

Data Workspace

Windows Azure

WCF RIA Services

WCF RIA Services

SharePoint

Silverlight 4

ASP.NET 4

Other

Browser Host

Desktop Host

IIS 7

queries and use COM interop, as
well as access both client and server
project code.
However, if you already have
Visual Studio Professional or
higher installed, LightSwitch will
integrate into those editions and
LightSwitch applications will show
up as just another project template in the New Project dialog. In
addition, you also have the ability
to create custom controls and
extensions for LightSwitch.

Customization
and Extensibility Points

LightSwitch allows a wide spectrum of customization, from simple
Figure 1 LightSwitch Application Architecture
code customization all the way to
authoring full-blown extensions
This architecture means LightSwitch applications can be and distributing them to other LightSwitch developers.
There are a lot of built-in hooks to write code in LightSwitch for
deployed as desktop applications, with the ability to integrate with
hardware devices such as a scanner or bar code reader, as well as entities, queries and screens. At the top of each designer you’ll see
other applications like Microsoft Word and Excel; or they can be a “Write Code” drop-down button that shows the method hooks
deployed as browser-based applications when broader reach is available. This is how you write validation and security rules, as
required. You can also host LightSwitch applications in a variety well as how you tap into the save pipeline and query processing.
Some code you write runs on the server, some on the client and
of ways, including with Windows Azure.
LightSwitch is all about data and screens. The data in a screen is some runs on both. Typically LightSwitch developers don’t need to
know where their code is running; LightSwitch
managed by a data workspace, which is respontakes care of all of that for you. However, if you
sible for fetching entities from a data service
want to provide additional functionality and
in the middle tier via queries, for tracking
need to write specific code on the client or the
changes, and for sending updates back through
server, you need to know a little bit about the
the save pipeline to the middle-tier data serstructure of a LightSwitch solution.
vice. When you execute the save command, it
When you look at a LightSwitch application
invokes the data service with one change set,
in the Solution Explorer, by default you’re
which runs in one update transaction against
in “Logical View.” However, you can see the
the data source. You can have multiple data
actual project and file structure if you select
sources in LightSwitch (and even relate entities
“File View,” as shown in Figure 2.
across data sources). Each data source you bring
In File View you can see the Client and
into your LightSwitch application has its own
Server projects and, under those, a UserCode
data workspace. From the data workspace, you
folder where all the code you write through
can access all the queries and update operations
the LightSwitch development environment
against the data source. Entities themselves also
is physically placed. You can add your own
expose underlying details, such as their entity
code files and classes here and call them from
state and original and current values.
your LightSwitch code. Just keep in mind that
Visual Studio LightSwitch is its own edition
the client is running under the Silverlight
of Visual Studio. Its entire development enviframework and the server is running under the
ronment is streamlined to focus on building
full .NET Framework 4. I’ll show you a couple
LightSwitch applications. Even with just the
of examples later.
LightSwitch edition installed, developers have
The next level of customization is authoring
access to all the LightSwitch APIs, the Silverlight
custom controls and custom data sources and
and .NET frameworks, custom screen layouts
using them directly in your LightSwitch projand screen workflows, complex validation,
the save pipeline and access control hooks. Figure 2 Flip to File View to See the ect. For instance, you may choose to create your
own special Silverlight control that provides
You can write complex and composite LINQ Physical Structure
msdnmagazine.com
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some specific functionality and then use that on your LightSwitch
screens. If you have Visual Studio Professional or higher, you have
access to the Silverlight class library project template and you can
simply build your own control library and use it in LightSwitch.
You can also create WCF RIA Services to connect to data sources
not supported out of the box in LightSwitch. However, in order to
make these custom controls and data sources available to someone who only has the Visual Studio LightSwitch edition installed,
you package them up into a LightSwitch extension.
There are six extensibility points in LightSwitch:
1. Custom Control A control extension consists of one or
more Silverlight controls, which can bind to a single scalar
value or a collection of data. It can also group other controls
together. A control extension can be a single control; for
example, a star-rating control or gauge or even a map
control. It could also be a group of controls; for example,
shipping information.
2. Screen Template When creating a screen, you’re presented
with a list of templates. A screen template extension
creates a new template that can be added to the list. This
allows a custom screen to specify a layout for the controls
contained within the screen.
3. Business Type Business types are unique to LightSwitch;
they allow you to provide canned validation and formatting
for entity properties. When you build this type of extension, you define an editor control and formatting as well as
validation for the type. For instance, Phone Number and
Email Address are built-in business types in LightSwitch
and can be configured declaratively via the properties window. You could create a business type for Social Security
Number or Packaging SKU that comes with specific
validation and formatting.

Figure 3 The Contoso Construction Application Home Screen
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4. Shell A shell provides the look and feel of the app—its “skin.”
It can also provide navigation, commands and screens. It’s
totally up to you to decide how to use the shell to present
these—or not present them.
5. Theme Themes provide the color palette for a LightSwitch
application. The font styles and brush colors you specify
in a theme are applied to the built-in shell, or to a custom
shell you build yourself.
6. Custom Data Sources All applications need some kind
of data source. LightSwitch lets you connect to databases,
SharePoint lists and WCF RIA Services. With this extension type, you can connect to external data sources using
WCF RIA Services.
To build extensions, you need Visual Studio Professional or higher, the Visual Studio SDK and the LightSwitch Extensibility Toolkit. Extensions are distributed just like any other Visual Studio
extension via VSIX packages, and deployed to the Visual Studio
Gallery. You can then install them using the Extension Manager,
which is also included with Visual Studio LightSwitch.
Now that you understand the architecture, solution structure
and spectrum of extensibility in LightSwitch applications, let’s dive
into some advanced features of the Contoso Construction sample application. I built the entire application without any specific
custom control or data source customizations, so it requires only
Visual Studio LightSwitch. However, I did install and use publicly
available extensions to enhance the application, and I’ll walk
through how they work later.

The Contoso Construction Application
When you log into the Contoso Construction application, the first
thing you’re presented with is a tailored home screen that displays
common tasks, your appointments for the day and current projects,
as shown in Figure 3. The application
tracks customers and their construction projects as well as materials used
on the projects. It also allows users to
manage photos taken for each project and to schedule appointments
between employees and customers.
When you select a project, the
Project Details screen opens, displaying a tab control with its related
children, the project’s materials and
pictures. Saving pictures into the
database with LightSwitch is handled automatically when you specify
that a property of an entity be of the
built-in type Image—which comes
with a picture editor and display.
The Project Details screen also
has a button on the ribbon to generate a project status report. It uses
COM to automate Microsoft Word
to send the project and materials list
to the document. Other features of
Visual Studio LightSwitch
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Figure 4 Data Items and the Content Tree in Screen Designer

the application include e-mail integration on the server to send
appointments to customers and employees, audit trails, reports
with aggregate queries, and a custom query builder. LightSwitch
already has built-in support for exporting data in grids to Excel.
The Contoso Construction application also has an import feature
that lets users upload materials data from spreadsheets directly into
the screen. Let’s walk through some of the more advanced pieces
of the application to see how they were built.

Complex Screen Layouts
When building screens in LightSwitch, every control in the content
tree must be bound to a data item. The data item can be a field on
an entity, a collection of entities or any other data item you add to
the ViewModel. The screen templates help guide you in setting up
a layout and all the data binding for a particular type of screen—be
that a search screen, a details screen, a new data screen or any other
type of screen. Some screens work with single entities and others
work with collections of entities. The Search Screen, Editable Grid
Screen, and List and Details Screen templates work with collections
of entities returned from a query that you can define. The Edit
Details Screen works with a specific entity and it passes a parameter
into the query that’s the unique ID of the entity to retrieve.
These templates are just starting points that you can customize
further. In fact, you can select a screen template that works with a collection of entities, but not choose any data for the screen. For instance,
in the Add New Screen dialog, you can select the Search Screen
30 msdn magazine

and then immediately click OK. This
creates a blank “canvas” that allows
you to start from scratch. Alternatively, when you select a template you
can select the basic screen data you
want to present and then add more
data items to the screen as needed.
Data items can be basic properties
like strings or integers; they can be
methods you call from screen code
or buttons; or they can be entities
that originate from queries. To add a
data item manually to a screen, click
the Add Data Item button at the top
of the screen designer. You can then
specify the name and type of the data
item. The home screen is a combination of all of these types of data items,
as you can see in Figure 4.
You have a lot of flexibility with
screens when laying out content in
the tree. Once you add all of your
data items, in order to make layout
changes it’s usually easier to just run
the application (press F5), open the
screen and then click Design Screen
in the upper-right corner of the
application. This allows you to make
layout changes and see the updates in
real time. You can use grouping controls like the Table Layout and
Rows and Columns Layouts to fine-tune exactly where and how
controls should display. You can then tweak the sizing properties
in the Properties window to specify the exact size. In addition to
the screen command bar (which displays on the ribbon across the
top of the application), you can also specify command bars for any
Figure 5 The MyImageHelper Class
''' <summary>
''' This class makes it easy to load images from the client project.
''' </summary>
''' <remarks></remarks>
Public Class MyImageHelper
Public Shared Function GetImageByName(fileName As String) As Byte()
Dim assembly As Reflection.Assembly =
Reflection.Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly()
Dim stream As Stream = assembly.GetManifestResourceStream(fileName)
Return GetStreamAsByteArray(stream)
End Function
Private Shared Function GetStreamAsByteArray(
ByVal stream As System.IO.Stream) As Byte()
If stream IsNot Nothing Then
Dim streamLength As Integer = Convert.ToInt32(stream.Length)
Dim fileData(streamLength - 1) As Byte
stream.Read(fileData, 0, streamLength)
stream.Close()
Return fileData
Else
Return Nothing
End If
End Function
End Class
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Figure 6 Server-Side Methods to
Track and Send Appointment E-mails
Private Sub Appointments_Inserting(ByVal entity As Appointment)
'Used to track any iCalender appointment requests
entity.MsgID = Guid.NewGuid.ToString()
entity.MsgSequence = 0
End Sub
Private Sub Appointments_Updating(ByVal entity As Appointment)
'Update the sequence anytime the appointment is updated
entity.MsgSequence += 1
End Sub
Private Sub Appointments_Inserted(ByVal entity As Appointment)
'Send an email notification when an appointment is inserted into the system
Dim isCanceled = False
SMTPMailHelper.SendAppointment(entity.Employee.Email,
entity.Customer.Email,
entity.Subject,
entity.Notes,
entity.Location,
entity.StartTime,
entity.EndTime,
entity.MsgID,
entity.MsgSequence,
isCanceled)
End Sub
Private Sub Appointments_Updated(ByVal entity As Appointment)
'Send an email update when an appointment is updated.
Dim isCanceled = False
SMTPMailHelper.SendAppointment(entity.Employee.Email,
entity.Customer.Email,
entity.Subject,
entity.Notes,
entity.Location,
entity.StartTime,
entity.EndTime,
entity.MsgID,
entity.MsgSequence,
isCanceled)
End Sub
Private Sub Appointments_Deleting(entity As Appointment)
'Send an email cancellation when an appointment is deleted.
Dim isCanceled = True
SMTPMailHelper.SendAppointment(entity.Employee.Email,
entity.Customer.Email,
entity.Subject,
entity.Notes,
entity.Location,
entity.StartTime,
entity.EndTime,
entity.MsgID,
entity.MsgSequence,
isCanceled)
End Sub

control. This gives you the ability to place buttons or hyperlinks
under any item in the tree. In Figure 4 you can see that the command bar for the static text property called Search Projects has its
Control Type set to Link, which appears left-justified under the
text when running (Figure 3).
The home screen displays a lot of static text and images. Adding images to buttons on screens is as easy as setting them in the
Properties window. However, when you want to display an image or
static text on the screen directly, you need to do a couple of things.
You add static images and text to the screen as local properties via
the Add Data Item dialog and then lay them out in the content tree.
Because static properties do not originate from a data entity, you
need to set the property value before the screen is displayed. You
do this in the screen’s InitializeDataWorkspace method, which runs
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Figure 7 An Audit Trail Is a Common Business
Application Requirement

before any queries execute. For example, to set one image and one
text static property, you’d write code similar to this:
Private Sub Home_InitializeDataWorkspace(saveChangesTo As List(Of IDataService))
' Initialize text properties
Text_Title = "Contoso Construction Project Manager"
' Initialize image properties
Image_Logo = MyImageHelper.GetImageByName("logo.png")
End Sub

In order to load a static image, you switch to File View and
place it in the Client project’s \Resources folder, then set the build
action to “Embedded Resource.” Then you need to write some code
to load the image. The Contoso Construction sample application uses static images in a variety of screens, so I created a helper
class called MyImageHelper that can be used from anywhere in
the client code. While in File View, right-click on the \UserCode
folder in the Client project and select Add | Class. Name it
MyImageHelper and create a static (Shared) method that loads the
image, as shown in Figure 5.
You can add any custom code to the client this way. For instance,
the Contoso Construction sample application also has helper
Figure 8 Drilling into the Employee Entity Details Property
to Create an Audit Trail
Private Sub Employees_Updating(entity As Employee)
'Audit trail that tracks changes to employee records
Dim change = entity.EmployeeChanges.AddNew()
change.Employee = entity
change.Updated = Now()
change.ChangedBy = Me.Application.User.FullName
Dim newvals = "New Values:"
Dim oldvals = "Original Values:"
For Each prop In entity.Details.Properties.All().
OfType(Of Microsoft.LightSwitch.Details.IEntityStorageProperty)()
If prop.Name <> "Id" Then
If Not Object.Equals(prop.Value, prop.OriginalValue) Then
oldvals += String.Format("{0}{1}: {2}",
vbCrLf,
prop.Name,
prop.OriginalValue)
newvals += String.Format("{0}{1}: {2}",
vbCrLf,
prop.Name,
prop.Value)
End If
End If
Next
change.OriginalValues = oldvals
change.NewValues = newvals
End Sub
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For more information on the save
pipeline, validation framework and
entity API, see the Working with
Code section of the LightSwitch
Developer Center (bit.ly/inJ3DE).

Advanced Queries

Figure 9 The CurrentProjects Query

classes for exporting construction project data to Word via COM.
The bottom line is that you have a lot of flexibility to add your own
custom code and classes to LightSwitch.

Working with the Save Pipeline
You can also add your own code to the server project in the same
way. In the sample, there’s an appointment screen that allows users
to set up appointments between customers and employees. If
the customer and the employee have e-mail addresses, an e-mail
appointment (iCal) is sent to both parties when the appointment
entity is inserted into the data source. The save pipeline exposes
many methods that you can use to write business rules, call other
services or kick off workflows, including Inserted/Inserting,
Updated/Updating and Deleted/Deleting methods for every entity.
The helper class to send the appointment via SMTP e-mail is
located in the Server project’s \UserCode folder, and it’s called
SMTPMailHelper. The application also sends updates and cancellations when appointments are updated or deleted in the system.
In order to access these save pipeline methods, select the entity in
the designer and then the Write Code button drop-down. When
you hover over the methods, the tooltip will tell you whether
the code runs on the client, the server or both. In the case of the
Appointment entity, we need to inject code into the server-side
methods shown in Figure 6 in order to track and send new,
updated and canceled appointment e-mails.
You’ll also work with the save pipeline when you implement an
audit trail. Audit trails are common in business applications and are
used to track what changes were made and by whom to records in the
system. In the sample application, a table called EmployeeChange
tracks changes to fields on the Employee, as shown in Figure 7.
To capture the new and original values on an Employee that’s
being updated, you can drill into the Details property of the
entity. This allows you to get at the more advanced entity API.
In the Employees_Updating method, you can dynamically loop
through all the storage properties on the entity and record their
new and original values, as shown in Figure 8.
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Because LightSwitch applications are
all about data and screens, it’s not surprising that you can create queries.
The query designer provides a quick,
simple way to define filters, sorts and
query parameters, as well as specify
whether the query should return one
or many rows. You can also base queries on other queries, which comes in
handy when you always have a filter
or sort you want applied to a set of
data. You can also specify required
and optional parameters. However, the query designer does have
its limits. Luckily, you can click on the Write Code button at the top
of the designer (or click “Edit Additional Query Code” in the properties window) and write code in the PreprocessQuery method.
In the Contoso Construction application, there’s a query called
CurrentProjects, as shown in Figure 9. The CurrentProjects query
only defines an optional parameter through the designer; the rest
of the query is handled in code.
Notice that this query only defines an optional parameter and
doesn’t specify a filter or sort. We need to check if the parameter
is supplied and, if so, evaluate its value to determine if a filter
should be applied. The PreprocessQuery method is passed any
parameters that you define in the designer as well as the query
itself. This means that you can define filter and sort clauses in the
designer and then add to the query by writing LINQ code to filter
or sort it further. Just keep in mind that you always need to return
a collection of entity types that LightSwitch expects; you can’t
return projections or other types.
So, in the PreprocessQuery method, you can write code as
in Figure 10.
Now when you create a screen based on the query, LightSwitch will
see that there’s an optional parameter, then automatically create that
screen data item for you and bind it to the query parameter. Because
Figure 10 Intercepting Queries in the PreprocessQuery Method
Private Sub CurrentProjects_PreprocessQuery(
ShowAllProjects As System.Nullable(Of Boolean),
ByRef query As System.Linq.IQueryable(Of LightSwitchApplication.Project))
'If ShowAllProjects is False (or Nothing) then just pull up the
' projects that do not have an actual end date specified.
If Not (ShowAllProjects.HasValue) Then ShowAllProjects = False
If Not (ShowAllProjects) Then
query = From p In query
Where p.ActualEndDate Is Nothing
Select p
End If
End Sub
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Show All Projects is a Boolean, it will create a checkbox, and when
the user clicks the box the query will execute automatically.
I hope you’re starting to see all the code hooks that LightSwitch
provides; queries are no different. Another interesting query in the
sample application uses an aggregate to find projects that are over
budget. This query doesn’t specify anything in the designer; it uses
only code, because it needs to aggregate child data to calculate the
materials cost on the project:
Private Sub ProjectsOverBudget_PreprocessQuery(
ByRef query As System.Linq.IQueryable(Of LightSwitchApplication.Project))
'Return projects where the cost is over the original estimate
query = From p In query
Let cost = p.Labor +
(Aggregate m In p.ProjectMaterials Into Sum(m.Quantity * m.Price))
Where cost > p.OriginalEstimate
Order By p.StartDate
Select p
End Sub

In the sample application, these two queries are presented on Search
Data Screens so that users can export the results to Excel, analyze
the data and create reports. Because these reports are used often,
it makes sense to have them hardcoded. However, it would be nice
to allow users to define their own custom reports. You can do just
that by installing the Filter Control extension that’s available in the
Samples Gallery, which includes all the source code, at bit.ly/fYmEnK.

Using Extensions
LightSwitch extensions are installed like any other Visual Studio
extensions. Click on the VSIX file to install, then restart Visual
Studio. Open your LightSwitch Project Properties and you’ll see an
Extensions tab that allows you to select which extensions to use in
the project, as shown in Figure 11.
To use the filter control extension, create a query and add a single
string parameter called FilterTerm, then add the following code to
the PreprocessQuery method:
query = LightSwitchFilter.Server.Filter(query, FilterTerm, Me.Application)

Next, add a screen based on the
query and in the screen designer
change the control type for the
Filter Term control to “Advanced
Filter Builder,” and change the label
position to “None.” In the Contoso
Construction sample application,
the query is called CustomFilterProjects and the screen is called
CustomReport.
When you run the sample application and open the Custom Report
screen, the filter builder control will
be displayed. Once you’ve defined
the filter, the Go button will execute
it against the server. The filter is a
Silverlight control that will generate
an XML representation of the designed filter. This is then passed to the
query as a string. On the server, the
query code will parse the XML and
generate appropriate filter clauses.
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Another handy extension is the Excel Importer extension that
you can get at bit.ly/e580r3, along with all the source code.
LightSwitch already has built-in support for exporting data in
grids to Excel. The Excel Importer lets you import data from spreadsheets by mapping Excel columns to properties of an entity. This
extension is used on the Materials Catalog screen in the sample
application. Once you install and enable the extension, create an
Editable Grid Screen and add a button to the screen command bar.
In the Execute method for the command you only need to write
one line of code:
Private Sub ImportFromExcel_Execute()
LightSwitchUtilities.Client.ImportFromExcel(Me.Materials)
End Sub

As you can see, it’s very easy to install and use extensions in
LightSwitch to provide additional capabilities. When you package
up your customizations as extensions, you can distribute them
broadly to other LightSwitch developers.

Build Your Own Extensions
To build extensions, you’ll need Visual Studio Professional SP1
or higher with LightSwitch installed, the Visual Studio SDK and
the LightSwitch Extensibility Toolkit, which you can download
from the LightSwitch Developer Center (msdn.com/lightswitch). This
adds Visual Basic and C# extensibility project templates under the
LightSwitch node in your New Project dialog.
Let’s create a simple theme for our Contoso Construction application. First create a new LightSwitch Extension Library project;
I’ll call it ContosoThemes. This sets up all the necessary projects
for the extension. You’ll notice a similarity to the File View of a
LightSwitch application, but there are some additional projects
included, namely the LSPKG and the VSIX projects.
Next, right-click on the ContosoThemes.LsPkg and select Add
New Item. Here you’ll see the set of supported LightSwitch Extension
templates. Select the LightSwitch Theme item and give it a name—

Figure 11 Enabling an Extension on the Extensions Tab of the LightSwitch Project Properties
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Figure 12 Creating a LightSwitch Theme Extension

I’ll call it PurpleTheme. The new theme’s pre-canned XAML file will
be created and opened in the IDE. By default, it has all the brushes
and styles that are in the standard shell theme. You can use any tool
you like to set the colors and styles for every item that LightSwitch
displays in its shell. For this example, I’ll just change a few colors
using the XAML editor and the properties window to select colors,
as shown in Figure 12.
Once you’re ready to test your extension, you can hit F5 to launch
a debug IDE instance. To test the theme, create a new LightSwitch
project in this instance. Open the LightSwitch Project Properties

and on the Extensions tab enable the
ContosoThemes extension you just
built. Next, switch to the General tab
and select the PurpleTheme. You’ll
need to create entities and screens so
you can see your theme in action; then
you can press F5 in your test project
to see what it looks like.
When you’re happy with your
theme, build the extension in Release
mode—then you can hand the VSIX
package located in the \bin\Release
folder of the VSIX project to a
LightSwitch developer to use on any
of her projects. You can also upload it
to the Visual Studio Gallery for broad
distribution. Figure 13 shows what
the theme looks like in the Contoso
Construction application.
For more information on building LightSwitch Extensions, see
the Advanced Topics section of the
LightSwitch Developer Center (bit.ly/hoMP7P).

Wrapping Up
LightSwitch dramatically simplifies the development of data-centric
business applications because it takes care of all the plumbing for you.
It allows you to concentrate on the business logic and other custom
features that your users need to get their jobs done efficiently. There
are many levels of customization available to LightSwitch developers,
as well as to professional developers looking to build LightSwitch
extensions for the community. I hope this article has shown you how
flexible and customizable LightSwitch
can be. For information, training,
samples, videos, forums, community
and more, please visit the LightSwitch
Developer Center at msdn.com/lightswitch.
Enjoy!

BETH MASSI is a senior program manager
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team, which builds the Visual Studio tools for
Windows Azure, Office and SharePoint, as
well as Visual Studio LightSwitch. Massi is a
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developers and is responsible for producing
and managing online content and community
interaction for the BizApps team. She has more
than 15 years of industry experience building
business applications and is a frequent speaker
at software development events. You can find
her on a variety of developer sites, including
MSDN Developer Centers, Channel 9 and her
blog, BethMassi.com. Follow her on Twitter at
twitter.com/BethMassi.

Figure 13 Applying a Theme Extension to a LightSwitch Application
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Build Business
Applications with Visual
Studio LightSwitch
Robert Green
Consider the tale of two overworked individuals. Antonio
is a senior developer in the IT department of a large bank with
hundreds of branch offices. Dalia is the manager at one of these
branches. She wants to do a better job of tracking computer assets.
Who has what computer and how long have they had it? When was
each printer and fax machine purchased and serviced? How much
does the branch spend on peripherals and supplies each month?
Dalia e-mails Antonio and asks him to create an asset-tracking
application. Antonio agrees this is needed and could save the bank
This article discusses a prerelease version of Visual Studio LightSwitch.
All information is subject to change.

This article discusses:
• Defining data with entities
• Custom validation rules
• Creating and using queries
• Controlling what actions users can take
• The three LightSwitch deployment models

Technologies discussed:
Visual Studio LightSwitch, Silverlight, Windows Azure,
Model-View-ViewModel, Microsoft .NET Framework

Code download available at:
code.msdn.microsoft.com/Contoso-Construction-9f944948
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significant sums of money, but he’s already fully committed to
other projects and has no time to help Dalia. He knows that
Dalia is going to build the application herself in Excel or another
end-user application, and this worries him because she’s likely
going to build a single-tier, self-contained application that won’t
scale. But what can he do?
Fast forward six months. Dalia is a hero. She built her app and
it has cut her branch’s computer spending by 25 percent while also
increasing productivity due to more efficient use of resources. Bank
management decides that all of the branch offices should adopt this
system and that the data should be centralized. Antonio is told to
make this happen by the end of the month, and it’s now his nightmare to convert this application into something that resembles what
he would have built if he had had the time. Good luck, Antonio!

Introducing Visual Studio LightSwitch
Visual Studio LightSwitch is designed to address this all-too-common
scenario. LightSwitch is a new product in the Visual Studio family
aimed at developers of all skill levels who want to quickly create
data-centric business applications for the desktop, Web and cloud.
LightSwitch simplifies the development process because it does
most of the development work for you. You don’t need to write code
to interact with databases and you don’t need to manually lay out
screens. You can concentrate on the business logic.
LightSwitch applications are based on Silverlight. They use proven
n-tier architecture patterns based on Model-View-ViewModel

Figure 1 The Customer Entity

(MVVM), as well as familiar Microsoft .NET Framework technologies such as the Entity Framework and WCF RIA Services.
LightSwitch applications can be deployed as desktop (out-ofbrowser) or browser-based applications. Desktop applications can
leverage local hardware resources and work with applications such
as Microsoft Word and Excel. Both desktop and browser-based
LightSwitch applications can be hosted on IIS and Windows Azure.
The primary audience for LightSwitch is end-user developers
such as Dalia. They’re information workers, IT professionals, business analysts and so on who do some development as part of their
job. They aren’t professional developers, and they want a smooth
on-ramp to development, built-in plumbing that handles common
application requirements, and simple and flexible deployment
options. In short, they want to quickly build well-architected,
data-centric applications that can be easily deployed and scaled.
Existing Visual Studio developers will often find LightSwitch an
attractive addition to their toolset. LightSwitch installs on top of
Visual Studio 2010 Professional and above. Visual Studio developers
can build LightSwitch applications from scratch or they can open a
LightSwitch application in Visual Studio and extend it. If Dalia had
used LightSwitch to build her application, Antonio could open it and
enhance it. Or Antonio could build the application in LightSwitch
in potentially dramatically less time than if he started from scratch.
In this article, I’ll review a LightSwitch application used by the
construction company arm of the ubiquitous Contoso Corp.
The company wants to manage customers and their projects.
You can download the sample application I’ll be discussing here:
code.msdn.microsoft.com/Contoso-Construction-9f944948.

SQL Server to host the data. To
work with external data, you can
connect to an external database
such as SQL Server or SQL Azure
or any database for which you have
an Entity Framework provider. You
can also connect to SharePoint lists
or WCF RIA Services.
The sample application contains
a Customer entity (table), as shown
in Figure 1.
For each entity property, you
can define not only the data type,
but also whether the property is
required, unique, searchable and
displayed on screens by default.
You can also specify alternate
display labels and maximum
lengths. For numeric and date
properties, you can specify minimum and maximum values.
Rather than leave certain properties as strings or their default types,
you can use built-in data types, also referred to as custom business
types. The phone and fax properties in the Customer entity use the
Phone Number data type, and the Email property uses the Email
Address data type. The built-in data types provide validation and
will generate user-friendly runtime errors. There’s no need for you
to write code to validate that a phone number or e-mail address is
valid. In addition, the Phone Number data type includes built-in
formatting, as shown in Figure 2.
There are also Date, Image and Money data types that all come
with built-in editors, formatting and validation.
After adding properties to an entity, you should review the entity’s
Summary property, which describes the entity. It also becomes a hyperlink on search screens.
The screen displays all customers in a grid. Notice the Full
Name column contains hyperlinks. When the user clicks a full
name, LightSwitch displays the detail screen for that customer.
As the LightSwitch developer, you don’t need to write any code to
make this happen. Figure 3 shows the Search Customers screen.

Entities
The first step in building a LightSwitch application, after choosing
whether you want to code in Visual Basic or Visual C#, is to define
your data. You can create new tables or attach to external data sources.
If you create tables from scratch, they’re added to the application
database, which is a SQL Server Express database. Note that when
it’s time to deploy the application, you can choose any edition of
msdnmagazine.com

Figure 2 The Built-In Phone Number Data Type Provides
Validation and Formatting
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defined with the Project and Appointment entities. Therefore,
Customer has a Projects property and an Appointments property.
These two properties are collections.
You can not only create relationships between entities in a single
data source, but also between entities in multiple data sources.
LightSwitch will handle retrieving all of the data, presenting it to
users and saving changes. The ability to create federated relationships is a unique and compelling feature of LightSwitch.
Figure 3 An Entity’s Summary Property Is a Hyperlink
in Search Screens

By default, LightSwitch uses the first string property as the
entity’s Summary property. If there are no strings, it will use the
first non-string property. In the sample application, customers
are people and the first string in the Customer entity is LastName.
Rather than use that as the Summary property, the Customer entity
has a FullName property. This is a computed property. To make
a property computed, you check Is Computed in the Properties
window or click a button at the top of the designer, click Edit
Method, and then write the following code to compute the value
of the property (I’ll be using Visual Basic):
Private Sub FullName_Compute(ByRef result As String)
result = Me.LastName + ", " + Me.FirstName
End Sub

To make FullName the Summary property, simply select the
Customer entity and set the Summary property to FullName.
Computed properties aren’t stored in a database. They’re computed at run time as properties of an entity. You can use computed
properties for simple concatenations of names and addresses and
also for calculated values such as year-to-date revenue or total value
of outstanding invoices.
To create a relationship between entities, click the Relationship
button in the Data Designer. In the Add New Relationship dialog
box, select the two entities, the type of relationship and the delete
behavior. The Customer entity has one-to-many relationships
Figure 4 The Address1_Validate Method
Private Sub Address1_Validate(results As EntityValidationResultsBuilder)
'Warn the user if the Address is empty
If Me.Address1 = "" Then
results.AddPropertyResult(
"Address should not be empty. " &
"Construction project cannot begin unless an address is supplied.",
ValidationSeverity.Warning)
End If
End Sub

Figure 5 The ZIP_Validate Method
Private Sub ZIP_Validate(results As EntityValidationResultsBuilder)
If Me.ZIP <> "" Then
'Enter the dash if not supplied and is 9 digits long
If Me.ZIP.Length = 9 Then
Me.ZIP = Me.ZIP.Substring(0, 5) + "-" + Me.ZIP.Substring(5)
End If
'Make sure valid zip code (5 or 5+4 format)
If Not System.Text.RegularExpressions.Regex.IsMatch(
Me.ZIP, "^\d{5}$|^\d{5}-\d{4}$") Then
results.AddPropertyError(
"Please enter a valid US ZIP code. (ex. 98052 or 98052-1234)")
End If
End If
End Sub
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Custom Validation Rules
In addition to using the validations provided by the built-in
business types, you can add custom business logic code, both at
the screen and entity level. Screen validation code runs only on
the client and validates screen properties and data. Entity property
validation code runs on the client first and then on the middle
tier. Users get immediate feedback and can correct errors before
sending data to the middle tier. The validation logic also runs on
the middle tier to handle situations where data is changed by other
users. This is a best practice in n-tier design.

You can not only create
relationships between entities
in a single data source,
but also between entities in
multiple data sources.
To write validation code for an entity property, you can select
the property in the Entity Designer and then select the appropriate
method from the Write Code button drop-down list: Address1_
Validate, for example (shown in Figure 4).
EntityValidationResultsBuilder is a container for validation
results. It can contain validation information, warnings and errors.
Validation information and warnings present information to the
user but don’t prevent the user from saving data. If the collection
contains any validation errors, the user can’t save the data.
In the sample application, the user is warned if the address
is empty. The user can still save the data. However, the code to
validate the ZIP code (shown in Figure 5) isn’t as forgiving.
If the ZIP code isn’t in the proper format, the code adds a
validation error. This will prevent the user from saving the invalid
data. Figure 6 shows the results of leaving the address empty
and entering an invalid ZIP code. The empty address generates a
warning and the invalid ZIP code generates an error.

Screens
After you define your entities, the next step in building a LightSwitch
application is to design screens. LightSwitch includes the following predefined screen templates:
• Details Screen This displays a single entity and can include
related data in a grid.
Visual Studio LightSwitch

On the left is the screen members list. This contains the items
that are available on the screen.
It includes the data items in each
entity included in the screen. It also
contains methods such as Close,
Refresh and Save. On the right is
the screen content tree. This is a
hierarchical view of the controls on
Figure 6 The Empty Address Generates a Warning While the Invalid ZIP Code Generates an Error the screen and the data to which
they’re bound. You can add data
items to the screen as needed. You
can rearrange the screen controls
as well as modify the screen layout.
For example, you may want the customers list on the left and orders on
the right rather than customers on
top and orders below. You can also
set various properties of controls,
such as label text, whether a label
appears, horizontal and vertical
alignment, height and width.
After you create at least one
screen, you can press F5 and run
the application. The first screen
you create is the application’s
default screen. You can change
this on the Navigation tab of the
Application Designer. LightSwitch
applications automatically include
an application shell, a navigation
menu, a ribbon, a tabbed area
Figure 7 The Screen Designer Shows a Hierarchical View of the Controls on a Screen
for screens and data binding, as
shown in Figure 8.
The application also has built-in dirty checking and concurrency
• Editable Grid Screen This enables the editing of one or
handling. LightSwitch handles all the plumbing of a typical datamore items in a grid.
centric application for you so you don’t need to write any of that code.
• List and Details Screen This displays a collection of items
in a list. Selecting an item in the list displays the details
for that item.
• New Data Screen This is a screen for creating a new item.
The screen can also provide a grid to enable the ability to
add related data at the same time.
• Search Data Screen This displays data returned from a
query. Each item includes a link to display the entity’s
The LightSwitch screen templates provide specific functionality.
details screen.
These templates provide a good starting point for your screen For example, a search screen contains a grid to display items and a
layouts. To create a screen, you can right-click the solution or the button to export those items to Excel. You can add additional items
Screens node in the Solution Explorer and select “Add Screen.” as needed. The SearchCustomers screen (shown in Figure 8) has
You can also click the Screen button in the Data Designer. When two additional buttons: an Add Customer button in the ribbon
you create a screen, you select the type of screen and the primary and an Add button in the grid’s header.
To add a button to the ribbon, you can right-click Screen
screen data. You can select an entity or a query based on an entity.
You can then specify related data you want to appear on the screen. Command Bar in the Screen Designer and select Add Button. Or
When you open a Silverlight screen in Visual Studio, you see a you can expand the Screen Command Bar and select New Button
design canvas and XAML. When you open a screen in LightSwitch, from the Add button’s drop-down list, as shown in Figure 9. To add
a button to the grid, use the Command Bar contained in the grid.
you see the Screen Designer, as shown in Figure 7.

The LightSwitch screen templates
provide specific functionality.
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is retrieved. This is a good place
for screen initialization code. The
other events are self-explanatory.
You might think that events such
as Run or Saving are good places to
put code that checks whether the
user can perform actions such as
open the screen or save the data.
However, you should put that code
in the appropriate Access Control
methods, such as CanRun at the
screen level or CanUpdate at the
entity level. Access control is a big
feature of LightSwitch applications
that I’ll discuss later.
LightSwitch development is
designed to be highly iterative.
Developers can edit screens at run
time while running in Debug Mode
by clicking the Design Screen button in the ribbon. This switches to
the screen’s Customization Mode,
as shown in Figure 11.
Users can rearrange controls and
Figure 8 LightSwitch Applications Automatically Include an Application Shell, Menu and Ribbon set properties, click Save and see
their changes immediately.
Knowing that a LightSwitch application is a Silverlight application,
When you add a button, LightSwitch prompts you for the name
of the method that runs when the user clicks the button. You can you may be wondering, “Where is the XAML?” A primary goal of
right-click the button and select Edit Execute Code, and then write LightSwitch is to make it much easier to build applications. It therethe code that executes. Both Add buttons on the SearchCustomers fore does not expose XAML at design time. Rather, LightSwitch
screen call the gridAddAndEditNew_Execute method, which calls generates XAML at run time based on the screen design. This makes
the ShowCreateNewCustomer method. This is a LightSwitch built-in it dramatically easier for users to build applications. If you’re an
method that displays the CreateNewCustomer screen, as shown here: experienced Silverlight developer, you might be thinking that this
Private Sub gridAddAndEditNew_Execute()
also limits your ability to build the screens you’d like.
Me.Application.ShowCreateNewCustomer()
End Sub

Just like entities, screens have a number of events you can handle,
as shown in Figure 10.
The Run event occurs when a request is made to display a screen.
The Run event handler includes a handled argument. If you set
this to true, you can prevent the screen from continuing. The
InitializeDataWorkspace event occurs just before the screen data

Figure 9 The Screen Command Bar Contains the Buttons
in the Application’s Ribbon
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LightSwitch development is
designed to be highly iterative.
While this may be true if you’re only using Visual Studio
LightSwitch, you have much more flexibility if you have LightSwitch
on top of Visual Studio 2010 Professional or above. You can create your
own Silverlight user controls and add them to LightSwitch screens,
as well as use controls that aren’t included in LightSwitch. You can
create composite controls or even entire screens that include custom
logic, plus you can easily bind these user controls to screen entities.
Another way to add functionality to a LightSwitch application is
to use an extension. There are six types of LightSwitch extensions:
controls, screen templates, business types, shells (application look
and feel), themes (colors and brushes for a shell) and custom data
sources. You’ll need Visual Studio 2010 Professional or above and
the Visual Studio 2010 SDK to create a LightSwitch extension, but
anyone can use them in their LightSwitch project, no matter what
edition they have installed.
Visual Studio LightSwitch
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Figure 10 Access Screen Event Handlers via the Write Code Button

Extensions are distributed via VSIX packages. If you want to
make an extension broadly available, you can upload it to the
Visual Studio Gallery. It will then appear in the Extension Manager
within LightSwitch. After installing an extension, you can enable
it on the Extensions tab of the Application Designer. The Contoso
Construction sample application uses a Bing map control extension to show the location of customers, as shown in Figure 12.

Queries

Designer and select Add Query. You can name the query and then
add filtering, sorting and parameters. The CurrentAppointments
query, shown in Figure 13, returns all appointments, sorted by
start time, where the start time is now or later.

LightSwitch uses the standard
ASP.NET membership and role
providers to enable both Windows
and Forms authentication.

All screens are based on queries. The query for a Detail screen
returns one row. The query for a List and Details screen returns one
parent row and all of the related child rows. The query for a Search
or Editable Grid screen will return all rows by default. Note that
queries that return a number of rows don’t literally return all of the
rows at once. The queries support paging by default. To configure
the paging, select the query in either the Screen or Query Designer
Once you’ve created a query, you can use it as the basis for screens.
and change the paging-related properties.
You can also use it as the basis for additional queries. For example,
You can filter the data returned by a screen query that returns in the sample application, the CurrentAppointmentsByEmployee
a collection of entities. To do this, click Edit Query in the Screen query starts with the CurrentAppointments query and then filters
Designer. In the Query Designer, you can then add Where and the results to return only the appointments for a particular employee.
Sort clauses. You can also add
parameters to queries.
Screen queries are specific to a
particular screen. Although it’s quick
and easy to modify a screen’s query, a
better practice is to create a reusable
query. For example, you may want
customers sorted by company name
on the customer search screen.
However, customers may also
appear in a modal window picker
on the screen where you create new
appointments and in an autocomplete text box on the screen that
displays customers and their projects. Rather than add the same Sort
to three queries on three different
screens, you can create one query
and use it on the three screens.
To create a query, you can rightclick on an entity in the Solution Figure 11 Users Can Edit Screens at Run Time and View Their Changes Immediately
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Access Control
Access control gives you the ability
to control what actions users can
take in an application. LightSwitch
uses the standard ASP.NET membership and role providers to enable
both Windows and Forms authentication. You can authorize users to
perform actions by creating permissions, assigning them to users and
then checking in code whether the
user has a particular permission.
By default, all users can perform
all actions in a LightSwitch application. To change this, open the
Application Designer and select
the Access Control tab, as shown
in Figure 14 . Then select either
Windows or Forms authentication.
The built-in SecurityAdministration permission controls whether a
user can see the security administration screens at run time. You use
those screens to assign permissions Figure 12 You Can Use LightSwitch Extensions, Such as the Bing Map Control Extension, to
to users and add users if necessary. Provide Additional Functionality in Your Applications
You can create additional permissions if desired. During development, you can turn off permissions Deployment
by unchecking Granted for debug. This enables you to test the LightSwitch provides three models for deploying applications:
two-tier desktop application, three-tier desktop application and
application using various combinations of permissions.
You can check for permissions in code at the entity, screen and three-tier Web application.
A two-tier desktop application runs entirely on the end user’s
query levels. Entities provide CanDelete, CanInsert, CanRead and
CanUpdate methods, which all run on the server. You can access computer as an out-of-browser Silverlight application. The UI and
these from the Write Code button drop-down list in the Data all the application’s middle-tier components run locally. The applicaDesigner. You can check for the appropriate permission and return tion connects to the database directly in typical client-server fashion.
false if the user isn’t permitted to take the associated action. For This avoids the need for a Web server. The application has access
example, in the sample application, only administrators can modify to local resources, including COM or local files. COM support
provides the ability to control applications such as Word or Excel.
employee data. The following code ensures this:
Private Sub Employees_CanDelete(ByRef result As Boolean)
Note that desktop applications require Windows.
result = Me.Application.User.HasPermission(
A three-tier desktop application runs as an out-of-browser
Permissions.SecurityAdministration)
End Sub
Silverlight application hosted on IIS or Windows Azure. The UI
Private Sub Employees_CanInsert(ByRef result As Boolean)
runs on the end user’s computer, while the middle-tier components
result = Me.Application.User.HasPermission(
Permissions.SecurityAdministration)
run on the host server.
End Sub
A three-tier Web application runs as an in-browser Silverlight
Private Sub Employees_CanUpdate(ByRef result As Boolean)
result = Me.Application.User.HasPermission(
application hosted on IIS or Windows Azure. The UI is browserPermissions.SecurityAdministration)
based and the middle-tier components run on the host server. Web
End Sub
Screens provide a CanRun method, which runs on the client. applications don’t have access to COM or local resources, but they
You can use this method to not open a screen if the user can’t view do provide the most reach across Mac and Windows OSes and
or modify the screen’s data. The following code ensures that only multiple browsers.
To deploy an application, you first publish it. To publish the
administrators can open the ManageEmployees screen:
application, click the Publish button on the Application Type tab
Private Sub ManageEmployees_CanRun(ByRef result As Boolean)
result = Me.User.HasPermission(Permissions.SecurityAdministration)
in the Application Designer, as shown in Figure 15.
End Sub
The LightSwitch Publish Application Wizard will then walk you
During the deployment process, you’ll specify the user name
through the publishing process.
and password of the administrator. At run time, the administrator
If you publish the application as a two-tier desktop applicacreates roles and assigns users to them. The administrator then
tion, you’ll create a ClickOnce package. You’ll create a SQL Server
assigns permissions to roles.
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The Simplest Way
Wrapping up, the primary audience
for LightSwitch is end-user developers. These are people building
applications to support business
functions. They aren’t professional
developers. They’re IT pros, information workers and others who
do some development as part of
their job. They often have a need
Figure 13 You Can Filter the Results of a Query and Specify the Sort Order
to build applications that manage
“things,” such as department comdatabase that contains any local tables you created, as well as puter assets or car fleets. They may need an application to manage
system tables. You can also specify where this database resides. an event, such as a quarterly open house.
If the application is used by a single person, you may locate the
database on that user’s computer and use SQL Server Express. If
the application will be used by more than one person, you’ll likely
store the database on a network computer running SQL Server.
If you publish the application as a three-tier desktop or Web
application hosted on IIS, you can publish directly to IIS if the server
is running the Microsoft Web Deployment Tool service. Otherwise,
you can create an MSDeploy package and manually import it into
IIS. If you publish the application to Windows Azure, the wizard will
prompt you for your account subscription ID, the service and storage
accounts you’ll use, and an SSL certificate to use. For more information
LightSwitch provides these users with a smooth on-ramp to
on deployment and publishing to Windows Azure, see the deployment development. It automatically builds the “plumbing” to perform
section of the LightSwitch Developer Center on MSDN (bit.ly/jiYov5). common application tasks, such as working with data, generating
screens, exporting data to Excel
and more. It also provides a simple
and flexible deployment model.
LightSwitch is the simplest way
to build data applications for the
desktop and the cloud. The Dalias
of the world can build the applications they need and then turn them
over to the Antonios of the world
to be extended and deployed. For
more information on how to build
applications with LightSwitch, visit
the LightSwitch Developer Center
Figure 14 Specify Windows or Forms Authentication and Then Specify Additional Permissions on MSDN (msdn.com/lightswitch). 

LightSwitch is the
simplest way to build data
applications for the desktop
and the cloud.

ROBERT GREEN is a technical evangelist
in the Developer Platform and Evangelism group at Microsoft. This is his second
stint at Microsoft. From 2005 to 2010, he
was a senior consultant with MCW Technologies, focused on developer training.
He authored and coauthored a number
of Visual Studio and .NET courses for
AppDev (appdev.com). Prior to that, in his
first stint at Microsoft, he was in Developer
Tools marketing and then community lead
on the Visual Basic team.

Figure 15 Specify Whether the Application Is a Two-Tier Desktop Application,
Three-Tier Desktop Application or Three-Tier Web Application
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HTML5

Building Apps with
HTML5: What You
Need to Know
Brandon Satrom
HTML5 is here, and the Web will never be the same.
You’ve no doubt heard that before, or something like it. I’d guess
that when you did, you got excited, rolled your eyes, or mouthed
the word “why?” and furrowed your brow a bit. Perhaps your
reaction was a mix of all three.
I wouldn’t blame you for any of these. HTML5 is exciting, and
it does have the potential to change the Web as we know it, but it
also gets blown out of proportion. What’s more, its true meaning
can be elusive. I’ve experienced each of those reactions myself
while building applications with HTML5. It’s a broad topic, so it’s
difficult to wrap your head around HTML5, much less know where
to begin with this exciting new set of technologies.
This is the first article in a series for MSDN Magazine, and the
goal is to give you a complete picture of why the first sentence in
this article is true—and important. Over the next several months,
I want to help you understand what HTML5 means to you—both
as a Web developer and as a developer who uses Microsoft tools
and technologies. I hope to simplify some of the complexity around
HTML5 for you, and demystify much of the hype. I’ll also introduce
some HTML5 features that are available today, as well as some
exciting technologies that, though a bit further out, are worth
paying attention to. Finally, I’ll leave you with some tips that will
This article discusses:
• What HTML5 is
• Microsoft’s approach to HTML5
• Microsoft development tools for working with HTML5
• Evaluating HTML5 technologies for your applications

Technologies discussed:
Internet Explorer, WebMatrix, Visual Studio 2010,
Expression Web 4, Modernizr
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help you adopt HTML5 technologies now, while you continue to
provide great experiences to users with older browsers.
If you’re excited about HTML5, I want to help you turn that
excitement into ideas you can put into practice immediately. If
you’re skeptical, I want to help you understand just why HTML5 is
important. And if you’re just confused about what HTML5 even
means, fear not: that’s our first stop in this series.

What Is HTML5?
You might have discovered by now that HTML5 means different
things to different people. To some, it just means new tags like
<header> and <footer> and a handful of new attributes available in
markup. To others, it means everything that’s new and interesting
on the Web, including technologies implemented in just a single
browser or other specifications not officially part of HTML5. To
be sure, understanding the real meaning of HTML5 is often the
first roadblock many of us face.
And, honestly, there’s some justification for the number of varying
definitions. HTML5 is huge! Formally defined by an international
standards body known as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
HTML5 consists of more than 100 specifications that relate to the
next generation of Web technologies. By putting all 100-plus of these
specifications under the moniker HTML5, you could argue that the
W3C oversimplified things. And while it’s hard to take something as
broad as HTML5 and define it in an unambiguous way, I believe that
the W3C was trying to address the scope of what’s changing on the
Web by introducing HTML5 as a unifying concept for that change.
In fact, HTML5 is an umbrella term describing a set of HTML, CSS
and JavaScript specifications designed to enable developers to build
the next generation of Web sites and applications. What’s notable in
that definition is its three parts: HTML, CSS and JavaScript. They
define how developers use improved markup, richer style capabilities and new JavaScript APIs to make the most of new Web devel-

opment features. Simply put, HTML5 = HTML + CSS + JavaScript.
And that’s it. HTML5 is about changes to HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Rather than worrying about all 100-plus specifications,
those three terms describe the breadth and scope of HTML5.
Still think that’s a bit simplistic? It may be, but as you’ll soon see, a
comprehensive definition of HTML5 doesn’t matter as much as the
technologies you choose as worthy of your time and effort to adopt.
With a definition in hand, let’s spend a few moments talking
about where Microsoft fits into the HTML5 space.

HTML5 and Internet Explorer

Microsoft released Platform Previews every six to eight weeks,
each time announcing new HTML5 enhancements, features and
performance improvements for developers to try out and evaluate. Internet Explorer 9 was released in March and as of early July,
Microsoft has released two Platform Previews for Internet Explorer
10, signaling that Microsoft is continuing a regular release cadence
for Internet Explorer previews. As a developer, you’ll want to take
advantage of the latest previews to learn, test and influence how
the browsers evolve. You can download the latest Internet Explorer
Platform Preview at IETestDrive.com.
To ensure that HTML5 works consistently across all browsers,
Microsoft has invested heavily in interoperability, creating and
submitting the single largest suite of test cases related to HTML5
to the W3C. For the first time, this suite of test cases will be used
by the W3C as the authoritative source of HTML5 “readiness” in
each browser. The end result for you and me as developers is that
we can adopt and implement HTML5 technologies once, and trust
that they’ll work consistently across all browsers. For more information on Microsoft’s work around interoperability, go to bit.ly/dxB12S.
While some HTML5 technologies already exist in Internet
Explorer 9, and others are being announced for Internet Explorer
10 via Internet Explorer Platform Previews, some popular and
newsworthy specifications need a bit more work by the W3C and
the browser vendors before they’ll be ready to implement in our
applications. One such example is Web Sockets, an exciting specification that lets developers open bidirectional communication
channels with back-end servers, thus enabling a level of “real-time”
connectivity not previously available in Web applications. As a
developer, you can no doubt imagine countless uses for Web Sockets
in the applications you’re building right now. But the Web Sockets
specification is still changing at a rapid pace, with key aspects still
in flux and being discussed within the W3C. Given that situation, it would be difficult to provide this feature consistently and
reliably across all browsers today.
For unstable or evolving specifications like Web Sockets (which
we’ll cover in depth in a future article), Microsoft created HTML5

As I mentioned, the set of specifications that make up HTML5 are
stewarded by the W3C. The W3C consists of staff, organizations
and individuals invested in helping to drive and define the future
of the Web. The WC3 is a consensus-based organization, and typically operates by forming committees (called working groups) to
divide up chunks of work on related specifications. Specifications
can be proposed by any member, and all specifications owned
by the W3C—more specifications than those that fall under the
HTML5 umbrella—move through a five-stage process from first
draft to official recommendation.
Microsoft is a member of the W3C and plays a very active role in
the specification process for many HTML5 standards and working
groups. Just like all of the major browser vendors, Microsoft is heavily
invested in HTML5 and is working with the W3C and other vendors
to ensure that developers can count on HTML5 technologies being
reliably implemented in an interoperable way on all major browsers.
In the context of Microsoft the browser vendor, the approach
is fourfold:
1. Deliver the best site-ready HTML5 today via Internet
Explorer 9.
2. Expose upcoming features to developers via Internet
Explorer Platform Previews.
3. Invest in interoperability through tests submitted to the W3C.
4. Prototype unstable standards via HTML5 labs.
“Site-Ready HTML5” is the term Microsoft uses to describe HTML5
technologies that you can use today
because they have broad support
across all major browsers. Technologies like the new HTML tags, Canvas,
Scalable Vector Graphics, Audio and
Video, Geolocation, Web Storage and
many new CSS3 modules all fall into
this space, and they’re implemented in
Internet Explorer 9, as well as the other
mainstream browsers. We’ll spend a
fair amount of time in this series discussing these technologies, as well as
how you can adopt them today.
Beyond what’s available at present,
Microsoft is using public Platform
Previews to inform developers of
what’s coming in the next version
of the browser, as well as to gather
feedback. For Internet Explorer 9, Figure 1 Enabling the HTML5 Schema via the Options Dialog
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Labs, a site for developers to experiment with draft
implementations of these technologies. The site
provides prototypes you can download and try
locally, as well as hosted demos for some specs. The
goal is to give you a place to try these specs out for
yourself, and for you to give both Microsoft and
the W3C feedback on these specs as they stabilize
and near implementation in browsers. For more
information on HTML5 Labs, go to html5labs.com.

If that’s not enough new HTML5 tooling
for you—all since January 2011, by the way—
ASP.NET MVC recently got in on the fun with
the ASP.NET MVC 3 Tools Update announced
at MIX11 in April. Along with a number of
other great new tooling features, the ASP.NET
MVC 3 Tools Update provides the option to
use the HTML5 doctype for new projects—and
ships Modernizr 1.7 in the Scripts folder of new
applications. Modernizr is a JavaScript library that
HTML5 and Microsoft Developer Tools
greatly eases HTML5 development; I’ll discuss it
Beyond Microsoft’s involvement with the W3C
in depth in a future article.
and the HTML5 technologies supported in the
The takeaway here is that even though HTML5
Figure 2 Setting the HTML5
browser, there’s another dimension to Microsoft’s
is just emerging in our browsers, official tool supSchema on the HTML Source
approach to HTML5 that’s important for develport is quickly being added, and Microsoft is even
Editing Toolbar
opers: its approach to HTML5 tooling.
adding support for libraries (like Modernizr) from
In early 2011, Microsoft updated two of its develthe community. You can target HTML5 with some
opment tools with service packs: Visual Studio 2010 and Expression help from Microsoft tools today, and expect that that HTML5
Web 4. The service packs for both of these tools provided an HTML5 support will continue to grow and improve over time.
document type for validation, as well as IntelliSense for new HTML5
tags and attributes. If you’re using Visual Studio 2010 SP1, you can ‘Adopting’ HTML5 in Your Applications
enable the HTML5 Schema by clicking Tools | Options | Text By now, you should realize that HTML5 isn’t a single entity that
Editor | HTML | Validation, and then selecting the HTML5 option you can adopt or migrate to in one fell swoop. Adopting HTML5,
in the Target drop-down list, as shown in Figure 1. You can also rather than being a wholesale choice, is about making a technologyset HTML5 as the default schema from the HTML Source Editing by-technology evaluation and determining which technologies
Toolbar in any HTML file, as shown in Figure 2.
are right for your application. For each HTML5 technology you
Once your default schema is set, you’ll gain IntelliSense support evaluate, look at (at least) the following factors when deciding
in Visual Studio for the 28 new semantic tags in HTML, as well as whether that technology is ready for you to adopt:
new tag-specific and global attributes, as show in Figure 3.
1. How widely implemented across all major browsers is
Microsoft further updated its HTML5 support with its release of
the technology?
the Web Standards Update for Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 SP1 in
2. How would you adopt this technology and “polyfill” supJune 2011. This extension, which works with all editions of Visual
port for browsers that don’t support a given feature?
Studio 2010, adds further HTML5 IntelliSense and validation to
The first factor is the most important, and when combined with an
Visual Studio, includes JavaScript IntelliSense for new browser understanding of the browsers commonly used by visitors to your site,
capabilities like Geolocation and DOM Storage, and provides should give you a clear picture of which subset of the 100-plus specicomprehensive CSS3 IntelliSense and validation. You can download fications is worth evaluating further. That subset should consist of a
this extension, which will be regularly updated to provide enhanced set of stable specifications you can reliably adopt today for your users.
tooling for HTML5 development, from bit.ly/m7OB13.
However, even with that stable set of HTML5 technologies, you
For Expression Web 4 SP1, setting the HTML5 schema under Tools shouldn’t ignore your users who haven’t moved to a newer browser.
| Page Options offers the same IntelliSense, and the tool also provides If you’re heavily involved in the day-to-day development for
CSS3 IntelliSense for several draft CSS3 modules like border-radius, your site, you no doubt have some rough idea of the percentages
box-shadow, transform and the like.
of users visiting your site with a given
If you’re using WebMatrix (see web.ms/
browser. For most of us, it would be easy
WebMatrix), you may have noticed that all
to look at the percentage of users visiting
new .html, .cshtml or .vbhtml documents
with an older browser and come to the
you create contain default markup similar
conclusion that adopting any HTML5
to what’s shown in Figure 4. As I’ll distechnologies would negatively impact
cuss in the next article in this series, this
those users. Luckily there’s “polyfilling” to
is a basic, valid HTML5 document. Most
save us from waiting until some foggy date
notably, the doctype and meta charset tags
in the future to adopt HTML5.
have lost a lot of cruft. Using this simple
Paul Irish (a developer on the jQuery
doctype triggers HTML5 mode across all
and Modernizr projects) defines a polymodern browsers, and WebMatrix makes
fill as “… a shim that mimics a future API,
it easier for you by providing an HTML5 Figure 3 HTML5 IntelliSense in Visual Studio providing fallback functionality to older
document by default.
browsers.” A polyfill is like spackle for
2010 SP1
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your Web sites; it’s a way to determine if a given HTML5 feature is
available to the user currently browsing your site, and to provide
either a shim that “fills in” that support or a course of graceful
degradation that enables your site to still function fully.
The most popular library associated with polyfilling is Modernizr,
the JavaScript library I mentioned earlier. Modernizr provides some
basic polyfills for semantic markup, feature detection for major
HTML5 technologies and support for conditional CSS based on
supported features. As noted, Modernizr will be the subject of an
upcoming article; it will also feature prominently (along with many other polyfilling
libraries) throughout this series. To learn
more, download Modernizr at modernizr.com.
When it comes to choosing which technologies to adopt, your final list may be a combination of widely supported specifications
and other specifications for which you’ll have
to polyfill support for certain browsers. Only
you will know the exact makeup of that list
based on your current needs and context.
In the coming months, I’ll discuss several
notable specifications, from Geolocation and
Forms and Canvas, to Web Workers, Web
Sockets and IndexedDB. Some of these are
widely supported and “site-ready,” and some,
like Web Sockets, are too groundbreaking to
ignore, regardless of where they stand today.
With each specification, I’ll discuss current and
known future support, some basics about how
you can implement the specification’s features
on your sites, and how to polyfill support for
browsers that don’t support a given feature.
If you want to dig more into HTML5
today, I suggest you pick up a couple of
books on the subject. In particular, I recommend “Introducing HTML5” (New Riders,
2010) by Bruce Lawson and Remy Sharp and
“HTML5 Up and Running” (O’Reilly Media,
2010) by Mark Pilgrim. Also, be sure to visit
W3C.org for up-to-date information on all
specifications, as well as BeautyoftheWeb.com and
IETestDrive.com to download Internet Explorer
9 and the Internet Explorer 10 Platform
Preview, respectively, and learn more about
the great HTML5 experiences Microsoft is
delivering through the browser.

Above all else, start adopting HTML5 today. The Web won’t ever
be the same, really, and you can be part of the catalyst by building
the next great Web applications using HTML5.

BRANDON SATROM works as a developer evangelist for Microsoft outside of
Austin. He blogs at UserInexperience.com and can be followed on Twitter at
Twitter.com/BrandonSatrom.

THANKS to the following technical experts for reviewing this article:
Jon Box, Damian Edwards and Clark Sell

Figure 4 A Default HTML Document
in WebMatrix
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title></title>
</head>
<body></body>
</html>
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Build a Ticketing System
Using Exchange and
Team Foundation Server
Mohammad Jalloul
Team Foundation Server (TFS) provides a great mechanism that TFS work items have a workflow that defines the lifecycle of
for creating and managing tickets via its powerful work item tracking
functionality. Such tracking is typically accomplished in one of two
ways. In the first, a support representative with access to TFS via
its Web interface (known as Team System Web Access, or TSWA)
creates a custom work item type for a support ticket, entering the
necessary details. In the second method, an interface is created to
wrap around the work item functionality and simplify access to it
for external users who don’t need to know about TFS. The work
item is then typically assigned to a software engineer who tracks
and manages the work item from within Visual Studio. The goal of
both methods is to move ticket creation from e-mail or proprietary
database systems to TFS due to its many advantages—in particular
This article discusses:
• Creating a Web service to listen to notifications from Exchange

a ticket. Anyone can keep track of a ticket by monitoring changes
to the work item and viewing the work item history. Integration
with the TFS data warehouse provides an added benefit, as you
can leverage the powerful reporting capabilities of SQL Server
Reporting Services (SSRS) or Excel Services.
Despite such methods, e-mails often get sent around anyway, to
further explain the issue or add more detail. This additional e-mailthread information is sometimes lost, and other times manually
copied into the work item history to keep the context of the work
item as complete as possible. This manual intervention defeats the
purpose of work items and can kill the productivity that work items
were designed to provide.
I’ll present a third method in this article that takes the best of
both worlds: e-mail and work items. This approach starts with
e-mail—just as support reps have been doing for a long time.

• Establishing a subscription in Exchange for the Web service

Exchange Web Services

• Deploying the Web service

The process I’ll present uses the power of Microsoft Exchange Web
Services (EWS) to subscribe to notifications for e-mails sent to an
Exchange 2007/2010 distribution list. The listening Web service
creates a work item based on any new e-mail received. Any subsequent e-mails related to the same thread are appended to the
work item history, using the conversation-tracking capabilities of
Microsoft Exchange Server, thus mirroring the e-mail thread in the
work item. The work item also maintains a workflow. This way the
users—the support representatives—are not changing their habits to adapt to a new technology; instead, the technology is taking
their process and automating it.

• Configuring a work item using TFS Power Tools
• Customizing the PushNotification SDK sample

Technologies discussed:
Exchange Web Services 1.1, Team Foundation Server 2010,
Team Foundation Server Power Tools 2010, Exchange Server 2010,
Visual Studio 2010

Code download available at:
code.msdn.microsoft.com/mag201108TFS
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Figure 1 shows how the process will typically flow.
The following explains the flow in more detail:
1. The flow starts when a support representative is notified
of an issue with a product.
2. The support rep sends an e-mail describing the issue to
a distribution list (DL) in Exchange. The DL includes
anyone who needs to know about the issue and can assign
it to the appropriate developer to resolve it. The DL also
contains a “watcher” e-mail account that exists only for
notification purposes. The watcher account is registered
with Exchange so that it will receive notifications at a
specific Web service address.
3. Exchange processes the e-mail, routing it to all the members
of the DL and sending notifications to any Web services that
are registered to receive them for a specified e-mail account.
4. The support ticket Web service receives a notification from
Exchange via its Web service interface.
5. The Web service processes the notification and requests
additional information related to the e-mail address. It then
creates a Support Request work item in TFS, which is populated with information extracted from the e-mail message.
6. The DL members also receive the e-mail and they may
respond by asking for more information, which the
support rep will send. Because the DL is included in the
To or CC fields of the e-mail message, the watcher e-mail
account is aware of this and the notifications Web service
receives notifications of all the e-mails happening in the
thread. TFS updates the Support Request work item with
the additional information.
7. The ticket is assigned to a developer using the Assigned
To field of the Support Request work item just created.
8. The developer starts working on the issue, changing the state
of the work item to In Progress. When the code containing
the fix is reviewed, tested and completed, it will be checked
in. The resulting changeset is associated with the Support
Request work item. This work item now tracks both the
e-mail conversation and the changeset related to the fix.
9. If the support rep has access to TFS, the Support Request
can be assigned to him for closing. Otherwise, the DL can
be notified via e-mail. Typically, project managers and leads
will set up TFS Alerts so they’re notified when a Support
Request work item has been resolved. This takes place
when the work item is changed from In Progress to Done.
The process is actually similar to what usually takes place in
real-life scenarios involving support issues—except, in real life, the
e-mail thread and ticketing system are typically two completely
different and separate systems.

The Support Ticket Notifications Web Service
The Support Ticket Notifications Web service uses the EWS Managed
API, which lets managed .NET applications communicate with EWS
using documented interfaces via familiar SOAP-based messaging. You’ll
find a detailed description of the EWS Managed API at bit.ly/jGKRgG.
EWS is not a typical part of a Microsoft Exchange installation,
and in many IT setups, it’s installed on a separate Exchange Client
msdnmagazine.com
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Figure 1 Process Flow for the Support Ticket Work Item

Access server. To be usable, the services have to be installed and
configured with Microsoft Exchange. You’ll need to obtain the EWS
Web service URL from your Exchange administrators, which will
look something like https://hostname/EWS/Exchange.asmx. Note
that these Web services are typically set up on an SSL endpoint.
The latest version of the EWS Managed API at the time of this
writing is 1.1. This version supports Microsoft Exchange Server
2007 SP1 through Exchange Server 2010 SP1. You can download
it from bit.ly/mkb7Is.

EWS is not a typical part of a
Microsoft Exchange installation.
By default, the installer copies the files to [Program Files]\Microsoft\
Exchange\Web Services\1.1. The API is packaged into a single assembly
named Microsoft.Exchange.WebServices.dll. The installation folder
includes two important files you should review before starting to work
with the API: Readme.htm file and GettingStarted.doc.
The first step in interacting with EWS is to create a Web service
to listen to notifications coming from Exchange. Once this Web
service is created, it must be registered with Exchange in order to
start receiving notifications.
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Figure 2 Subscription Code from the PushNotification Sample
public static void SubscribeForPushNotifications()
{
System.Net.ServicePointManager.ServerCertificateValidationCallback =
delegate(Object obj, X509Certificate certificate, X509Chain chain,
SslPolicyErrors errors)
{
// Replace this line with code to validate server certificate.
return true;
};

eventTypes[5] = NotificationEventTypeType.MovedEvent;
pushSubscription.EventTypes = eventTypes;
// Receive push notifications every 1 minutes.
pushSubscription.StatusFrequency = 1;
// Identify the location of the client Web service.
pushSubscription.URL = "http://clientWebService/Service.asmx";
// Form the subscribe request.
subscribeRequest.Item = pushSubscription;

// Create the bindings and set the credentials.
ExchangeServiceBinding esb = new ExchangeServiceBinding();
esb.Url = "https://CAS01.contoso.com/EWS/exchange.asmx";
esb.Credentials = new NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain");

// Send the subscribe request and get the response.
SubscribeResponseType subscribeResponse =
esb.Subscribe(subscribeRequest);

// Create a new subscription.
SubscribeType subscribeRequest = new SubscribeType();
PushSubscriptionRequestType pushSubscription =
new PushSubscriptionRequestType();

// Check the result.
if (subscribeResponse.ResponseMessages.Items.Length > 0 &&
subscribeResponse.ResponseMessages.Items[0].ResponseClass ==
ResponseClassType.Success)
{
SubscribeResponseMessageType subscribeResponseMessage =
subscribeResponse.ResponseMessages.Items[0] as
SubscribeResponseMessageType;

// Subscribe to events in the inbox folder.
BaseFolderIdType[] folders = new BaseFolderIdType[1];
DistinguishedFolderIdType folderId = new DistinguishedFolderIdType();
folderId.Id = DistinguishedFolderIdNameType.inbox;
folders[0] = folderId;
pushSubscription.FolderIds = folders;
// Subscribe to all events.
NotificationEventTypeType[] eventTypes =
new NotificationEventTypeType[6];
eventTypes[0] = NotificationEventTypeType.NewMailEvent;
eventTypes[1] = NotificationEventTypeType.CopiedEvent;
eventTypes[2] = NotificationEventTypeType.CreatedEvent;
eventTypes[3] = NotificationEventTypeType.DeletedEvent;
eventTypes[4] = NotificationEventTypeType.ModifiedEvent;

The Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 SP1 Web Services SDK simplifies the creation of such Web services. You can download the October
2010 release (the latest version at the time of this writing) at bit.ly/kZtjLq.

You’ll need an Exchange
account to create a notifications
subscription with Exchange.
The SDK makes it much easier to build the first Web service.
It contains four samples that explore different areas targeted by
the API. You can access the samples after installing the SDK by
navigating to the Start menu | All Programs | Exchange Server
2010 SP1 Web Services SDK | October 2010 | Exchange Server
2010 SP1 Web Services SDK Sample Directory. The sample that’s of
particular interest is PushNotification, which demonstrates a push
notifications Web service that listens to and processes incoming
notifications from Exchange. This sample also contains a client
application you can use to create a subscription in Exchange for the
Web service. Using this sample as a base implementation makes
it easy to understand the way EWS works and to verify that all the
required pieces are functional.

using (StreamWriter sw = new StreamWriter("MailboxEventLog.txt"))
{
sw.WriteLine("Subscribed for Push notifications: {0}",
subscribeResponseMessage.SubscriptionId);
}
}
CreateXmlMessageTextFile(subscribeRequest, subscribeResponse);
}

making a call to the notifications service registered for that account.
Note that it’s possible to register more than one notification for any
given account. In fact, it’s even possible to create more than one
subscription for the same Web service endpoint. From an Exchange
and EWS perspective, this is perfectly legitimate.
The only requirement for Web services registered with EWS is that
they implement a certain interface, INotificationServiceBinding,
which has the following signature:
public interface INotificationServiceBinding {
SendNotificationResultType SendNotification(
SendNotificationResponseType sendNotification);
}

The only requirement is that the Web service contains an implementation of the SendNotification method. This is the Web method

Subscribing with Exchange
You’ll need an Exchange account to create a notifications subscription with Exchange. The subscription will set up the routing such
that any e-mails sent to that account’s mailbox will result in Exchange
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Figure 3 Browsing to the ASMX Page
Team Foundation Server and Exchange

indefinitely, and Exchange would keep
sending notifications unnecessarily to a
nonexistent endpoint.
Now let’s look at the customized implementation to support the creation of
Support Request TFS work items. The
best way to present the functionality is
to start with a demo of the Web service
and then dive into the implementation.

Deploying the Web Service

Figure 4 Default Web Service URL with localhost as the Host

that will be called by Exchange whenever an e-mail matching the
subscription attributes is received.
Going back to the PushNotification sample and, in particular, the
PushNotificationSubscriber console application, it becomes clear what
a subscription entails. Figure 2 shows the SubscribeForPushNotification method taken from the PushNotificationSubscriber.cs file.
I’ve included the code in Figure 2 here because it illustrates the
key features available when registering a subscription. In particular,
notice how the sample assigns the first piece of information, the
Client Access server URL:
esb.Url = "https://CAS01.contoso.com/EWS/exchange.asmx";

It then uses the credentials of the e-mail account to authenticate
with EWS:
esb.Credentials = new NetworkCredential("username", "password", "domain");

The code project that accompanies this
article contains only a Web service and
several other supporting artifacts. There’s
no separate console application to take
care of the registration because it’s built
into the Web service.
Once built, the Web service can be
deployed either from Visual Studio 2010
or by copying the resulting precompiled
Web site to a host. You’ll need to manually
create the Web application and a corresponding application pool. Set the identity
of the application pool to the watcher user account. This is important because the Web service can impersonate the identity of the app
pool and use that to perform the subscription. This has two benefits:
1. The credentials won’t have to be re-entered every time the
Web service needs to be reregistered.
2. The credentials won’t need to be stored where they might
be accessible in order to use them to resubscribe.

Once you’ve created a
subscription object, you can
configure it so it only subscribes
to certain events.

Notice also that once you’ve created a subscription object,
you can configure it so that it only subscribes to certain events
(new mail, copying, moving, deleting, modifying and so on) or
The Web service needs to have write permissions to two folders:
to specific mail folders. This provides great flexibility, as you can
delegate the filtering to Exchange rather than subscribing to all the folder to which it writes logs and the folder it uses as the TFS
cache. In addition, you’ll need to configure the following settings
events and filtering in the application later.
Finally, note the StatusFrequency property. This is a numeric in web.config, as they depend on the particular environment where
value that defines, in minutes, how often Exchange sends heart- the Web service is used:
beat calls to the Web service to
make sure that the registered endpoint is alive. This helps Exchange
cancel subscriptions to endpoints
that are no longer valid, such as
for a Web service that’s moved
to a new host and hence has a
new URL. If you forget to unsubscribe before moving the Web
service, the subscription can last Figure 5 Workflow for the Support Ticket Work Item
msdnmagazine.com
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to click on the Content View tab at the bottom if using
IIS 7 or later). Then right-click on the Service.asmx file
and click on Browse, as shown in Figure 3. You should
see a Web page identical to the one shown in Figure 4.
Before you can start using the Web service, you’ll need
to import the work item into TFS. This article assumes
you’re using TFS 2010, but the same work item and Web
service can be used with TFS 2008.

Configuring the Work Item
The sample code for this article (which you can download
at code.msdn.microsoft.com/mag201108TFS) contains a sample
support ticket work item type called Support Request. In
order to view the work item type definition, workflow and
layout prior to importing into TFS, you need to install TFS
Power Tools, available at bit.ly/hyUNqo. When you install TFS
Figure 6 Adding the Watcher E-mail Account to a Distribution List
Power Tools, a new menu called Process Editor is added
to the Visual Studio IDE under the Tools menu. Doubleclick on Support Request.xml (located under the Work Item folder in
• EWSServiceUrl: The Exchange Service URL; get this URL
the sample solution). The Work Item Editor window will be loaded
from the Exchange administrators.
with three tabs: Fields, Layout and Workflow, as shown in Figure 5.
• TeamFoundationServerUrl: The URL of the TFS project
The work item Workflow shows the different states that the
collection where the work items are deployed (for example:
work item supports: New, when the work item is first created; In
http://<servername>:8080/tfs/).
Progress, when the issue documented in the work item is actually
• WorkItemTeamProject: The name of the TFS Team Project
being worked on; and Done, when work on the issue concludes.
that contains the support ticket work item type (for example:
If you decide to configure the Request Support Team field, as
SupportWorkFlow).
discussed earlier, locate the Request Support Team field under the
• WorkItemType: The actual name of the support ticket work
Fields tab, double-click it to open the Field Definition dialog, and
item type (for example: Support Request). If the work item
then click on the Rules tab. If you don’t plan on using this field, just
is renamed or if the Web service is used to support some
delete the two rules listed (ALLOWEDVALUES and REQUIRED).
other work item type (as I’ll show later in this article), you
If you do want to use the field but would like to configure it to use a
can use this to set the name of the new work item.
different global list, double-click on the ALLOWEDVALUES rule
• RequestSupportTeamName: The work item contains a
and then on the only entry present: GLOBALLIST: Teams. In the
“Request Support Team” field for directing different teams to
List Item Edit dialog, pick a global list and click OK.
different support tasks. This is driven by a global list called
Teams in the work item definition. To use this feature, keep
the field definition and create
the global list (instructions are
included in the next section of
this article, “Configuring the
Work Item”) and assign one
of the values of the global list
to the RequestSupportTeamName configuration key (for
example: Customer Service). If
not, remove the global list for
the field and the “Required” constraint from the work item and
leave the value of the RequestSupportTeamName key blank.
At this point the Web service is
ready to be used. You can verify it’s
set up correctly using IIS Manager
on the Web server to navigate to the
Web application folder (remember Figure 7 Sample Output from the CheckStatus Web Method
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If you don’t have a global list set up yet, you can
create one (you’ll need to have TFS Administrator permissions):
1. In the Visual Studio IDE, go to Tools |
Process Editor | Global List and then click
on Open Global List from Server.
2 You’ll be presented with a dialog. Select the
Team Project Collection and click on Connect.
3. In the Global List dialog, right-click on any
item and then click on New Global List.

To use the notifications
effectively, the watcher
account should be
part of a DL that is to
be monitored.

Email2WorkItem
Web Service

Subscribe

Exchange
Web Services

Send Callback URL,
Mailbox Name
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Exchange Server
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Team Foundation
Server
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Notification

Subscription Id

Send E-mail
Notify of New E-mail
Get Mail Message
E-mail Sent to
Support Distro

New Mail Message

Get Mail Message

New Mail Message
Create New Work Item from Mail Message

New Work Item Id

4. Enter a name for the global list. You can keep
the same name as in the work item: Teams.
5. Right-click the new global list and click
on New Item. Repeat this step for as many
times as needed to enter the team names. Figure 8 The Subscription and Notification Process
6. Click OK to save the new global list.
Note that if you’ve given the new global list a different name, Creating a Subscription
you’ll need to edit the work item and update its definition with As shown in Figure 4, the Web service has three methods: Check
the global list name.
Status, SendNotification and Subscribe. The Subscribe Web method
At this point, all that’s left is to import the work item into TFS, is used to create the notification subscriptions.
like so:
The subscription process will create a subscription for the user
1. In the Visual Studio IDE, go to Tools | Process Editor |
account that’s set as the identity of the Web service App Pool. To use
Work Item Types and then click on Import WIT (WIT
the notifications effectively, that account—the watcher account—
stands for Work Item Type).
should be part of a DL that is to be monitored, as shown in Figure 6.
2. Click the Browse button and navigate to the location of
To create a subscription, click on the Subscribe link on the Web
the Support Request.xml file.
page shown in Figure 4. Then click on the Invoke button on the
3. In the Project to Import to
list, click on the name of
the TFS Team Project into
which you want to import
the work item and then
click OK.
You can verify that the work
item was successfully imported
into TFS by right-clicking on the
Work Items node for that Team
Project from within Team Explorer
and then expanding the New Work
Item window. You should see
Support Request as one of the
available options. If you don’t see
it there, right-click the Work Items
node and then click on Refresh.
Figure 9 The First E-mail in a Mail Thread
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file named SubscriberEventLog.txt
logs all the events received by the Web
service from Exchange, including a
heartbeat status event every minute and New Mail events whenever
they’re triggered.
The status of the subscription
can be verified at any point by calling the CheckStatus Web method,
which produces a result similar
to that shown in Figure 7, which
shows the time the last heartbeat
event was received and the status
of the Web service subscription. If
there’s an active subscription, you’ll
see “Status: Subscribed,” as shown
in the figure.
The overall process is depicted in
the sequence diagram in Figure 8.

Using the Ticketing System
The easiest way to start using the
ticketing system is to mimic a
Figure 10 The Work Item Generated as a Result of the First E-mail
real scenario and send an e-mail
resulting Web page. Upon success, you’ll see a subscription ID. This to the DL that contains the watcher account. Figure 9 shows a
is also logged into the logs folder defined in the web.config file.
sample e-mail to the DL shown in Figure 6, and Figure 10 shows
The details of the subscription are logged into two files. The first the Support Request work item that’s generated as a result of the
logs the request sent to EWS to perform the subscription and has notification sent from Exchange to the notifications Web service.
the form SubscribeType-<timestamp>.xml. The second file logs
Figure 11 shows the result of sending other e-mails as part of the
the response received from EWS to confirm the subscription, and same e-mail thread and how that’s translated into the work item hishas the form SubscribeResponseType-<timestamp>.xml. A third tory. The first thread gets a distinct color for its header. The rest of the
threads get another distinct color
(yellow in this case, but the colors
can be configured in web.config).

Customizing the Code

Figure 11 The Work Item After a Second E-mail
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Now let’s take a look at the different pieces of code that make
the system operate. The sample
code for this article contains a
Visual Studio 2010 solution called
Email2Workitem.sln. When you
load this solution in Visual Studio,
you’ll see that the structure is
divided into four solution folders:
Diagrams, Subscription Library,
Web Service and Work Item.
For the most part, the Web
service is based on the PushNotification SDK sample. However, I
made some changes in order to
keep the solution generic and easy
to use. I’ll go over the changes and
customizations I made to turn the
sample into a ticketing solution.
Team Foundation Server and Exchange
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Figure 12 The InitializeTimer Method
private void InitializeTimer()
{
int autoSubscribeTimeoutThresholdInMinutes = Convert.ToInt32(
ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["AutoSubscribeTimeoutThresholdInMinutes"]);
lock (_pollingTimerSyncLock)
{
if (autoSubscribeTimeoutThresholdInMinutes > 0)
{
// Seed the timer with the polling interval specified in config.
if (_pollingTimer == null)
{
TimerCallback timerCallback = OnTimedEvent;
_pollingTimer = new Threading.Timer(timerCallback, null, 0,
_pollingIntervalInMilliseconds); // Enable the timer.
}
}
else
{
// Dispose of the timer.
if (_pollingTimer != null)
{
_pollingTimer.Dispose();
_pollingTimer = null;
}
}
}
}

The first major change is the functionality that lets the subscription process be integrated into the Web service. This is crucial
because it allows the Web service to subscribe without having to
manage the account credentials. Sometimes the subscription needs
to be renewed, such as when the server hosting the Web service
undergoes some maintenance activities, for example. When that
happens, the App Pools are typically stopped and Exchange cancels
the subscriptions because the heartbeat event gets no response. The
auto-renewal of the subscription is achieved by calling the InitializeTimer method in the Web service constructor. InitializeTimer,
shown in Figure 12, creates a timer with an interval specified in
web.config. This timer is responsible for renewing a subscription
after service interruptions, for example.
The second important change has to do with inspecting the
incoming message to determine whether it’s the first e-mail in a
thread. Figure 13 shows this functionality.
Notice how the code leverages the fact that the Web service App
Pool identity is that of the mail account, which means that Web
calls to retrieve the e-mail message details can be done without
having to enter any credentials.
The ConvertEmailToRequestItem method does the bulk of the
work. To determine whether an e-mail is the first e-mail or part
of a thread, it makes use of the ConversationIndex property of
the EmailMessage instance. The length of the ConversationIndex
byte array is 22 when it’s the first e-mail. Subsequent e-mails
in a thread get further bytes added to the ConversationIndex.
ConvertEmailToRequestItem uses this to determine whether to
treat the e-mail as a new message and create a new work item for
it, or as part of an existing thread, in which case it looks up the
existing work item and appends the thread-specific part of the mail
message to the work item revision history. Exchange exposes the
part of an e-mail that’s specific to the current e-mail in the thread
via the EmailMessage UniqueBody property. To get the complete
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thread, the Body property can be used. This is quite powerful,
as it allows building the e-mail thread in the work item revision
history, as shown in Figure 11.
One special case that’s worth mentioning is when an e-mail
arrives that’s part of a thread but with no corresponding work item
available to update. This typically happens if the thread was started
before the ticketing system was put in place. In that case, a new
work item is created.

WIQL gives you an easy yet
powerful way to query a work item
without having to load objects and
enumerate through collections.
In order for the Web service to determine whether an e-mail
already exists as a work item, it relies on a piece of information
it stores in the work item when the work item is first created:
ConversationIndex. The Web service queries work items based
on that value to find out whether the work item exists. The querying is performed using the TFS work item query language
(WIQL), as in the following code:
private const string QUERY_BY_CONVERSATION_INDEX_WIQL =
"SELECT [System.Id] FROM WorkItems WHERE [System.TeamProject] = '{0}' AND
[System.WorkItemType] = 'Support Request' AND
[MsdnMag.SupportTicket.ConversationIndex] = '{1}' ORDER BY [System.Id] desc";

WIQL gives you an easy yet powerful way to query a work item
without having to load objects and enumerate through collections.
The Web service also provides a way to easily track it in the TFS
activity logs. The TFS activity logs are stored in two SQL Server
tables (tbl_Command and tbl_Parameter) in the database for
the team project collection. Inspecting the UserAgent column
in tbl_Command lets TFS administrators figure out the source
of requests.
Figure 13 Determining the First E-mail in a Thread
// Get either the folder or item identifier for a
// create/delete/new mail event.
if (bocet.Item is ItemIdType)
{
// Get the item identifier.
ItemIdType itemId = bocet.Item as ItemIdType;
//
// Get the message using the ItemIdType.
//
// From web.config
string ewsServiceUrl =
ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["EWSServiceUrl"];
ExchangeService esb =
new ExchangeService(ExchangeVersion.Exchange2010);
esb.Url = new Uri(ewsServiceUrl);
// From Web service App Pool identity.
esb.UseDefaultCredentials = true;
EmailMessage message = EmailMessage.Bind(esb, new ItemId(itemId.Id));
ConvertEmailToRequestItem(message);
}
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The notification Web service customizes the user agent data in
order to clearly identify it by using the following statement:

Dev sends an e-mail
regarding the code review
listing the shelveset name

Exchange sends a
Notification to the registered
Web service

TfsConnection.ApplicationName = string.Format(
TFS_APPLICATIONNAME_TEMPLATE, WindowsIdentity.GetCurrent().Name);

In this particular case, the user agent will look something like
“MsdnMagSubscribeSvc – Contoso\JDoe.”
Another potentially useful feature of ConvertEmailToRequestItem is its ability to filter e-mails according to a certain prefix in
the subject line, as in the following code:

Start
Dev creates a
shelveset containing
the finished code

// First check if prefix-based filtering is turned on, and if so,
// if the e-mail subject line matches the defined prefix.
string subjectPrefix =
ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["SubjectPrefix"];
if (!string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(subjectPrefix))
{
if (!title.StartsWith(subjectPrefix,
StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
{
WriteEventToLog(
string.Format(SUBJECT_DOES_NOT_MATCH_PREFIX_TEMPLATE,
subjectPrefix, title));

Recipients respond to
the e-mail thread with
code review comments

Exchange
Server

Code
Review
Notification
Service
Exchange
sends
e-mail to
distro
members

Recipients can
update the work
item directly in
TFS to add
comments or
attach artifacts

return;
}
}

You can use this feature to restrict the service’s functionality to
only certain e-mails; for example, to code review e-mails where
the prefix can be defined as “Code Review.”

Other Use Cases: Code Reviews
The use case presented here is a support ticket. However, the flexibility of the approach presented in this article makes it easy to apply the
same techniques to other use cases, such as tracking code reviews. The
process flow for the code review use case is depicted in Figure 14.
Development organizations tend to conduct code reviews via
e-mail. There have been many attempts to integrate code reviews into
TFS by creating code review work items and building add-ins to allow
managing the code review process from within Visual Studio.
However, the same technique employed for support tickets can provide an easy way to integrate code review e-mail threads into the TFS
work item tracking system. The following steps outline a suggested
process for using the notifications infrastructure with code reviews:
• Start by creating a Code Review work item similar to the
Support Request work item.
• Set up a watcher account in a DL to monitor e-mails sent
to the DL.
• Use the SubjectPrefix feature presented earlier to define a
prefix that distinguishes e-mails as code review e-mails. Code
review requests sent via e-mail often have the subject line
follow this pattern: “Code Review: My-Shelveset-Name.”

Work items can be linked
to changesets.
As shown in Figure 14, associating the actual check-in of the
shelveset contents with the work item provides traceability into the
lifetime of the code from when the code was done, when it was sent
for code review, when it was approved for check-in and, finally, to
when it was checked in. This association is a powerful feature of
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A Code Review work item
is created in TFS and
assigned to the sender
... (and) ...
Code Review work item is
updated with e-mail thread
in subsequent notifications

Team
Foundation
Server

Code
Review
work item
created

Dev checks in the shelveset and associates
it with the Code Review work item after all
code review comments are addressed

Shelveset

Figure 14 Process Flow for the Code Review Work Item

TFS that provides great visibility into any code that gets checked in
via source control. It’s an especially useful asset for organizations
that require traceability for audit reasons.

What Next
The key goal of this article was to demonstrate one of the many
possibilities for using TFS and Exchange together to increase both
productivity and efficiency. One of the great things about work
items, especially in TFS 2010, is how they’re integrated inside TFS.
Work items can be linked to changesets. They can represent and
track test plans. They can be easily reported on, using Excel or
SSRS, and they can also be synchronized with Microsoft Project.
Armed with the use case and techniques presented in this
article, you should be able to leverage the notifications Web service
and the work item customizations in many other scenarios that are
particular to your own environment.

MOHAMMAD JALLOUL is a software engineer at Myspace Inc., a social entertainment Web site where he’s responsible for integrating TFS into the different business
processes and leveraging it to increase efficiency and productivity. Prior to that, he
worked in Redmond in the Developer Division at Microsoft on an internal tool
called Gibraltar. He can be reached through his blog at mohammadjalloul.com.
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PA R A L L E L P R O G R A M M I N G

The Past, Present
and Future of Parallelizing
.NET Applications
Stephen Toub
The Ghost of Parallelism Past
Direct thread manipulation has historically been the way developers
attempted to achieve responsive client applications, parallelized
algorithms and scalable servers. Yet such techniques have also
been the way developers historically achieved deadlocks, livelocks,
lock convoys, two-step dances, race conditions, oversubscription
and a host of other undesirable warts on applications. Since its
inception, the Microsoft .NET Framework has provided a myriad
of lower-level tools for building concurrent applications, including
an entire namespace dedicated to the endeavor: System.Threading.
With approximately 50 types in this namespace in the .NET
Framework 3.5 core assemblies (including such types as Thread,
ThreadPool, Timer, Monitor, ManualResetEvent, ReaderWriterLock
and Interlocked), no one should be able to accuse the .NET
Framework of being light on threading support. And yet, I will
accuse previous versions of the .NET Framework as being light
on the real support developers everywhere need to successfully
build scalable and highly parallelized applications. This is a problem I’m thankful and excited to say has been rectified in the .NET
Framework 4, and it’s continuing to see a significant amount of
investment for future .NET Framework versions.
This article discusses:
• Limitations of earlier versions of the .NET Framework for building
concurrent applications
• Parallelization support in the .NET Framework 4
• The future for parallelism and concurrency in the
.NET Framework

Technologies discussed:
Microsoft .NET Framework, TPL, Async, PLINQ
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Some may question the value of a rich subsystem in a managed language for writing parallel code. After all, parallelism and
concurrency are about performance, and developers interested
in performance should seek out native languages that provide
pedal-to-the-metal access to the hardware and full control over
every bit twiddle, cache line manipulation and interlocked
operation … right? I fear for the state of our industry if that is
indeed the case. Managed languages like C#, Visual Basic and F#
exist to provide all developers—mere mortals and superheroes
alike—with a safe, productive environment in which to rapidly
develop powerful and efficient code. Developers are provided with
thousands upon thousands of prebuilt library classes, along with
languages ripe with all of the modern services we’ve come to expect,
and still manage to achieve impressive performance numbers on
all but the most number-crunching and floating-point-intensive
workloads. All of this is to say that managed languages and their
associated frameworks have deep-seated support for building
high-performing concurrent applications, so that developers on
modern hardware can have their cake and eat it too.
I’ve always felt that patterns are a great way to learn, so for the topic
at hand it’s only right that we start our exploration by looking at a pattern. For the “embarrassing parallel” or “delightfully parallel” pattern,
one of the most commonly needed fork-join constructs is a parallel
loop, which is intended to process every independent iteration of a
loop in parallel. It’s instructive to see how such processing could be
done using the lower-level primitives mentioned earlier, and for that
we’ll walk through the basic implementation of a naïve parallel loop
implemented in C#. Consider a typical for loop:
for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {
... // Process i here
}

We can use threads directly to effect the parallelization of this
loop, as shown in Figure 1.

Of course, there are a myriad of problems with this parallelization approach. We’re spinning up new threads dedicated to the
loop, which not only add overhead (in particular if the body of the
loop is trivial in work to be done) but can also lead to significant
oversubscription in a process that’s doing other work concurrently.
We’re using static partitioning to divide the work among the threads,
which could lead to significant load imbalance if the workload is
not evenly distributed across the iteration space (not to mention
that if the number of iterations isn’t evenly divided by the number
of utilized threads, the last thread is burdened with the overflow).
Arguably worst of all, however, is that the developer is forced to
write this code in the first place. Every algorithm we attempt to
parallelize will require similar code—code that’s brittle at best.
The problem exemplified by the previous code is further amplified when we recognize that parallel loops are just one pattern in
the multitudes that exist in parallel programs. Forcing developers
to express all such parallel patterns at this low level of coding does
not make for a good programming model, and does not set up for
success the masses of developers in the world who need to be able
to utilize massively parallel hardware.

The Ghost of Parallelism Present
Enter the .NET Framework 4. This release of the .NET Framework
was augmented with a multitude of features to make it significantly
easier for developers to express parallelism in their applications,
and to have that parallelism executed efficiently. This goes well
beyond parallel loops, but we’ll begin there nonetheless.
The System.Threading namespace was enhanced in the .NET
Framework 4 with a new sub namespace: System.Threading.Tasks. This
namespace includes a new type, Parallel, that exposes an abundance of
static methods for implementing parallel loops and structured forkjoin patterns. As an example of its usage, consider the previous for loop:
for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {
... // Process i here
}

With the Parallel class, you can parallelize it simply as follows:
Parallel.For(0, N, i => {
... // Process i here
});

Here, the developer is still responsible for ensuring each iteration
of the loop is in fact independent, but beyond that, the Parallel.For
construct handles all aspects of this loop’s parallelization. It handles
dynamically partitioning the input range across all underlying
threads involved in the computation, while still minimizing overhead for partitioning close to those provided by static partitioning
implementations. It handles scaling up and scaling down the number
of threads involved in the computation dynamically in order to find
the optimal number of threads for a given workload (which is not
always equal to the number of hardware threads, contrary to popular belief). It provides exception-handling capabilities not present
in my naïve implementation previously shown, and so on. Most importantly, it keeps the developer from having to think about parallelism at the lower-level OS abstraction of threads, and from needing
to continually code delicate solutions for partitioning workloads,
offloading to multiple cores and joining the results efficiently. Instead,
it enables the developer to spend his time focusing on what’s important: the business logic that makes the developer’s work profitable.
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Figure 1 Parallelizing a For Loop
int lowerBound = 0, upperBound = N;
int numThreads = Environment.ProcessorCount;
int chunkSize = (upperBound - lowerBound) / numThreads;
var threads = new Thread[numThreads];
for (int t = 0; t < threads.Length; t++) {
int start = (chunkSize * t) + lowerBound;
int end = t < threads.Length - 1 ? start + chunkSize : upperBound;
threads[t] = new Thread(delegate() {
for (int i = start; i < end; i++) {
... // Process i here
}
});
}
foreach (Thread t in threads) t.Start(); // fork
foreach (Thread t in threads) t.Join(); // join

Parallel.For also provides facilities for developers who require
more fine-grained control over a loop’s operation. Through an
options bag provided to the For method, developers can control
the underlying scheduler the loop runs on, the maximum degree of
parallelism to be employed, and the cancellation token used by an
entity external to the loop to request the loop’s polite termination
at the loop’s earliest convenience:
var options = new ParallelOptions { MaxDegreeOfParallelism = 4 };
Parallel.For(0, N, options, i=> {
... // Process i here
});

This customization capability highlights one of the goals of this
parallelization effort within the .NET Framework: To make it significantly easier for developers to take advantage of parallelism without
complicating the programming, but at the same time give more
advanced developers the knobs they need to fine-tune the processing
and execution. In this vein, additional tweaks are supported. Other
overloads of Parallel.For enable developers to break out of the loop early:
Parallel.For(0, N, (i,loop) => {
... // Process i here
if (SomeCondition()) loop.Break();
});

Still other overloads allow developers to flow state through
iterations that end up running on the same underlying thread,
enabling far more efficient implementations of algorithms such as
reductions, for example:
static int SumComputations(int [] inputs, Func<int,int> computeFunc) {
int total = 0;
Parallel.For(0, inputs.Length, () => 0, (i,loop,partial)=> {
return partial + computeFunc(inputs[i]);
},
partial => Interlocked.Add(ref total, partial));
}

The Parallel class provides support not just for integral ranges, but
also for arbitrary IEnumerable<T> sources, the .NET Framework
representation of an enumerable sequence: code may continually call
MoveNext on an enumerator in order to retrieve the next Current value.
This ability to consume arbitrary enumerables enables parallel processing of arbitrary data sets, regardless of their in-memory representation;
data sources may even be materialized on demand, and paged in as
MoveNext calls reach not-yet-materialized sections of the source data:
IEnumerable<string> lines = File.ReadLines("data.txt");
Parallel.ForEach(lines, line => {
... // Process line here
});

As is the case with Parallel.For, Parallel.ForEach sports a multitude of customization capabilities, offering greater control than
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Parallel.For. For example, ForEach lets a developer customize
how the input data set is partitioned. This is done through a set of
partitioning-focused abstract classes that enable parallelization
constructs to request a fixed or variable number of partitions,
allowing the partitioner to hand out those partition abstractions
over the input data set and to assign data to those partitions statically or dynamically as appropriate:
Graph<T> graph = ...;
Partitioner<T> data = new GraphPartitioner<T>(graph);
Parallel.ForEach(data, vertex => {
... // Process vertex here
});

Parallel.For and Parallel.ForEach are complemented on the
Parallel class by an Invoke method that accepts an arbitrary number of actions to be invoked with as much parallelism as the
underlying system can muster. This classic fork-join construct makes
it easy to parallelize recursive divide-and-conquer algorithms, such
as the commonly used example of QuickSort:
static void QuickSort<T>(T [] data, int lower, int upper) {
if (upper – lower < THRESHOLD) {
Array.Sort(data, index:lower, length:upper-lower);
}
else {
int pivotPos = Partition(data, lower, upper);
Parallel.Invoke(
() => QuickSort(data, lower, pivotPos),
() => QuickSort(data, pivotPos, upper));
}
}

While a great step forward, the Parallel class only scratches the
surface of the functionality available. One of the more monumental
parallelization strides taken in the .NET Framework 4 was the
introduction of Parallel LINQ, lovingly referred to as PLINQ
(pronounced “Pee-link”). LINQ, or Language Integrated Query, was
introduced to the .NET Framework in version 3.5. LINQ is really
two things: a description of a set of operators exposed as methods
for manipulating data sets, and contextual keywords in both C#
and Visual Basic for expressing these queries directly in language.
Many of the operators included in LINQ are based on the equivalent
operations known for years to the database community, including
Select, SelectMany, Where, Join, GroupBy and approximately 50
others. The .NET Framework Standard Query Operators API
defines the pattern for these methods, but it doesn’t define which
exact data sets these operations should target, nor exactly how these
operations should be implemented. Various “LINQ providers” then
implement this pattern for a multitude of different data sources and
target environments (in-memory collections, SQL databases, object/
relational mapping systems, HPC Server compute clusters, temporal
and streaming data sources and more). One of the most commonly
used providers is called LINQ to Objects, and it provides the full
suite of LINQ operators implemented on top of IEnumerable<T>.
This enables the implementation of queries in C# and Visual Basic,
such as the following snippet that reads all data from a file line by
line, filtering down to just those lines that contain the word “secret”
and encrypting them. The end result is an enumerable of byte arrays:
IEnumerable<byte[]> encryptedLines =
from line in File.ReadLines("data.txt")
where line.Contains("secret")
select DataEncryptor.Encrypt(line);

For computationally intensive queries, or even just for queries
that involve a lot of long-latency I/O, PLINQ provides auto74 msdn magazine

matic parallelization capabilities, implementing the full LINQ
operator set utilizing end-to-end parallel algorithms. Thus, the
previous query can be parallelized simply by the developer
appending “.AsParallel()” to the data source:
IEnumerable<byte[]> encryptedLines =
from line in File.ReadLines("data.txt").AsParallel()
where line.Contains("secret")
select DataEncryptor.Encrypt(line);

As with the Parallel class, this model is opt-in to force the developer
to evaluate the ramifications of running the computation in parallel.
Once that choice has been made, however, the system handles the
lower-level details of the actual parallelization, partitioning, thread
throttling and the like. Also, as with Parallel, these PLINQ queries
are customizable in a variety of ways. A developer can control how
partitioning is achieved, how much parallelism is actually employed,
tradeoffs between synchronization and latency, and more:
IEnumerable<byte[]> encryptedLines =
from line in new OneAtATimePartitioner<string>(
File.ReadLines("data.txt"))
.AsParallel()
.AsOrdered()
.WithCancellation(someExternalToken)
.WithDegreeOfParallelism(4)
.WithMergeOptions(ParallelMergeOptions.NotBuffered)
where line.Contains("secret")
select DataEncryptor.Encrypt(line);

These powerful and higher-level programming models for loops
and queries are built on top of an equally powerful but lower-level set
of task-based APIs, centering around the Task and Task<TResult>
types in the System.Threading.Tasks namespace. In effect, the
parallel loops and query engines are task generators, relying on the
underlying task infrastructure to map the parallelism expressed to
the resources available in the underlying system. At its core, Task is
a representation for a unit of work—or, more generally, for a unit of
asynchrony, a work item that may be spawned and later joined with
through various means. Task provides Wait, WaitAll and WaitAny
methods that allow for synchronously blocking forward progress
until the target task (or tasks) has completed, or until additional
constraints supplied to overloads of these methods have been met
(for instance, a timeout or cancellation token). Task supports polling
for completion through its IsCompleted property, and, more generally, polling for changes in its lifecycle processing through its Status
property. Arguably most importantly, it provides the ContinueWith,
ContinueWhenAll and ContinueWhenAny methods, which enable
the creation of tasks that will be scheduled only when a specific set of
antecedent tasks have completed. This continuation support allows
a myriad of scenarios to be implemented easily, enabling dependencies to be expressed between computations such that the system can
schedule work based on those dependencies becoming satisfied:
Task t1 = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => BuildProject(1));
Task t2 = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => BuildProject(2));
Task t3 = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => BuildProject(3));
Task t4 = Task.Factory.ContinueWhenAll(
new [] { t1, t2 }, _ => BuildProject(4));
Task t5 = Task.Factory.ContinueWhenAll(
new [] { t2, t3 }, _ => BuildProject(5));
Task t6 = Task.Factory.ContinueWhenAll(
new [] { t4, t5 }, _ => BuildProject(6));
t6.ContinueWith(_ => Console.WriteLine("Solution build completed."));

The Task<TResult> class derived from Task enables results to
be passed out from the completed operation, providing the .NET
Framework with a core “future” implementation:
Parallel Programming

int SumTree<T>(Node<T> root, Func<T,int> computeFunc) {
if (root == null) return 0;
Task<int> left = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => SumTree(root.Left));
Task<int> right = Task.Factory.StartNew(() => SumTree(root.Right));
return computeFunc(root.Data) + left.Result + right.Result;
}

Under all of these models (loops, queries and tasks alike) the
.NET Framework employs work-stealing techniques to provide for
more efficient processing of specialized workloads, and by default
it employs hill-climbing heuristics to vary the number of employed
threads over time in order to find the optimal processing level.
Heuristics are also built into pieces of these components to automatically fall back to sequential processing if the system believes
that any parallelization attempt would result in slower-thansequential result times—though, as with the other defaults discussed
previously, these heuristics may also be overridden.
Task<TResult> need not represent only compute-bound operations. It may also be used to represent arbitrary asynchronous
operations. Consider the .NET Framework System.IO.Stream class,
which provides a Read method to extract data from the stream:
NetworkStream source = ...;
byte [] buffer = new byte[0x1000];
int numBytesRead = source.Read(buffer, 0, buffer.Length);

This Read operation is synchronous and blocking, such that
the thread making the Read call may not be used for other work
until the I/O-based Read operation completes. To allow better
scalability, the Stream class provides an asynchronous counterpart to the Read method in the form of two methods: BeginRead
and EndRead. These methods follow a pattern available in the
.NET Framework since its inception, a pattern known as the
APM, or Asynchronous Programming Model. The following is an
asynchronous version of the previous code example:
NetworkStream source = …;
byte [] buffer = new byte[0x1000];
source.BeginRead(buffer, 0, buffer.Length, delegate(IAsyncResult iar) {
int numBytesRead = source.EndRead(iar);
}, null);

This approach, however, leads to poor composability. The
TaskCompletionSource<TResult> type fixes this by enabling such
an asynchronous read operation to be exposed as a task:
public static Task<int> ReadAsync(
this Stream source, byte [] buffer, int offset, int count)
{
var tcs = new TaskCompletionSource<int>();
source.BeginRead(buffer, 0, buffer.Length, iar => {
try { tcs.SetResult(source.EndRead(iar)); }
catch(Exception exc) { tcs.SetException(exc); }
}, null);
return tcs.Task;
}

This allows for multiple asynchronous operations to be composed
just as in the compute-bound examples. The following example
concurrently reads from all of the source Streams, writing out to
the console only when all of the operations have completed:
NetworkStream [] sources = ...;
byte [] buffers = ...;
Task.Factory.ContinueWhenAll(
(from i in Enumerable.Range(0, sources.Length)
select sources[i].ReadAsync(buffers[i], 0, buffers[i].Length))
.ToArray(),
_ => Console.WriteLine("All reads completed"));

Beyond mechanisms for launching parallelized and concurrent
processing, the .NET Framework 4 also provides primitives for further coordinating work between tasks and threads. This includes a set
of thread-safe and scalable collection types that largely eliminate the
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need for developers to manually synchronize access to shared collections. ConcurrentQueue<T> provides a thread-safe, lock-free, firstin-first-out collection that may be used concurrently by any number
of producers and any number of consumers. In addition, it supports
snapshot semantics for concurrent enumerators, so that code may
examine the state of the queue at a moment in time even as other threads
bash away at the instance. ConcurrentStack<T> is similar, instead
providing last-in-first-out semantics. ConcurrentDictionary<T> uses
lock-free and fine-grained locking techniques to provide a thread-safe
dictionary, which also supports any number of concurrent readers,
writers and enumerators. It also provides several atomic implementations of multistep operations, such as GetOrAdd and AddOrUpdate.
Another type, ConcurrentBag<T>, provides an unordered collection
using work-stealing queues.
The .NET Framework doesn’t stop at collection types. Lazy<T> provides lazy initialization of a variable, using configurable approaches
to achieve thread safety. ThreadLocal<T> provides per-thread,
per-instance data that can also be lazily initialized on first access.
The Barrier type enables phased operation so that multiple tasks
or threads can proceed through an algorithm in lockstep. The list
continues, and all stem from a single guiding principle: Developers
shouldn’t need to focus on the lower-level and rudimentary aspects
of their algorithm’s parallelization, and instead allow the .NET
Framework to handle the mechanics and efficiency details for them.

The Ghost of Parallelism Yet to Come
Unlike the Dickens counterpart, the future for parallelism and
concurrency in the .NET Framework is exciting and something to
look forward to, building upon the foundations laid in the .NET
Framework 4. A focus of future versions of the .NET Framework,
beyond improving the performance of the existing programming
models, is expanding the set of higher-level models that exist in
order to address more patterns of parallel workloads. One such
enhancement is a new library for implementing parallel systems
based on dataflow and for architecting applications with agent-based
models. The new System.Threading.Tasks.Dataflow library provides
a multitude of “dataflow blocks” that act as buffers, processors and
propagators of data. Data may be posted to these blocks, and that
Figure 2 Using a BlockingCollection
static BlockingCollection<Datum> s_data =
new BlockingCollection<Datum>(boundedCapacity:100);
...
static void Producer() {
for(int i=0; i<N; i++) {
Datum d = GenerateData();
s_data.Add(d);
}
s_data.CompleteAdding();
}
static void Consumer() {
foreach(Datum d in s_data.GetConsumingEnumerable()) {
Process(d);
}
}
...
var workers = new Task[3];
workers[0] = Task.Factory.StartNew(Producer);
workers[1] = Task.Factory.StartNew(Consumer);
workers[2] = Task.Factory.StartNew(Consumer);
Task.WaitAll(workers);
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data will be processed and automatically forwarded to any linked
targets, based on the semantics of the source block. The dataflow
library is also built on top of tasks, with the blocks spinning up
tasks under the covers to process and propagate data.
From a patterns perspective, the library is particularly good at
handling dataflow networks that form chains of producers and
consumers. Consider the need for data to be compressed and then
encrypted and written out to a file, with the stream of data arriving
and flowing through the application. This might be achieved by
configuring a small network of dataflow blocks as follows:
static byte [] Compress(byte [] data) { ... }
static byte [] Encrypt(byte [] data) { ... }
...
var compressor = new TransformBlock<byte[],byte[]>(Compress);
var encryptor = new TransformBlock<byte[],byte[]>(Encrypt);
var saver = new ActionBlock<byte[]>(AppendToFile);
compressor.LinkTo(encryptor);
encryptor.LinkTo(saver);
...
// As data arrives
compressor.Post(byteArray);

Beyond the dataflow library, however, arguably the most important
feature coming for parallelism and concurrency in the .NET Framework
is first-class language support in C# and Visual Basic for producing and
asynchronously awaiting tasks. These languages are being augmented
with state-machine-based rewrite capabilities that allow for all of the
languages’ sequential control flow constructs to be utilized while at the
same time being able to asynchronously wait for tasks to complete (F#
in Visual Studio 2010 supports a related form of asynchrony as part of
its asynchronous workflows feature, a feature that also integrates with
tasks). Take a look at the following method, which synchronously copies
data from one Stream to another, returning the number of bytes copied:
static long CopyStreamToStream(Stream src, Stream dst) {
long numCopied = 0;
byte [] buffer = new byte[0x1000];
int numRead;
while((numRead = src.Read(buffer,0,buffer.Length)) > 0) {
dst.Write(buffer, 0, numRead);
numCopied += numRead;
}
return numCopied;
}

Implementing this function, including its conditionals and loops,
with support like the BeginRead/EndRead methods on Stream
shown earlier, results in a nightmare of callbacks and logic that’s
error-prone and extremely difficult to debug. Instead, consider
the approach of using a ReadAsync method like the one shown
earlier, which returns a Task<int>, and a corresponding WriteAsync
method, which returns a Task. Using the new C# functionality, we
can rewrite the previous method as follows:
static async Task<long> CopyStreamToStreamAsync(Stream src, Stream dst) {
long numCopied = 0;
byte [] buffer = new byte[0x1000];
int numRead;
while((numRead = await src.ReadAsync(buffer,0,buffer.Length)) > 0) {
await dst.WriteAsync(buffer, 0, numRead);
numCopied += numRead;
}
return numCopied;
}

Notice the few minor modifications to turn the synchronous
method into an asynchronous method. The function is now annotated as “async” to inform the compiler that it should perform a
rewrite of the function. With that, any time an “await” operation
is requested on a Task or Task<TResult>, the rest of the function’s
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execution is, in effect, hooked up to that task as a continuation:
until such time that the task completes, this method call won’t be
occupying a thread. The Read method call has been converted into
a ReadAsync call, such that the await contextual keyword may be
used to signify the yielding point where the remainder should be
turned into a continuation; it’s the same for WriteAsync. When this
asynchronous method eventually completes, the returned long value
will be lifted into a Task<long> that was returned to the initial caller
of CopyStreamToStreamAsync, using a mechanism like the one
shown earlier with TaskCompletionSource<TResult>. I can now
use the return value from CopyStreamToStreamAsync as I would
any Task, waiting on it, hooking up a continuation to it, composing
with it over other tasks or even awaiting it. With functionality like
ContinueWhenAll and WaitAll, I can initiate and later join with multiple asynchronous operations in order to achieve higher levels of
concurrency and improve the overall throughput of my application.
This language support for asynchrony improves not only I/Obound but also CPU-bound operations, and in particular the ability
of a developer to build responsive client applications (ones that don’t
tie up the UI thread and leave the application in a non-responsive
state) while still getting the benefits of massively parallel processing. It has long been cumbersome for developers to move off of a
UI thread, perform any processing, and then move back to the UI
thread to update UI elements and interact with a user. The language
support for asynchrony interacts with key components of the .NET
Framework to, by default, automatically bring operations back
to their original context when an await operation completes (for
instance, if an await is issued from the UI thread, the continuation
that’s hooked up will continue execution back on the UI thread).
This means that a task can be launched to run compute-intensive
work in the background, and the developer can simply await it to
retrieve the results and store them into UI elements, like so:
async void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) {
string filePath = txtFilePath.Text;
txtOutput.Text = await Task.Factory.StartNew(() => {
return ProcessFile(filePath);
});
}

Figure 3 Using a BufferBlock
static BufferBlock<Datum> s_data = new BufferBlock<Datum>(
new DataflowBlockOptions { BoundedCapacity=100 });
...
static async Task ProducerAsync() {
for(int i=0; i<N; i++) {
Datum d = GenerateData();
await s_data.SendAsync(d);
}
s_data.Complete();
}
static async Task ConsumerAsync() {
Datum d;
while(await s_data.OutputAvailableAsync()) {
while(s_data.TryReceive(out d)) {
Process(d);
}
}
}
...
var workers = new Task[3];
workers[0] = ProducerAsync();
workers[1] = ConsumerAsync();
workers[2] = ConsumerAsync();
await Task.WhenAll(workers);

Parallel Programming

That background task may itself spin off multiple tasks in
order to parallelize the background computation, such as by
using a PLINQ query:
async void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) {
string filePath = txtFilePath.Text;
txtOutput.Text = await Task.Factory.StartNew(() => {
return File.ReadLines(filePath).AsParallel()
.SelectMany(line => ParseWords(line))
.Distinct()
.Count()
.ToString();
});
}

even if it’s through components that themselves encapsulate parallelism. Parallel programming models like those exposed in the
.NET Framework 4, and like those coming in future versions of the
.NET Framework, are necessary to enable this beautiful future. 
STEPHEN TOUB is a principal architect on the Parallel Computing Platform team
at Microsoft.

THANKS to the following technical experts for reviewing this article:
Joe Hoag and Danny Shih

The language support may also be used
in combination with the dataflow library to
ease the natural expression of asynchronous
producer/consumer scenarios. Consider
the desire to implement a set of throttled
producers, each of which is generating
some data to be sent off to a number of consumers. Synchronously, this might be done
using a type like BlockingCollection<T>
(see Figure 2), which was introduced as part
of the .NET Framework 4.
This is a fine pattern, as long as it meets
the application’s goals that both the producers and consumers block threads. If that’s
unacceptable, you can write an asynchronous counterpart, utilizing another of the
dataflow blocks, BufferBlock<T>, and the
ability to asynchronously send to and receive
from a block, as shown in Figure 3.
Here, the SendAsync and OutputAvailableAsync methods both return tasks,
enabling the compiler to hook up continuations and allowing the whole process to
run asynchronously.

A Scrooge No More
Parallel programming has long been the
domain of expert developers, uniquely qualified individuals well-versed in the art of
scaling code to multiple cores. These experts
are the result of years of training and on-thejob experiences. They’re highly valued—and
they’re scarce. In our brave new world of
multicore and manycore everywhere, this
model of leaving parallelism purely to the
experts is no longer sufficient. Regardless
of whether an application or component is
destined to be a publicly available software
package, is intended purely for in-house
use, or is just a tool to enable a more important job to be completed, parallelism is now
something every developer must at least consider, and something that the millions upon
millions of developers that utilize managed
languages must be able to take advantage of,
msdnmagazine.com
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Portable Class Libraries:
A Primer
Bill Kratochvil
A Portable Class Library (PCL) project will generate
a managed assembly that can be referenced by Windows Phone
7, Silverlight, the Microsoft .NET Framework and Xbox 360
platforms. This can maximize reuse of your code and reduce
the number of required projects, particularly in multi-targeted
applications that share the same codebase, as is the case of the
demo application that accompanies this article. I invested time
in writing a Windows Phone 7 application for this article, and the
WPF/Silverlight applications came for free. The only constraint is
that the PCL can’t reference platform-specific projects; it can only
reference other PCL projects. On the surface this can appear limiting, especially for applications that utilize Prism and dependency
injection (DI). But with careful planning, you can work around this
This article discusses:
• A multi-targeted password manager application
• Using dependency injection frameworks
• Use cases

Technologies discussed:
Portable Class Libraries, Windows Phone 7, Silverlight,
Microsoft .NET Framework

Code download available at:
code.msdn.microsoft.com/mag201108PCL
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constraint and create efficient PCL projects that will help enforce
good development practices.
Prior to PCL projects, solution projects could only reference
assemblies of the same platform. Silverlight projects referenced other
Silverlight assemblies, .NET projects other .NET assemblies and so on.
To code effectively, we could accumulate an unmanageable number
of projects; when creating shared codebases (code that can be used
across all platforms), we’d have to create a project for each platform.

A Multi-Targeted Password Manager Solution
The Password Manager solution (passwordmgr.codeplex.com) is a multitargeted application with a single codebase (hosted by the Windows
Phone 7 projects with the Silverlight and WPF projects linking to
the Phone project files). As you can see, this small application has
a daunting number of projects.
Why so many projects? That’s a popular question that I often hear
from developers as I architect frameworks for client solutions. A
typical refrain is, “They make the solution confusing and difficult
to understand,” which is a good argument.
My answer is always: “To have a clear separation of concerns and
to maximize reuse.” Each project should have one purpose (and do
it well in a loosely coupled manner). As a case in point, note the
apparent separation available in the PasswordMgr solution and the
ability to easily substitute a different data access layer (DAL) using
DI. Nevertheless, you’d be forced to pull in the SQLite assemblies
and associated projects to reuse this code, even if you didn’t plan

public bool IsAuthenticated
{
get { return UserInfo.IsAuthenticated; }
set
{
UserInfo.IsAuthenticated = value;
OnPropertyChanged("IsAuthenticated");
if(value)
{
IsAdmin = UserInfo.IsInRole("Admin");
IsGuest = UserInfo.IsInRole("Guest");
}
}
}
}
}

msdnmagazine.com

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

on using SQLite (perhaps you’d be
UC0400-040-010
UC0400-030-030
using SQL Server for your DAL).
ApplicationControllerModule
SecurityView
Once you reference another
project, your project can become
<<include>>
tightly coupled, forcing you to drag
<<include>>
not only it, but also any dependenUC0400-040-040
UC0400-010-030
SecurityModule
SecurityPresenter
cies it has, to the other projects. If
Admin
you only have a few projects, it
<<include>>
makes it increasingly more difficult
to reuse the code in other solutions.
UC0400-020-020
A PCL can significantly reduce
SecurityViewModel
the number of projects you have
to manage, particularly if you
want to have a clear separation of
concerns permitting you to easily
UC0400-010-010
UC0400-040-030
UC0400-030-020
reuse your projects in other modGuestPresenter
MainModule
MainView
ules or solutions. The key is to keep
User
your projects loosely coupled by
<<include>>
<<include>>
programming against interfaces.
This will permit you to use DI
UC0400-020-010
frameworks, such as the Managed
MainViewModel
Extensibility Framework (MEF)
and Unity, which allow you to
<<include>>
<<include>>
easily configure the implementation for the interfaces. That is, the
UC0400-010-020
UC0400-040-020
UC0400-030-010
DAL implementation for interfaces
MainPresenter
GuestModule
GuestView
could be SQL Server, the cloud or
SQLite classes.
Figure 1 Tightly Coupled Components
Once you install the prerequisites
(as outlined in the MSDN documentation at bit.ly/fxatk0), you’ll have
Because you can only reference other PCL projects, it may seem
a new feature under “Add New Project” to create a PCL.
impractical to use a PCL with DI or other shared resources that you
have in your reusable libraries. In reality, this constraint can actually
Using DI Frameworks
help enforce a clear separation of concerns, making your projects
A question that will quickly arise as you attempt to use these powerful even more reusable—you may have projects in the future that won’t
DI frameworks is, “How do I use the PCL with these frameworks if I utilize DI but could benefit from your PCL project.
can’t reference the DI framework components—that is, the [DepenI’ll demonstrate the principles involved in using the PCL with
dency] or [Export] attributes?” For example, the SecurityViewModel DI using a demo application. It’s a simple application that has two
in the following code has a Unity [Dependency] attribute, which will modules (guest and main) that are loaded on-demand using roleresolve the implementation of the ISecurityViewModel:
based security. Available features for these modules and Views
namespace MsdnDemo.MvpVmViewModels
will be determined by the roles attached to both the module and
{
logged-in user. There are three users: Admin, Guest and Jane Doe
public class SecurityViewModel : PresentationViewModelBase
{
(user). A business rule is that the Guest account can never access
[Dependency]
the main module.
public ISecurityViewModel UserInfo { get; set; }

Prior to PCL projects, solution
projects could only reference
assemblies of the same platform.
The magic of this application lies in its simplicity; you’ll find no
codebehind in the Views or domain objects polluted by UI requirements. The ViewModels hold UI-specific state and the Presenters
manage the Views/ViewModels associated with their concerns
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UC000-020 Layers

UC0100 Infrastructure.Portable

<<include>>

UC0400 MVP-VM

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

UC0200 Business Access Layer

UC0100-020 Base Use Case

Figure 2 All Layers and Shared PCL Resources

through the use of business logic and DALs. Plumbing is handled by
the infrastructure, such as button clicks, freeing up the developer to
focus on business logic. Developers new to an application will quickly
learn where to begin locating code—always start with the Presenter.

A PCL can significantly
reduce the number of projects
you have to manage.
Tightly Coupled Components

The only tight coupling is shown in Figure 1. This coupling is to be
expected with the Model-View-Presenter ViewModel (MVPVM) pattern using Prism and DI. With this pattern, the module is responsible
for instantiating the Presenter, which in turn instantiates the required
View and ViewModel, wiring them up as required. The modules and
their components have no knowledge of one another.
Ideally I would create separate projects for each module
(ApplicationController, Main and Guest) so that I could reuse these
modules (with this framework) in other solutions. (Note: Because
both the GuestPresenter and MainPresenter share the MainViewModel, I’d also have to move this ViewModel into a shared project
that could be accessed by both of them. You can see how quickly
I can accumulate projects in the name of separating concerns and
reusability, particularly if I were coding for multiple platforms.)
You’ll also see that, because I kept my demo simple, the only reusability it offers is copy and paste. The key is finding the balance,
and the PCL helps provide that.
Figure 2 demonstrates how all layers (presentation, business
and data) share PCL resources. Because security is a concern with
nearly any application, I can safely integrate it—with its entities—
UC0100 - Infrastructure.Portable Overview
UC0100-010
Attributes

UC0100-020
Base

UC0100-030
Configuration

UC0100-040
Constants

UC0100-070
Extensions

UC0100-080
Interfaces

UC0100-090
Logger

UC0100-100
MvpVmBase

Figure 3 PCL Use Cases
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UC0300 Data Access Layer

in UC0100, which will be my PCL, with
the notion that it may be the only reusable
component that this demo application has
(and a useful one at that).
It’s beyond the scope of this article to cover
all aspects of the PCL that I’ll be using to manage my infrastructure; however, I’ll cover the
use cases highlighted in blue in Figure 3.

To improve extensibility in enterprise
applications, it’s helpful to have a consistent standard for wiring
up the platform. This will help new developers as well as experienced developers who may not have frequented a module for
a while. They’ll be able to ramp up quickly to get required tasks
done; minimal time will be spent hunting down code. With this
in mind, I created a ModuleBase that’s designed to work with the
Prism IModule interface—more specifically, with the Initialize
method. The issue here was that IModule wasn’t available because it
resides in a Prism (a non-PCL) assembly. I wanted the base to have
logging capabilities, so the ILogger interface must be provided an
instance before the Initialize method is called. This ModuleBase
now can serve as a contract for all modules, in all solutions and
projects, because it implements the IModule Initialize method,
shown in Figure 4.
Unlike the PCL, my MsdnDemo.Phone project does have a
platform-specific reference to my Prism assembly, so the DI code
can reside in a PresentationModuleBase class within this project;
it will be the base class for all modules. In a real-world application,
this class, like other DI base classes, would reside in separate
reusable projects.

To improve extensibility in
enterprise applications, it’s helpful
to have a consistent standard for
wiring up the platform.
When the module is resolved (instantiated) by the DI container,
it will set Logger as configured by my GwnBootstrapper. When the
Logger property value is set, it will pass the instance to the base
Logger, effectively providing the
ModuleBase ILogger reference for
the Initialize (and other) virtual
methods (see Figure 5).
UC0100-050
UC0100-060
Entities
Events
(Note: Because constructor
injection occurs before setter injection—in the Unity framework—the
UC0100-110
Types
constructor of ModuleBase can’t
have logging statements, because
it will be null.)
Multi-Platform Development

Figure 4 The Initialize Method in the ModuleBase Class
public class ModuleBase
{
public ILogger Logger { get; set; }

Framework. So my UserEntity and SecurityEntity objects can be
enterprise-level POCO classes that can be easily reused in any
application on any platform, as shown in Figure 6.

Using Plain Old CLR
Objects (POCOs) provides the
best reusability.

/// <summary>
/// Called by Prism catalog manager. Provides hook
/// to register types/views and initialize the view model.
/// </summary>
public virtual void Initialize()
{
try
{
// Provide hooks for registrations
RegisterTypes();
RegisterViews();
InitializeModule();
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
Logger.Log("ERROR in [{0}] {1}{2}",
GetType().Name, ex.Message, ex.StackTrace);
}
}

Derived from Presentation ModuleBase, the following MainModule code is the same code/file for all three platforms (Windows
Phone 7, Silverlight and WPF):
public class MainModule : PresentationModuleBase
{
protected override void RegisterViews()
{
base.RegisterViews();
// Instantiate the presenter, which in turn will instantiate
// (resolve) the View and ViewModel
var presenter = Container.Resolve<MainPresenter>();
// Load this presenters view into the MainRegion
RegionViewRegistry
.RegisterViewWithRegion(MvpVm.MainRegion, () => presenter.View);
// Activate the presenters view after module is loaded
RaiseViewEvent(MvpVm.MainModule, presenter.View.GetType().Name,
ProcessType.ActivateView);
}
}

UC0200-050 Entities Use Case

If the UserEntity POCO is going to be used on a ViewModel,
it will have to be wrapped. The ViewModel will raise the notifications and, under the hood, the data will be transferred to the
POCO, as shown in the excerpt from the MainViewModel class
in Figure 7.
Note that I only show the FirstName property, but all of the
UserEntity properties have a comparable wrapper. If I update
SelectedUser, it will raise the property changed notification for
all of the UserEntity properties so that XAML will be notified to
update the UI fields as applicable.
Figure 6 The UserEntity and SecurityEntity Objects
public class UserEntity
{
public int Id { get; set; }
public string FirstName { get; set; }
public string LastName { get; set; }
public string PrimaryEmail { get; set; }
public string Password { get; set; }
public override string ToString()
{
return string.Format("{0} {1} ({2})", FirstName, LastName, Password);
}
}
public class SecurityEntity : ISecurityViewModel
{
private string _login;
public int Id { get; set; }
public bool IsAuthenticated { get; set; }
public IEnumerable<string> Roles { get; set; }

Using Plain Old CLR Objects (POCOs) provides the best reusability. Even though the PCL supports INotifyPropertyChanged,
I may not always be using these entities with XAML. I may want
to also use them with an ASP.NET MVC 3 project or the Entity

public string Login
{
get { return _login; }
set
{
_login = value;
Id = 0;
IsAuthenticated = false;
Roles = new List<string>();
}
}

Figure 5 Setting the Logger Property
public class PresentationModuleBase : ModuleBase, IModule
{
[Dependency]
public override ILogger Logger {get;set;}

public bool IsInRole(string roleName)
{
if (Roles == null)
return false;

[Dependency]
public IUnityContainer Container { get; set; }
[Dependency]
public IRegionManager RegionManager { get; set; }

return Roles.FirstOrDefault(r => r == roleName) != null;
}

[Dependency]
public IEventAggregator EventAggregator { get; set; }
[Dependency]
public IRegionViewRegistry RegionViewRegistry { get; set; }

msdnmagazine.com

public bool IsInRole(string[] roles)
{
return roles.Any(role => IsInRole(role));
}
}
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Figure 7 Transferring Data to the POCO
public UserEntity SelectedUser
{
get { return _selectedUser; }
set
{
_selectedUser = value;
OnPropertyChanged("SelectedUser");
OnPropertyChanged("FirstName");
OnPropertyChanged("LastName");
OnPropertyChanged("Password");
OnPropertyChanged("PrimaryEmail");
}
}
public string FirstName
{
get { return _selectedUser.FirstName; }
set
{
_selectedUser.FirstName = value;
OnPropertyChanged("FirstName");
}
}

UC0100-060 Events Use Case

Figure 8 The MessageEventArgs Handled by the MessageEvent
public class MessageEventArgs : EventArgs
{
public object Sender { get; set; }
public Enum Type { get; set; }
public string Message { get; set; }
public bool IsError { get; set; }
public bool IsInvalid { get; set; }
public int StatusCode { get; set; }
public int ErrorCode { get; set; }
private Exception _exception;
public Exception Exception
{
get { return _exception; }
set
{
_exception = value;
IsError = true;
}
}
}

because of its dependencies on the Prism CompositePresentationEvent;
as such, it can’t reside in the PCL:
public class MessageEvent : CompositePresentationEvent<MessageEventArgs>
{
}

Event aggregation, a function of Prism, provides a means to loosely
The EventArgs, on which the events have dependencies, are
couple applications while providing an excellent way to communicate
between decoupled components. It does this by allowing each served well by the PCL because I can have a common set of event
component to simply publish events without knowledge of the arguments—which will be used across numerous enterprise
subscribers. Likewise, components can subscribe to events and applications—within it. Figure 8 shows the MessageEventArgs
that’s handled by the previous MessageEvent.
handle responses without any knowledge of the publisher.
Some would argue that event
aggregation makes code hard to
follow, but with proper logging, it’s
actually the opposite. For example,
I may have a drop-down list in another module that permits the user
to switch the currency to use for
financial values. A component I’m
working on is dependent on this
setting and is used to calculate the
value for a ViewModel property,
and there are layers of logic between
my component and the component
with the drop-down list (perhaps
even in a separate module). If this
value changes and my component
doesn’t get notified, it would be
easier to debug using event aggregation than to trace through all of
the potential logic trails to complete
the path (or multiple paths) using
other means. With event aggregation, there are only two points to
debug: the subscriber and publisher.
If I logged both (as the demo application does), it narrows a problem
to a single point of failure.
The Prism event has to reside
in the MsdnDemo.Phone project Figure 9 MsdnDemo.Phone Presenters
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Figure 10 The PresentationPresenterBase
public class MvpVmPresenter<TView,TViewModel>
: IMvpVmPresenter
where TView: IView
where TViewModel : IMvpVmViewModel
{
public IShell Shell { get; set; }
public TView View { get; set; }
public TViewModel ViewModel { get; set; }
/// <summary>
/// Called when the view is activated (by Application controller)
/// </summary>
public virtual void ViewActivated(ViewEventArgs e){}
}

UC0100-100 MvpVmBase Use Case
The highest benefit of code reuse is reliability; it’s highly likely, as
in the case of the MsdnDemo.Phone application, that unit tests
are checking most of the code’s functionality. This, combined with
time in the field, will result in stable, reusable code. This will provide increased velocity and reliability for your team members,
particularly when they have to reuse it for a new requirement.
Additional benefits are that the code becomes easier to work on,
new features can have global benefits and wiring up a new application can happen within a few hours. You simply create the Views,
ViewModels and Presenters (applying applicable interfaces), and
your new module can be up and running.
In the MsdnDemo.Phone application, the PresentationPresenterBase (Presenter base class) simply needs to be sent the View and
ViewModel that will be used by the Presenter. Note how both
Presenters share the same ViewModel in Figure 9.

The PresentationPresenterBase derives from MvpVmPresenter,
a class in my PCL, which will serve as a contract for all shared
Presenters and their ViewModels across my enterprise applications. Its code is shown in Figure 10.
As with ILogger referenced in the PresentationModuleBase
class earlier, I’ll have to wrap ILogger in a similar fashion (passing
the instance to the base) as well as the Shell, View and ViewModel,
because these are injected via DI.
The PresentationPresenterBase, like the PresentationModuleBase, will have the responsibility of handling all DI-related services
because it has references to the Prism and Unity platform-specific
assemblies. As the process matures, more responsibility can be
moved to their base classes in the PCL.
Note that in Figure 11 , when the DI container resolves the
specified ViewModel (TViewModel), it will set the bindings for
the ButtonCommand on the ViewModel (line 99). This permits
the Presenter to handle all button clicks via the ExecuteButtonCommandHandler on line 56 in Figure 9.

ViewModels can be shared, as is
the case with MainViewModel.
Having the Presenters handle button clicks, versus the ViewModels, is one of the many benefits that inspired “olden day”
architects to evolve from the Presentation-Model-Pattern and the
Application-Model-Pattern to the Model-View-Presenter pattern.
ViewModels can be shared, as is the case with the MainViewModel, and each Presenter can use the MainViewModel in different ways based on its requirements. Had I moved the button clicks
into the ViewModel, I would’ve had to use conditional statements,
which in time would cause code bloat and require regression testing,
as new code could affect logic for modules that weren’t in the
development cycle. Keeping Views and ViewModels clean of
business logic allows for their maximum reuse.

Wrapping Up
The PCL can significantly reduce the number of projects required
for multi-targeted applications while providing contracts for
enterprise-level applications. The constraint of not being able to
reference non-PCL assemblies lends itself to better coding practices, enabling projects to have a clear separation of concerns.
Combining these benefits of the PCL with DI will maximize the
ability to reuse decoupled projects that have been tested with time
(and available unit tests), increasing the scalability, extensibility and
the velocity of your team in completing new tasks.

BILL KRATOCHVIL, an independent contractor, is a lead technologist and architect for an elite team of developers working on a confidential project for a leading
company in the medical industry. His own company, Global Webnet LLC, is
based in Amarillo, Texas.

Figure 11 The Presenter Base Class
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Particle Swarm
Optimization
James McCaffrey
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an artificial
intelligence (AI) technique that can be used to find approximate
solutions to extremely difficult or impossible numeric maximization and minimization problems. The version of PSO I describe
in this article was first presented in a 1995 research paper by
J. Kennedy and R. Eberhart. PSO is loosely modeled on group
behavior, such as bird flocking and fish schooling. The best way
for you to get a feel for what PSO is and to see where I’m heading
here is to examine Figure 1.
The first part of the figure describes a dummy problem being
solved by a demonstration PSO program. The goal is to find values
x0 and x1 so the value of the function f = 3 + x0^2 + x1^2 is
minimized. Here I use the notation ^2 to indicate the squaring
This article discusses:
• The AI technique of particle swarm optimization (PSO)
• Defining particles
• Understanding and implementing the PSO algorithm
• Extending a basic particle swarm optimization

Technologies discussed:
C#, Visual Studio, Microsoft .NET Framework

Code download available at:
code.msdn.microsoft.com/mag201108PSO
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operation. Notice that I’ve deliberately chosen an unrealistically
simple problem to keep the ideas of PSO clear. It’s obvious that
the solution to this problem is x0 = 0.0 and x1 = 0.0, which
yields a minimum function value of 3.0, so using PSO isn’t really
necessary. I discuss more realistic problems that can be solved
by PSO later in this article. In this example, the dimension of the
function to minimize is 2 because we need to solve for 2 numeric
values. In general, PSO is well-suited to numeric problems with
dimensions of 2 or larger. In most situations, PSO must have some
constraints on the range of possible x values. Here x0 and x1 are
arbitrarily limited to the range -100.0 to 100.0.

In general, PSO is well-suited
to numeric problems with
dimensions of 2 or larger.
The next part of Figure 1 indicates that the PSO program is
using 10 particles and that the program will iterate 1,000 times. As
you’ll see shortly, each particle represents a possible solution to the
PSO problem being solved. PSO is an iterative technique and in
most cases it’s not possible to know when an optimal solution has
been found. Therefore, PSO algorithms usually must have some
limit on the number of iterations to perform.

Figure 1 Particle Swarm Optimization Demo Run

The next lines in Figure 1 indicate that each of the 10 particles in
the swarm is initialized to a random position. A particle’s position represents a possible solution to the optimization problem to be solved.
The best randomly generated initial position is x0 = 26.53 and x1 =
-6.09, which corresponds to a fitness (the measure of solution quality)
of 3 + 26.53^2 + (-6.09)^2 = 744.12. The PSO algorithm then enters
a main processing loop where each particle’s position is updated on
each pass through the loop. The update procedure is the heart of
PSO and I’ll explain it in detail later in this article. After 1,000 iterations, the PSO algorithm did in fact find the optimal solution of x0
= 0.0 and x1 = 0.0, but let me emphasize that in most situations you
won’t know whether a PSO program has found an optimal solution.
In this article, I’ll explain in detail the PSO algorithm and walk
you line by line through the program shown running in Figure 1.
I coded the demo program in C#, but you should be able to easily
adapt the code presented here to another language, such as Visual
Basic .NET or Python. The complete source code for the program
presented in this article is available at code.msdn.microsoft.com/
mag201108PSO. This article assumes you have intermediate coding
skills with a modern procedural language but does not assume you
know anything about PSO or related AI techniques.

I prefer using public scope fields,
but you may want to use private
fields along with get and set properties instead. The field named
position is an array of type double
and represents a possible solution
to the optimization problem under
investigation. Although PSO can be
used to solve non-numeric problems, it’s generally best-suited for
solving numeric problems. Field
fitness is a measure of how good
the solution represented by position is. For minimization problems,
which are the most common types
of problems solved by PSO, smaller
values of the fitness field are better
than larger values; for maximization problems, larger values of
fitness are better.
Field velocity is an array of type
double and represents the information necessary to update a particle’s current position/solution.
I’ll explain particle velocity in detail shortly. The fourth and fifth
fields in the Particle type are bestPosition and bestFitness. These
fields hold the best position/solution found by the Particle object
and the associated fitness of the best position.
The Particle class has a single constructor that accepts five
parameters that correspond to each of the Particle’s five data fields.
The constructor simply copies each parameter value to its corresponding data field. Because all five Particle fields have public
scope, I could have omitted the constructor and then just used
field assignment statements in the PSO code, but I think the
constructor leads to cleaner code.

I coded the demo program
in C#, but you should be able
to easily adapt the code to
another language.

Particles
When using PSO, a possible solution to the numeric optimization
problem under investigation is represented by the position of a particle.
Additionally, each particle has a current velocity, which represents a
magnitude and direction toward a new, presumably better, solution/
position. A particle also has a measure of the quality of its current
position, the particle’s best known position (that is, a previous position with the best known quality), and the quality of the best known
position. I coded a Particle class as shown in Figure 2.
The Particle class has five public data members: position, fitness,
velocity, bestPosition and bestFitness. When using PSO, for simplicity
msdnmagazine.com

The Particle class definition contains a ToString method that
echoes the values of the five data fields. As with the constructor,
because I declared the position, fitness, velocity, bestPosition and
bestFitness fields with public scope, I don’t really need a ToString
method to view a Particle object’s values, but including it simplifies
viewing the fields and it’s useful for WriteLine-style debugging during development. In the ToString method I use string concatenation
rather than the more efficient StringBuilder class to make it easier
for you to refactor my code to a non-Microsoft .NET Frameworkbased language if you wish.
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The PSO Algorithm
Although the heart of thePSO algorithm is rather simple, you’ll need
to understand it thoroughly in order to modify the code in this article to meet your own needs. PSO is an iterative process. On each
iteration in the PSO main processing loop, each particle’s current
velocity is first updated based on the particle’s current velocity, the
particle’s local information and global swarm information. Then,
each particle’s position is updated using the particle’s new velocity.
In math terms the two update equations are:
v(t+1) = (w * v(t)) + (c1 * r1 * (p(t) – x(t)) + (c2 * r2 * (g(t) – x(t))
x(t+1) = x(t) + v(t+1)

Bear with me here; the position update process is actually much
simpler than these equations suggest. The first equation updates a
particle’s velocity. The term v(t+1) means the velocity at time t+1.
Notice that v is in bold, indicating that velocity is a vector value
and has multiple components such as {1.55, -0.33}, rather than
being a single scalar value. The new velocity depends on three
terms. The first term is w * v(t). The w factor is called the inertia
weight and is simply a constant like 0.73 (more on this shortly); v(t)
is the current velocity at time t. The second term is c1 * r1 * (p(t) –
x(t)). The c1 factor is a constant called the cognitive (or personal
or local) weight. The r1 factor is a random variable in the range
[0, 1), which is greater than or equal to 0 and strictly less than 1.
Figure 2 Particle Definition
public class Particle
{
public double[] position;
public double fitness;
public double[] velocity;
public double[] bestPosition;
public double bestFitness;
public Particle(double[] position, double fitness,
double[] velocity, double[] bestPosition, double bestFitness)
{
this.position = new double[position.Length];
position.CopyTo(this.position, 0);
this.fitness = fitness;
this.velocity = new double[velocity.Length];
velocity.CopyTo(this.velocity, 0);
this.bestPosition = new double[bestPosition.Length];
bestPosition.CopyTo(this.bestPosition, 0);
this.bestFitness = bestFitness;
}
public override string ToString()
{
string s = "";
s += "==========================\n";
s += "Position: ";
for (int i = 0; i < this.position.Length; ++i)
s += this.position[i].ToString("F2") + " ";
s += "\n";
s += "Fitness = " + this.fitness.ToString("F4") + "\n";
s += "Velocity: ";
for (int i = 0; i < this.velocity.Length; ++i)
s += this.velocity[i].ToString("F2") + " ";
s += "\n";
s += "Best Position: ";
for (int i = 0; i < this.bestPosition.Length; ++i)
s += this.bestPosition[i].ToString("F2") + " ";
s += "\n";
s += "Best Fitness = " + this.bestFitness.ToString("F4") + "\n";
s += "==========================\n";
return s;
}
} // class Particle
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The p(t) vector value is the particle’s best position found so far.
The x(t) vector value is the particle’s current position. The third
term in the velocity update equation is (c2 * r2 * (g(t) – x(t)). The
c2 factor is a constant called the social—or global—weight. The r2
factor is a random variable in the range [0, 1). The g(t) vector value
is the best known position found by any particle in the swarm so
far. Once the new velocity, v(t+1), has been determined, it’s used
to compute the new particle position x(t+1).

When using PSO, for simplicity I
prefer using public scope fields.
A concrete example will help make the update process clear. Suppose you’re trying to minimize 3 + x0^2 + x1^2 as described in the
introductory section of this article. The function is plotted in Figure
3. The base of the containing cube in Figure 3 represents x0 and
x1 values and the vertical axis represents the function value. Note
that the plot surface is minimized with f = 3 when x0 = 0 and x1 = 0.
Let’s say that a particle’s current position, x(t), is {x0, x1} = {3.0,
4.0}, and that the particle’s current velocity, v(t), is {-1.0, -1.5}. Let’s
also assume that constant w = 0.7, constant c1 = 1.4, constant c2 =
1.4, and that random numbers r1 and r2 are 0.5 and 0.6 respectively.
Finally, suppose the particle’s best known position is p(t) = {2.5, 3.6}
and the global best known position by any particle in the swarm
is g(t) = {2.3, 3.4}. Then the new velocity and position values are:
v(t+1) = (0.7 * {-1.0,-1.5}) +
(1.4 * 0.5 * {2.5, 3.6} - {3.0, 4.0}) +
(1.4 * 0.6 * {2.3, 3.4} – {3.0, 4.0})
= {-0.70, -1.05} + {-0.35, -0.28} + {-0.59, -0.50}
= {-1.64, -1.83}
x(t+1) = {3.0, 4.0} + {-1.64, -1.83}
= {1.36, 2.17}

Recall that the optimal solution is {x0, x1} = (0.0, 0.0}. Observe
that the update process has improved the old position/solution from
(3.0, 4.0} to {1.36, 2.17}. If you mull over the update process a bit,
you’ll see that the new velocity is the old velocity (times a weight)
plus a factor that depends on a particle’s best known position, plus
another factor that depends on the best known position from all
particles in the swarm. Therefore, a particle’s new position tends to
move toward a better position based on the particle’s best known
position and the best known position of all particles. The graph in
Figure 4 shows the movement of one of the particles during the
first eight iterations of the demo PSO run. The particle starts at x0
= 100.0, x1 = 80.4 and tends to move toward the optimal solution
of x0 = 0, x1 = 0. The spiral motion is typical of PSO.

Implementing the PSO Algorithm

Figure 5 presents the overall structure of the PSO program that
produced the program run shown in Figure 1.

I used Visual Studio to create a C# console application project
named ParticleSwarmOptimization. PSO code is fairly basic, so
any version of the .NET Framework (1.1 through 4) will work well.
I removed all Visual Studio-generated using statements except for
the reference to the core System namespace. I declared a class-scope
Artificial Intelligence

the values of x0 and x1 that minimize 3 + x0^2 + x1^2, I set Dim
to 2. As I mentioned earlier, in most PSO situations you’ll want to
limit the x values that make up the position/solution vector to some
problem-dependent range. Without some limits, you’re effectively
searching from double.MinValue to double.MaxValue. Here I
arbitrarily limit x0 and x1 to [-100.0, +100.0].
Next, I prepare to instantiate the particle swarm:
Particle[] swarm = new Particle[numberParticles];
double[] bestGlobalPosition = new double[Dim];
double bestGlobalFitness = double.MaxValue;
double minV = -1.0 * maxX;
double maxV = maxX;

Figure 3 Plot of f = 3 + x0^2 + x1^2

object of type Random to generate the cognitive and social random
numbers described in the previous section. I also used the Random
object to generate random initial velocities and positions for each
Particle object. Inside the Main method I wrap all my code in a
single, high-level try statement to catch any exceptions.
After instantiating the Random object with an arbitrary seed
value of 0, I initialize some key PSO variables:
int numberParticles = 10;
int numberIterations = 1000;
int iteration = 0;
int Dim = 2;
double minX = -100.0;
double maxX = 100.0;

I use 10 Particle objects. As a rule of thumb, more Particle objects
are better than fewer, but more can significantly slow program
performance. I set the number of main processing loop iterations
to 1,000. The number of iterations you’ll want to use will depend
on the complexity of the problem you’re trying to optimize and
the processing power of your host machine. Typically, PSO
programs use a value between 1,000 and 100,000. The variable
named iteration is a counter to keep track of the number of main
loop iterations. The Dim variable holds the number of x values in
a solution/position. Because my example problem needs to find

I create an array of Particle objects named swarm. I also set up
an array to hold the global best known position determined by any
Particle—denoted by g(t) in the algorithm—and the corresponding
fitness of that position array. I set constraints for the maximum and
minimum values for a new velocity. The idea here is that because a
new velocity determines a particle’s new position, I don’t want the
magnitude of any of the velocity components to be huge.
The code to initialize the swarm is as follows:
for (int i = 0; i < swarm.Length; ++i)
{
double[] randomPosition = new double[Dim];
for (int j = 0; j < randomPosition.Length; ++j) {
double lo = minX;
double hi = maxX;
randomPosition[j] = (hi - lo) * ran.NextDouble() + lo;
}
...

I iterate through each Particle object in the array named swarm. I
declare an array of size Dim to hold a random position for the current
Particle. Then for each x-value of the position I generate a random value
between minX (-100.0) and maxX (+100.0). In many realistic PSO
problems, the range for each x-value will be different, so you’ll have
to add code to deal with each x-value in the position array separately.
Now I continue the initialization process:
double fitness = ObjectiveFunction(randomPosition);
double[] randomVelocity = new double[Dim];
for (int j = 0; j < randomVelocity.Length; ++j) {
double lo = -1.0 * Math.Abs(maxX - minX);
double hi = Math.Abs(maxX - minX);
randomVelocity[j] = (hi - lo) * ran.NextDouble() + lo;
}
swarm[i] = new Particle(randomPosition, fitness, randomVelocity,
randomPosition, fitness);
...

First I compute the quality of the current random position array
by passing that array to the method ObjectiveFunction. If you refer
back to Figure 5, you’ll see that the ObjectiveFunction method
simply computes the value of the function I’m trying to minimize,
namely 3 + x0^2 + x1^2. Next I compute a random velocity for the
current Particle object. After I have a random position, the fitness
of the random position and a random velocity, I pass those values
to the Particle constructor. Recall that the fourth and fifth parameters are the particle’s best known position and its associated
fitness, so when initializing a Particle the initial random position
and fitness are the best known values.
The swarm initialization code finishes with:

Figure 4 Particle Motion Toward Optimal Solution
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...
if (swarm[i].fitness < bestGlobalFitness) {
bestGlobalFitness = swarm[i].fitness;
swarm[i].position.CopyTo(bestGlobalPosition, 0);
}
} // End initialization loop
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I check to see if the fitness of the current Particle is the best
(smallest in the case of a minimization problem) fitness found so
far. If so, I update array bestGlobalPosition and the corresponding
variable bestGlobalFitness.
Next, I prepare to enter the main PSO processing loop:
double
double
double
double

w = 0.729; // inertia weight
c1 = 1.49445; // cognitive weight
c2 = 1.49445; // social weight
r1, r2; // randomizers

I set the value for w, the inertia weight, to 0.729. This value was
recommended by a research paper that investigated the effects of
various PSO parameter values on a set of benchmark minimization problems. Instead of a single, constant value for w, an alternative approach is to vary the value of w. For example, if your PSO
algorithm is set to iterate 10,000 times, you could initially set w to
0.90 and gradually decrease w to 0.40 by reducing w by 0.10 after
Figure 5 PSO Program Structure
using System;
namespace ParticleSwarmOptimization
{
class Program
{
static Random ran = null;
static void Main(string[] args)
{
try
{
Console.WriteLine("\nBegin PSO demo\n");
ran = new Random(0);
int numberParticles = 10;
int numberIterations = 1000;
int iteration = 0;
int Dim = 2; // dimensions
double minX = -100.0;
double maxX = 100.0;
Particle[] swarm = new Particle[numberParticles];
double[] bestGlobalPosition = new double[Dim];
double bestGlobalFitness = double.MaxValue;
double minV = -1.0 * maxX;
double maxV = maxX;
// Initialize all Particle objects
double
double
double
double

w = 0.729; // inertia weight
c1 = 1.49445; // cognitive weight
c2 = 1.49445; // social weight
r1, r2; // randomizations

// Main processing loop
// Display results
Console.WriteLine("\nEnd PSO demo\n");
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
Console.WriteLine("Fatal error: " + ex.Message);
}
} // Main()
static double ObjectiveFunction(double[] x)
{
return 3.0 + (x[0] * x[0]) + (x[1] * x[1]);
}
} // class Program
public class Particle
{
// Definition here
}
} // ns
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every 2,000 iterations. The idea of a dynamic w is that early in the
algorithm you want to explore larger changes in position, but later
on you want smaller particle movements. I set the values for both c1
and c2, the cognitive and social weights, to 1.49445. Again, this value
was recommended by a research study. If you set the value of c1 to
be larger than the value of c2, you place more weight on a particle’s
best known position than on the swarm’s global best known position,
and vice versa. The random variables r1 and r2 add a random component to the PSO algorithm and help prevent the algorithm from
getting stuck at a non-optimal local minimum or maximum solution.
Next, I begin the main PSO processing loop:
for (int i = 0; i < swarm.Length; ++i)
{
Particle currP= swarm[i];
for (int j = 0; j < currP.velocity.Length; ++j)
{
r1 = ran.NextDouble();
r2 = ran.NextDouble();
newVelocity[j] = (w * currP.velocity[j]) +
(c1 * r1* (currP.bestPosition[j] - currP.position[j])) +
(c2 * r2 * (bestGlobalPosition[j] - currP.position[j]));
...

I iterate through each Particle object in the swarm array using
i as an index variable. I create a reference to the current Particle
object named currP to simplify my code, but I could have used
swarm[i] directly. As explained in the previous section, the first step
is to update each particle’s velocity vector. For the current Particle
object, I walk through each one of the values in the object’s velocity
array, generate random variables r1 and r2, and then update each
velocity component as explained in the previous section.
After I compute a new velocity component for the current
Particle object, I check to see if that component is between the
minimum and maximum values for a velocity component:
if (newVelocity[j] < minV)
newVelocity[j] = minV;
else if (newVelocity[j] > maxV)
newVelocity[j] = maxV;
} // each j
newVelocity.CopyTo(currP.velocity, 0);
...

If the component is out of range, I bring it back in range. The idea
here is that I don’t want extreme values for the velocity component
because extreme values could cause my new position to spin out
of bounds. After all velocity components have been computed, I
update the current Particle object’s velocity array using the handy
.NET CopyTo method.
Once the velocity of the current Particle has been determined, I can use
the new velocity to compute and update the current Particle’s position:
for (int j = 0; j < currP.position.Length; ++j)
{
newPosition[j] = currP.position[j] + newVelocity[j];
if (newPosition[j] < minX)
newPosition[j] = minX;
else if (newPosition[j] > maxX)
newPosition[j] = maxX;
}
newPosition.CopyTo(currP.position, 0);
...

Again I perform a range check, this time on each of the current
particle’s new position components. In a sense, this is a redundant
check because I’ve already constrained the value of each velocity
component, but in my opinion the extra check is warranted here.
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Now that I have the current Particle object’s new position, I
compute the new fitness value and update the object’s fitness field:
newFitness = ObjectiveFunction(newPosition);
currP.fitness = newFitness;
if (newFitness < currP.bestFitness) {
newPosition.CopyTo(currP.bestPosition, 0);
currP.bestFitness = newFitness;
}
if (newFitness < bestGlobalFitness) {
newPosition.CopyTo(bestGlobalPosition, 0);
bestGlobalFitness = newFitness;
}
} // each Particle
} // main PSO loop
...

After updating the current particle, I check to see if the new
position is the best known position of the particle; I also check to
see if the new position is a best global swarm position. Notice that
logically, there can be a new global best position only if there’s a best
local position, so I could have nested the global best check inside
the check for a local best position.
At this point my main PSO algorithm loop is finished and I can
display my results:
Console.WriteLine("\nProcessing complete");
Console.Write("Final best fitness = ");
Console.WriteLine(bestGlobalFitness.ToString("F4"));
Console.WriteLine("Best position/solution:");
for (int i = 0; i < bestGlobalPosition.Length; ++i){
Console.Write("x" + i + " = " );
Console.WriteLine(bestGlobalPosition[i].ToString("F4") + " ");
}
Console.WriteLine("");
Console.WriteLine("\nEnd PSO demonstration\n");

PSO is just one of several AI techniques based on the behavior of
natural systems. Perhaps the technique closest to PSO algorithms is
Genetic Algorithms (GAs). Both techniques are well-suited to difficult
numeric problems. GAs have been extensively studied for decades. An
advantage of PSOs over GAs is that PSO algorithms are significantly
simpler to implement than GAs. It’s not clear at this time whether
PSOs are more or less effective than GAs, or roughly equal to them.
The version of PSO I’ve presented here can be modified in many
ways. One particularly interesting modification is to use several
sub-swarms of particles rather than one global swarm. With such a
design, each particle belongs to a sub-swarm and the new velocity of
a particle could depend on four terms rather than three: the old velocity, the particle’s best known position, the best known position of any
particle in the sub-swarm, and the best known position of any particle.
The idea of this sub-swarm design is to reduce the chances of the PSO
algorithm getting stuck in a non-optimal solution. To the best of my
knowledge such a design has not yet been thoroughly investigated. 
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}
catch (Exception ex)
{
Console.WriteLine("Fatal error: " + ex.Message);
}
} // Main()

Extending and Modifying
Now that you’ve seen how to write a basic PSO, let’s discuss how
you can extend and modify the code I’ve presented. The example
problem I solved is artificial in the sense that there’s no need to use
PSO to find an approximate solution because the problem can be
solved exactly. Where PSO is really useful is when the numeric
problem under investigation is extremely difficult or impossible to
solve using standard techniques. Consider the following problem.
You want to predict the score of an (American) football game
between teams A and B. You have historical data consisting of the
previous results of A and B against other teams. You mathematically
model the historical rating of a team X in such a way that if the
team wins a game, the team’s rating goes up by some fixed value
(say 16 points) plus another value that depends on the difference
between the teams’ ratings (say 0.04 times the difference if the team
X rating is less than the opposing team’s). Furthermore, you model
the predicted margin of victory of a team as some function of the
difference in team ratings; for example, if team X is rated 1,720 and
team Y is rated 1,620, your model predicts a margin of victory for
X of 3.5 points. In short, you have a large amount of data and need
to determine several numeric values (such as the 16 and the 0.04)
that minimize your prediction errors. This data-driven parameter
estimation is the type of problem that’s right up PSO’s alley.
msdnmagazine.com
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Font Metrics in Silverlight
Most graphical programming environments have classes or functions to obtain font metrics. These font metrics provide information
about the size of text characters when rendered with a particular
font. At the very least, the font metrics information includes the
widths of all the individual characters and a height that’s common
to all characters. Internally, these widths are probably stored in
an array, so the access is very fast. Font metrics are invaluable for
laying out text in paragraphs and pages.
Unfortunately, Silverlight is one graphical environment that does
not provide font metrics to application program developers. If you
wish to obtain the size of text prior to rendering it, you must use
TextBlock, which is, of course, the same element you use for rendering text. Internally, TextBlock obviously has access to font metrics;
otherwise it would have no idea how large the text is supposed to be.

Font metrics are invaluable
for laying out text in paragraphs
and pages.
It’s easy to persuade TextBlock to provide text dimensions
without actually rendering the text. Simply instantiate a TextBlock
element, initialize the FontFamily, FontSize, FontStyle, FontWeight
and Text properties, and then query the ActualWidth and ActualHeight properties. Unlike some Silverlight elements, you don’t need
to make this TextBlock a child of a Panel or Border. Nor do you
need to call the Measure method on the parent.
To speed up this process, you can use TextBlock to build an
array of character widths, and then you can use this array to
mimic traditional font metrics. This is what I’ll show you how to
do in this article.

Is All This Really Necessary?
Most Silverlight programmers don’t mourn the absence of font
metrics because, for many applications, TextBlock makes them
unnecessary. TextBlock is very versatile. If you use the Inlines property, a single TextBlock element can render a mix of italic and bold
Code download available at code.msdn.microsoft.com/mag201108UIFrontiers.
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text, and even text with different font families or font sizes. TextBlock
can also wrap long text into multiple lines to create paragraphs.
It’s this text-wrapping feature that I’ve been using in the past two
installments of this column to create simple e-book readers for
Windows Phone 7.
In the previous issue, I presented a program called MiddlemarchReader that lets you read George Eliot’s novel “Middlemarch”
on your phone. I want you to perform an experiment with that
program: Deploy a fresh copy on an actual Windows Phone 7
device. (If necessary, first uninstall any version that might be on
the phone already.) Now press the application bar button to get
the list of chapters. Choose chapter IV. From the first page of
chapter IV, flick your finger on the screen from left to right to go
to the last page of the third chapter and start counting seconds:
“One Mississippi, two Mississippi …”
If your phone is anything like my phone, you’ll discover that
paging back from the beginning of Chapter IV to the end of
Chapter III takes about 10 seconds. I think we can all agree that 10
seconds is much too long for a simple page turn!
This wait is characteristic of on-the-fly pagination. Displaying
the last page of a chapter requires that all the previous pages in that
chapter be paginated first. I’ve mentioned in previous installments of
this column that the pagination technique I’ve been using is grossly
inefficient, and this particular example proves it.
My slow pagination technique uses the text-wrapping feature of
TextBlock to render entire paragraphs, or partial paragraphs if the
paragraph straddles multiple pages. If a paragraph is too large to fit
on a page, then my code starts lopping off words at the end of the
paragraph until it fits. After each word is removed, Silverlight must
re-measure the TextBlock, and this requires lots of time.
Certainly I need to revise my pagination logic. A better pagination
algorithm breaks each paragraph into individual words, obtains
the size of each word, and performs its own word-positioning and
line-wrapping logic.
In the previous e-book readers I’ve shown in this column, each
paragraph (or partial paragraph) on a page is just one TextBlock,
and these TextBlock elements are children of a StackPanel. In the
e-book reader I’ll describe in this column, every word on the page
is its own TextBlock, and each TextBlock is positioned at a specific
location on a Canvas. These multiple TextBlock elements require
a little more time for Silverlight to render the page, but the page
layout is speeded up enormously. My experiments show that the
troublesome 10-second page transition in MiddlemarchReader

Figure 1 The FontMetrics Class
public class FontMetrics
{
const int EmSize = 2048;
TextBlock txtblk;
double height;
double[][] charWidths = new double[256][];

{
charWidths[upper] = new double[256];
for (int i = 0; i < 256; i++)
charWidths[upper][i] = -1;
}

public FontMetrics(Font font)
{
this.Font = font;

// If there's no character width, obtain it
if (charWidths[upper][lower] == -1)
{
txtblk.Text = ch.ToString();
charWidths[upper][lower] = txtblk.ActualWidth / EmSize;
}
return charWidths[upper][lower];

// Create the TextBlock for all measurements
txtblk = new TextBlock
{
FontFamily = this.Font.FontFamily,
FontStyle = this.Font.FontStyle,
FontWeight = this.Font.FontWeight,
FontSize = EmSize
};

}
}
public Size MeasureText(string text)
{
double accumWidth = 0;

// Store the character height
txtblk.Text = " ";
height = txtblk.ActualHeight / EmSize;

foreach (char ch in text)
accumWidth += this[ch];

}
return new Size(accumWidth, height);
public Font Font { protected set; get; }

}

public double this[char ch]
{
get
{
// Break apart the character code
int upper = (ushort)ch >> 8;
int lower = (ushort)ch & 0xFF;

public Size MeasureText(string text, int startIndex, int length)
{
double accumWidth = 0;
for (int index = startIndex; index < startIndex + length; index++)
accumWidth += this[text[index]];
return new Size(accumWidth, height);

// If there's no array, create one
if (charWidths[upper] == null)

is reduced to two seconds when each word is measured with a
TextBlock element, and to 0.5 seconds when character widths are
cached in an array like traditional font metrics.
But it’s time for a new book. The downloadable Visual Studio
solution for this article is called PhineasReader and it lets you
read the story of one of Anthony Trollope’s most beloved fictional
characters, the Irish Member of Parliament, “Phineas Finn” (1869).
Once again, I’ve used a plain-text file downloaded from Project
Gutenberg (gutenberg.org).

Silverlight is one graphical
environment that does
not provide font metrics to
application program developers.
The FontMetrics Class
When a computer font is first designed, the font designer chooses
a number that’s called the “em-size.” The term comes from olden
days when the capital letter M was a square block of type, and the
size of that M determined the heights and relative widths of all the
other characters.
Many TrueType fonts are designed with an em-size of 2,048
“design units.” That size is large enough so that the character height is
msdnmagazine.com

}
}

an integer—usually greater than 2,048 to accommodate diacritic
marks—and all the widths of all the characters are integers as well.
If you create a TextBlock using any of the fonts supported on
Windows Phone 7, and set the FontSize property to 2,048, you’ll
discover that ActualWidth returns an integer regardless what character you set to the Text property. (ActualHeight is also an integer
except for the Segoe WP Bold font and the default Portable User
Interface font. These two names refer to the same font, and the
height is 2,457.6. I don’t know the reason for this inconsistency.)
Once you obtain the character height and widths based on a
FontSize property set to 2,048, you can simply scale that height
and the widths for any other font size.
Figure 1 shows the FontMetrics class I created. If you need to
deal with multiple fonts, you’d maintain a separate FontMetrics
instance for each font family, font style (regular or italic) and font
weight (regular or bold). It’s quite likely these FontMetrics instances
would be referenced from a dictionary, so I created a Font class
that implements the IEquatable interface, hence it’s suitable as a
dictionary key. My e-book reader only needs one FontMetrics
instance based on the default Windows Phone 7 font.
Originally I thought I would take advantage of my knowledge
about the common em-size of 2,048 and store all character widths
as integers, perhaps 16-bit integers. However, I decided to play it safe
and store them as double-precision floating-point values instead. I
then decided that FontMetrics would divide the ActualWidth and
ActualHeight values by 2,048, so it really stores values appropriate
for a FontSize of 1. This makes it easy for any program using the
class to multiply the values by the desired FontSize.
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The Project Gutenberg plain-text files
Unicode 0x2014 surrounded by spaces to
only contain characters with Unicode
facilitate line breaks.
values less than 256. Therefore, the FontMy new pre-processing logic also
Metrics class could store all the character
handles consecutive lines with the same
widths it needs in a simple array of 256
indenting. Often these indented lines comvalues. Because this class might be used
prise a letter or other indented material
for text with character codes greater than
in the text, and I tried to handle those in
255, I wanted something more flexible
a more graceful way. While paginating, I
than that, but I knew that the last thing I
began all non-indented paragraphs with
wanted was to allocate an array sufficient
a first-line indent, except for the first
to store 64,536 double-precision floating
paragraph of a chapter, which I presume
point values. That’s .5MB of memory just
is usually a chapter title.
for the font metrics!
The overall effect of this indentation
Instead, I used a jagged array. The array
logic is illustrated in Figure 2.
named charWidths has 256 elements, each
of which is an array of 256 double values.
Pagination and Composition
A 16-bit character code is divided into
Because PageProvider has taken over much
two 8-bit indices. The upper byte indexes
of the layout previously performed by
TextBlock itself, the pagination logic has
the charWidths array to obtain an array
become a little too lengthy for the pages
of 256 double values, and then the lower
of this magazine. But it’s fairly straightforbyte of the character code indexes that
ward. All the paragraphs that comprise the
array. But these arrays of double values
Project Gutenberg text are stored as a List
are only created as they’re needed, and
of ParagraphInfo objects. The formatted
individual character widths are obtained
book is a BookInfo object that’s mostly a
only as they’re needed. This logic takes
List of ChapterInfo objects. The ChapterInfo
place in the indexer of the FontMetrics
object indicates the index of the paragraph
class, and both reduces the amount of
that begins the chapter and also maintains
storage required by the class and cuts Figure 2 A Page from PhineasReader
a List of PageInfo objects that are created as
down unnecessary processing for char- Showing Paragraph Indenting
the book is progressively paginated.
acters that are never used.
The PageInfo class is shown in Figure 3. It indicates where the
The two MeasureText methods obtain the size of a string, or
a substring of a larger string. These two methods return values page begins with a paragraph index and a character index within
appropriate for a FontSize of 1, which can then be scaled simply by that paragraph, and also maintains a List of WordInfo objects.
The WordInfo class is shown in Figure 4. Each WordInfo object
multiplying by the desired font size.
TextBlock elements are usually aligned on pixel boundaries corresponds to a single word, so this class indicates the word’s
because the UseLayoutRounding property defined by the UI- coordinate location on the page and the text of the word as a
Element class has a default value of true. For text, pixel alignment substring of a paragraph.
helps readability because it avoids inconsistent anti-aliasing. After
multiplying the values obtained from MeasureText by the font size,
you’ll want to pass those values through the Math.Ceiling method.
This will give you values rounded up to the next integral pixel.

Fancier Formatting
As in my previous e-book readers, most of the real grunt work of the
program occurs in the PageProvider class. This class has two main
jobs: pre-processing the Project Gutenberg file to concatenate individual lines of the file into single-line paragraphs, and pagination.
To test FontMetrics for character codes greater than 255, I
decided to perform a little bit more pre-processing than in the
past. First, I replaced standard double quotes (ASCII code 0x22)
with “fancy quotes” (Unicode 0x201C and 0x201D) by simply
alternating the two codes within each paragraph. Also, Victorian
authors tend to use a lot of em-dashes—often to delimit phrases
like this one—and these turn up in the Project Gutenberg files as
pairs of dashes. In most cases, I replaced these pairs of dashes with
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Most Silverlight programmers
don’t mourn the absence of
font metrics because, for many
applications, TextBlock makes
them unnecessary.

You’ll notice in the PageInfo class that the Words property is
flagged with XmlIgnore, meaning that this property won’t be
serialized with the rest of the class, and hence isn’t saved in isolated
storage along with the rest of the pagination information. A few
little calculations will convince you of the wisdom of this decision:
UI Frontiers

Figure 3 The PageInfo Class Represents Each Paginated Page
public class PageInfo
{
public PageInfo()
{
this.Words = new List<WordInfo>();
}

Figure 5 The BuildPageElement Method in PageProvider
FrameworkElement BuildPageElement(ChapterInfo chapter, PageInfo pageInfo)
{
if (pageInfo.Words.Count == 0)
{
Paginate(chapter, pageInfo);
}

public int ParagraphIndex { set; get; }

Canvas canvas = new Canvas();

public int CharacterIndex { set; get; }

foreach (WordInfo word in pageInfo.Words)
{
TextBlock txtblk = new TextBlock
{
FontFamily = fontMetrics.Font.FontFamily,
FontSize = this.fontSize,
Text = paragraphs[word.ParagraphIndex].Text.
Substring(word.CharacterIndex,
word.CharacterCount),
Tag = word
};

public bool IsLastPageInChapter { set; get; }
public bool IsPaginated { set; get; }
public int AccumulatedCharacterCount { set; get; }
[XmlIgnore]
public List<WordInfo> Words { set; get; }
}

“Phineas Finn” is more than 200,000 words in length, and WordInfo contains 20 bytes of data, so, in memory, all the WordInfo
objects will occupy more than 4MB. That’s not too bad, but consider
these 200,000 WordInfo objects converted to XML for serialization! Besides, if the beginning of a page is known, calculating the
locations of the words on that page using the FontMetrics class
is very fast, so these WordInfo objects can be recreated without
performance problems.
Figure 5 shows the BuildPageElement method in PageProvider
that basically converts a PageInfo object into a Canvas containing
a bunch of TextBlock elements. It’s this Canvas that’s actually
rendered on the screen.
The actual pagination and layout code doesn’t touch the UI. Only
the BuildPageElement method that composes the page creates UI
objects. The separation of pagination from page composition is
new in this version of the e-book reader, and it means that the
pagination and layout could occur in a background thread. I’m
not doing that in this program, but it’s something to keep in mind.

Not Just for Performance
I originally decided to abandon TextBlock for layout for performance
reasons. But there are at least two more compelling reasons for
using separate TextBlock elements for each word.
First, if you ever wanted to justify your paragraphs, this is an
essential first step. Silverlight for Windows Phone 7 doesn’t support the TextAlignment.Justify enumeration member. But if
every word is a separate TextBlock, justification is simply a matter
of distributing extra space between the individual words.
Figure 4 The WordInfo Class Represents a Single Word
public class WordInfo
{
public int LocationLeft { set; get; }

Canvas.SetLeft(txtblk, word.LocationLeft);
Canvas.SetTop(txtblk, word.LocationTop);
canvas.Children.Add(txtblk);
}
return canvas;
}

The second reason involves the problem of selecting text. You might
want to allow the user to select text for different purposes: perhaps
to add notes or annotations to a document, or to look up words or
phrases in a dictionary or Bing or Wikipedia, or to simply copy text
to the clipboard. You’ll need to provide the user with some way to
select the text and to display this selected text in a different color.
Can a single TextBlock display different pieces of text in different
colors? Yes, that’s possible with the Inlines property and a separate
Run object for the selected text. It’s messy, but it’s possible.

The actual pagination and layout
code doesn’t touch the UI.
The more difficult problem is letting the user select the text to
begin with. The user should be able to click or touch a particular
word and then drag to select multiple words. But if an entire paragraph is displayed by a single TextBlock element, how do you know
what word that is? You can perform hit-testing on the TextBlock
itself, but not on the individual Run objects.
When each word is its own TextBlock, the hit-testing job becomes
much easier. Of course, other challenges arise on the phone. Chunky
fingers must select tiny text, which means it’s probably necessary for
the user to enlarge the text before beginning selection.
As usual, as each new feature in a program is introduced, it
suggests even more features.


public int LocationTop { set; get; }
public int ParagraphIndex { set; get; }
public int CharacterIndex { set; get; }
public int CharacterCount { set; get; }
}
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DON’T GET ME STARTED

DAVID PLATT

The Power of the Default
Remember Clippy, the dancing, infuriating paper clip that
it without thinking. That means that you have to know
used to pop up in Office? I’ll wait while your blood pressure
who your users are, because they sure as heck aren’t you.
recedes after the surge of hatred that name triggers. Lawyers
(Where have I heard that before?)
Dahlia Lithwick and Brandt Goldstein described him well
For example, the default toolbar in Office 2003 contained
in their book “Me v. Everybody: Absurd Contracts for an
a quick print button. Instead of displaying the full print
Absurd World” (Workman Publishing Company, 2003):
dialog, this button simply printed one copy of the whole
“The Maniacal-Paper-Clip-with-Eyebrows Provision. You
document on the default printer. But in Office 2007, the
will delete/destroy/disable whatever it is that allows that
default quick access toolbar (far upper left) doesn’t coninane little [out-of-wedlock child] to leap around the
tain a quick print button, although it contains Save,
bottom right-hand corner of my screen ... observing: ‘I “I’m Clippy, and I’m Undo and Redo. You’d think that quick printing is a
see you’re writing a ransom note …’ or assuming that I here to annoy you!” feature that most users want; therefore it should be
wish it to turn all my letters into spreadsheets and my
turned on by default.
correspondence into numbered lists.”
To make this decision correctly, you need data about your
And remember the joy at Clippy’s demise, with Microsoft Office users—not guesses, not “you’d think,” but good, hard data. My UI
XP in 2001? Bill Gates got a standing ovation for saying that “XP consulting clients sometimes object to the time and cost of data
stands for Ex-Paperclip.” Clippy tried to interrupt and was yanked gathering, but there’s no substitute for it. If the Office team has
off the stage by a magnet while the crowd cheered. My favorite data from their Customer Experience Improvement Program that
spoof is from NPR’s “Wait, Wait, Don’t Tell Me,” in which Clippy is proves most users don’t care about quick printing, then I withdraw
dragged into the forest for a Mafia-style execution (bit.ly/kkpAiW): “It my objection to its absence.
looks like you’re digging a grave. Can I help dig? Is this a business
grave or a personal grave?”
You know what? All that fuss, the cheers and wailing and gnashing
of teeth, was about the default state of a single checkbox. A user
could always turn Clippy off, either by right-clicking or using the
Tools | Options dialog. And after Clippy’s publicized removal, he
still lurked in Office for six more years, undead, waiting to annoy
anyone foolish enough to check the box that would reactivate him.
Behold the power of the default setting. It not only determines
a user’s vital first impression of your program, it also determines
the overall satisfaction of most of your users, and hence the
success or failure of your product.
Few users ever change a program’s default settings. Some don’t
know that they can, others don’t know where to start. The rest
consider it more trouble than it’s worth, or fear damaging a workI’ll leave you with a scary thought. Clippy is actually back now,
ing installation. UI guru Alan Cooper considers changing default in the training game Ribbon Hero ( bit.ly/mClxOs). Imagine the
settings to be the defining characteristic of an advanced user. horrors if he ever metastasized to Windows Phone 7. “I see you’re
Thinking of all the applications I use regularly, there isn’t one on in a bar and you’re calling your ex. Are you sure that’s a good idea?”
which I’d consider myself an advanced user in this sense.
At least turn him off by default.

“Baloney, Plattski,” I hear you saying. “I change my programs’
settings all the time, just for the sheer pain of it.” Yes you do— DAVID S. PLATT teaches Programming .NET at Harvard University Extension
School and at companies all over the world. He’s the author of 11 programming books,
because you’re a geek. But few of your users ever do.
including “Why Software Sucks” (Addison-Wesley Professional, 2006) and “IntroIt’s not enough to build a program with the correct feature set, ducing Microsoft .NET” (Microsoft Press, 2002). Microsoft named him a Software
or even with the correct configuration points. You also need to put Legend in 2002. He wonders whether he should tape down two of his daughter’s
that set into its optimal configuration by default, so users can use fingers so she learns how to count in octal. You can contact him at rollthunder.com.

It’s not enough to build a
program with the correct feature
set, or even with the correct
configuration points. You also
need to put that set into its
optimal configuration by default.
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